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1 Introduction 

The separation of mixtures has always been among the most important tasks of process 

engineering. A lot of thought and energy has been put into processes that allow the 

attainment of the desired product from the mixtures it naturally occurs in or from the product 

mixtures of chemical reactions. Some applications of separation techniques predate the 

industrial era. Among these are the distillation of alcoholic beverages and the crystallization 

of salt from seawater or brine. The blacksmith’s forging of the steel is also in part a 

separation process as it removes residues of slag. With the modern-era development of 

petrochemistry, where hundreds of chemicals are produced from only one feedstock, 

industrial separation processes reached larger scales, became more complex and much 

more elaborate. Other branches of the chemical industry, like biochemistry or inorganics, 

have applied similarly powerful separation processes, allowing e.g. the isolation of vitamins 

from their natural sources and the purification of rare elements for use in the electronic 

industry. More recently, the matter has become increasingly important in the context of the 

recycling or safe disposal of liquid waste streams, mostly wastewater but also organic 

solvent waste. The more and more pressing need for higher energy efficiency and the 

generally increasing desire for higher purities, not only for electronics but also for functional 

polymers, pharmaceuticals and foods, have left a lot to do when it comes to parting the 

product and impurity. 

The most common industrial separation technique is distillation both under ambient or 

reduced pressure. The major advantages of distillation are that it is relatively easy to control 

and that kinetic hindrances are low because of the high temperature level, resulting in low 

investment costs. Theoretically, distillation is one of the separation techniques with the 

highest energy expenditure because of the high enthalpy of evaporation of most substances. 

However, the long history of its use and optimization has brought forward effective means of 

energy recovery. Therefore, other separation techniques, like liquid-liquid-(LL)-extraction, 

membrane processes or crystallization, can generally only compete with distillation if the 

distillation temperatures become very high, the pressures very low, as in molecular 

distillation, or the vapour-liquid-equilibrium (VLE) makes little or no difference between the 

compositions of the 2 phases. The latter case is encountered at or close to azeotropic points 

and with close boiling mixtures, like e.g. racemates. It is also a problem when the feed 

already contains the product in a high purity and the purification to an even higher purity is 

desired. Such tasks of ultra-purification are generally rather challenging for distillation and 

LL-extraction. Membrane processes and melt crystallization, on the other hand, usually work 
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better if the overall level of impurity is lower. In comparison to membrane processes, melt 

crystallization is often favourable because the equipment is cheaper and easier to maintain.  

Melt crystallization is an established technique for the ultra-purification of acids for the 

electronic industry, of monomers and other chemicals. Sometimes the overall process 

combines distillation for pre-purification and melt crystallization for the final purification steps. 

In some cases, melt crystallization is used instead of distillation. An example is the 

concentration of fruit juices, where the older process requires the extraction of volatile 

flavours prior to evaporating the water. A new crystallization process has been established, 

which removes the water as ice, so the lower temperature and higher pressure level keep the 

volatiles in the concentrate. Melt crystallization is also used when complex mixtures are not 

to be completely separated into chemically uniform parts but rather into fractions of different 

melting points. This process, called dry fractionation [Ham95], is established e.g. for the 

production of hard candle wax and softer lubricant oil from paraffin mixtures and for the 

processing of edible fats into harder and softer fractions. These 3 applications (ultra-

purification, freeze concentration and fractional crystallization) can all be performed with the 

crystals growing suspended in the melt (suspension melt crystallization) or fixed to a cooled 

surface (melt layer crystallization). In the industrial application, dry fractionation is mostly 

performed in layer crystallization while freeze concentration is performed in suspension. 

Ultra-purification processes have been realized in both suspension and layer. However, layer 

crystallization often has the advantage of higher possible growth rates and smaller solid-

liquid (SL)-interface. 

The present study deals with the most important problem of melt layer crystallization: kinetic 

hindrance of the separation. The temperature of the melt close to the crystal layer is 

necessarily close to the crystallization temperature. Such a low temperature level slows 

down both diffusive and convective transport of impurities, but these mass transport rates put 

upper limits to the speed with which the separation can succeed. So far, in literature and 

industry, the only method to speed up the process and, thus, allow smaller crystallizers for 

processing a given feed stream, is agitation of the melt, either by introducing moving parts of 

machinery in contact with the melt (stirring, pulsation, pumping around) or by bubbling gas 

through it. The possibility of using liquid additives has been mentioned before, but is 

investigated in detail for the first time in this study. Experiments are presented on 3 different 

systems: A paraffin slack wax for dry fractionation, glycerol pitch for freeze concentration and 

a synthetic binary glycerol-water mixture as model system for ultra-purification. After 

proposing solutions to some common methodology problems, a detailed and quantitative 

discussion will reveal how a suitably chosen additive can speed up the process by 

influencing the fluid mechanics but also the SL-interface. 
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2 State of the Art and Theory 

2.1 Industrial context 

2.1.1 Industrial crystallization terminology 

Crystallization, in the broadest sense of the word, refers to any phase transition in which the 

long-range order increases substantially. The resulting phase is a solid. Liquids exhibiting a 

certain degree of long-range order are sometimes called ‘liquid crystals’, but this terminology 

is commonly rejected in crystallization science [Mul01]. Crystal formation from a vapour or 

glass are also called desublimation and devitrification, respectively. They may, therefore, be 

excluded from ‘crystallization’ in the narrower sense, which is then only the formation of a 

long-range ordered solid from a liquid. Some authors, e.g. [Lew15], exclude only one but 

include the other. Industrially, crystallization is mainly applied for 3 purposes: Shaping, 

control of material properties, and separation. Tab. 2.1 gives further details and examples.  

 
Table 2.1. Classification of industrial application tasks of crystallization with examples. Abbreviation API 
is active pharmaceutical ingredient. 

Goal Examples Example literature 

S
h

a
p

in
g

 

Outer appearance  Candied sugar, table salt [Rig12], [Hus14]  

Porosity or surface area Freeze-dried instant coffee, freeze-cast 

biomaterials 

[Dev10], [Mus11]  

Inclusion or coating Candies, pastillation, microcontainers [Wen15], [Sei15], 

[Her16]  

M
a
te

ri
a
l 

Mechanical properties Metal alloys, polymers, ceramics, 

diamond 

[Wac96], [Ask10]  

Electrical properties Semiconductor doping [Jac08]  

Thermokinetik properties Polymorphs of APIs, chocolate [Kar06], [Afo07]  

S
e
p

a
ra

ti
o

n
 

Of close boiling mixtures Enantiomers of APIs,  

fatty acids, monomers, 

electrochemicals 

[Lor07], [Fuk13], 

[Ark95], [Tan16]  

At low temperature or high 

pressures 

Proteins, juice concentration, fats and 

waxes 

[Jud95], [Ham95], 

[Kus10], [Rav12]  

 

The industrial separation technique of crystallization is also called fractional crystallization 

[OED17]. Some authors, e.g. [Ulr03a], restrict this term to processes including multiple steps 

of crystallization. It is, furthermore, common to use ‘fractional crystallization’ and ‘dry 
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fractionation’ (cf. above, Ch. 1) synonymously [Lew15]. Because of this confusion, the term 

shall not be used hereafter but the 3 abovementioned process types shall be called 

separative crystallization (or simply crystallization), multi-step crystallization, and dry 

fractionation, respectively. The separative crystallization technique is divided into 2 branches: 

solution crystallization and melt crystallization.  

Attempts to give exact definitions of the 2 process classes based on physical phenomena 

can be found in the literature [Mul92, Ulr03a, Lew15] but shall not be of concern here. 

Common usage of the terms distinguishes 2 branches of process design that encounter 

different sets of challenges and developed different types of strategies. Especially, the types 

of crystallization equipment differ between solution and melt crystallization. Apart from a few 

intermediary processes, the distinction between the 2 process types can be described as 

follows: In solution crystallization, the product crystallizes from a liquid mixture in which it is a 

minor component. The major component is a liquid that is often, but not necessarily, fed into 

the process on purpose. It is called the solvent. The temperature level in the crystallizer is 

generally much higher than the freezing point of the solvent. In melt crystallization, the 

temperature level in the crystallizer is close to or below the freezing temperature of the 

liquid’s main component. The desired product is very often a major but may be a minor 

component in the liquid. In the solution crystallization, crystals almost always grow as 

particles, suspended in the mother liquor. Melt crystallization can be carried out similarly, and 

then is explicitly called suspension melt crystallization, or the crystals can grow as a solid 

layer on a cooled surface. Tab. 2.2 compiles further systematics and examples.  

 
Table 2.2. Common classification of separative crystallization processes and the typical equipment of the 
different classes. 

Goal Separative crystallization 

Common 

class 

Solution 

crystallization 
Melt crystallization 

Crystals Suspension Layer 

Agitation Dynamic Static 

T
y
p
ic

a
l 
in

d
u

s
tr

ia
l 
e

q
u

ip
m

e
n
t Forced circulation 

crystallizer; 

Scraped crystallizer with 

wash column 

Falling film 

crystallizer 

Plate or tube 

crystallizer 

Draft tube baffled 

crystallizer; 

Fluidized bed 

crystallizer 

[Nýv82], [Jon02] 

[GEA12a]  

[GEA12b], [Lew15], 

[Sul16a]  

[Ulr03b], 

[Sul16b]  

[Özo91],  

[Ark95]  
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Like the distinction between solution and melt crystallization, the further classification of melt 

crystallization is based on the equipment that is usually applied. It might, therefore, seem 

somewhat arbitrary from a scientific point of view. For instance, in the most common 

suspension melt crystallization processes, a solid layer of crystals first grows on the surface 

of the crystallizer and is then scraped of [GEA12b, Lew15, Sul16a]. In some industrial types 

of layer crystallization, the layer is allowed to break from the wall before being molten, or 

even before a substantial part of the residual melt is removed, forming essentially a 

suspension [Ste06]. A process called solvent freeze-out uses simultaneous layer 

crystallization of the solvent and suspension crystallization of the product [Día12, Ryu12, 

Yu14].  

A simple distinction between layer and suspension processes can be made, when only 

applying it to the established large-scale processes: In layer crystallization, crystal matter 

and residual melt are separated within the crystallizer and, thus, waste and product are 

removed through the same outlet of the crystallizer at different times. In suspension 

crystallization, crystals and melt are removed simultaneously from the crystallizer and 

separated over a filter in a different vessel, the wash column. 

Static crystallization does not mean that the melt is completely static. In most static melt layer 

crystallizations natural convection is strong enough to cause ideal mixing at least in a part of 

the bulk of the melt [Bei13]. The distinction is sometimes made between dynamic mode, in 

which the melt is pumped around, and static mode, in which it is not [Kus90, Ulr03b]. This 

definition excludes from the dynamic mode equipment that imposes forced convection by 

stirring, rising bubbles or pulsation. These are then either called static [Ulr03b] or 

quasidynamic crystallization [Ulr06]. They have not become an established technique in the 

industry. Forced convection is, in recent large-scale industrial applications, almost 

exclusively applied by the falling film technique, which pumps the melt around. However, 

laboratory setups simulating this dynamic operation may employ a variety of different 

methods of agitation, mostly not including a pumping circuit (cf. Tab. 2.3) Therefore, the 

present study will call dynamic any process that sets any moving interface (to solid, liquid or 

vapour) in contact with the melt in order to agitate it.  

Within the present study, the liquid from which the crystal grows is called the melt or the 

mother liquor. The substance that forms defectless lattice parts is called the nutrient (index 

a). All other substances in the melt are called solutes (index b or no index). In the literature, 

solutes are often named according to the way they entered the melt: Additives or solvents if 

added on purpose, impurities if not. Sometimes, the state they were in before entering the 

melt is mentioned (dissolved solids, solvents, dissolved gases). Such classification will not be 

used here, because an ion, molecule or atom in solution usually bears no memory of its 

previous state. Within the present study, the most important substance entering the melt from 
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the vapour will be water. Sensibly, the solutes are, therefore, classified according to their 

influence on the liquid and interface, which not only eases understanding but also analysis. 

This is not new. For instance, a WHO guideline [WHO96] on water analytics explicitly defines 

HCO3
‾, CO3

2‾ and Cl‾ as total dissolved solids even though they may have entered the liquid 

via CO2 or HCl vapour. 

Much research on crystallization has been carried out on salts or metals and the findings 

have been translated to crystallization of molecules. In the present study only molecules are 

crystallized and for brevity, theories will only be explained on molecules, instead of always 

mentioning molecules, ions and atoms.  

2.1.2 Melt layer crystallization as industrial separation technology 

Melt layer crystallization is a thermal separation technique using the phase transition from 

liquid to crystal upon cooling of walls that touch the feed. Fig. 2.1 sketches typical process 

steps, giving the temperature of the cooling medium in comparison to the melting 

temperature of the pure desired product.  

 

Figure 2.1. Typical process of layer crystallization in the industry with sweating step. The temperature of 
the cooling medium is drawn vs. the process time, together with the melting temperature of the pure 
product and sketches of the crystal layer and melt. 

 

Initially, the volume between cooled walls is filled with the feed. The walls are then cooled to 

crystallization temperature. Seed crystals may be kept at the wall or added, but often, the 

temperature is chosen such that crystallization starts spontaneously. Then, a layer grows on 

the cold walls and the cooling temperature is decreased in order to compensate for the 

insulating effect of the layer and keep the growth rate constant. When the layer has reached 

the desired thickness, the residual melt is drained and subsequently the temperature is 
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raised in order to melt the crystal layer. The product is removed in liquid form. If the crystal 

layer grows compact and all the residual melt is drained the process may achieve very high 

selectivity (cf. above, Chs. 2.2.3-4). 

However, in most cases the melt will not be drained completely but some will stay included in 

pores in the crystal layer or adhere to its surface. Part of it can be removed by a post 

treatment like sweating or washing. In sweating, also shown in Fig. 2.1, the cooling liquid is 

slowly heated or held at a temperature just below the melting point of the pure liquid [Jan87]. 

Those parts of the crystal layer in contact with impure liquid will melt and give way for the 

melt to flow out. The molten product will also rinse the remaining layer from adhering melt 

when it flows out. Such a rinsing effect can also be achieved by washing, i.e. letting clean 

liquid product flow over the crystal layer. Washing may also remove impurity from inside the 

crystal channels because it imposes a concentration gradient that causes diffusion. This is 

called diffusion washing [Wan94b, Neu96]. The literature provides some systematic 

research, both theoretic and experimental, on washing, e.g. [Pos93, Wan94a, b], and 

sweating, e.g. [Erd75, Mya88, Jia13], but this research is not of immediate interest to the 

present study. 

Industrial equipment for layer crystallization resembles common heat exchangers [Bar63, 

Sax68, Win76]. Fig. 2.2 gives a simplified sketch of the most common commercially available 

apparatus for static layer crystallization, which consists of many cooling plates in a container 

that is filled with the melt. For a detailed drawing see 

[Ark95]. Tubes may be used instead of plates. The 

dynamic process was originally realized by pumping the 

melt through a cooled pipe (Fig. 2.3.a) but is nowadays 

mostly done by letting the melt flow down the pipe as a 

falling film (Fig. 2.3.b). Proposed alternatives are 

pulsation, i.e. pumping back and forth [Kus90], or 

introduction of rising gas bubbles into the melt [Sto82]. An 

overview over different types of equipment will be given 

below, together with the discussion of experimental 

strategies. 

The 2 most important parameters to assess the performance of a layer crystallization 

process are the overall distribution coefficient k 

𝑘 =
𝑤imp
Product

𝑤imp
Residue

 (2.1) 

with impurity mass fractions wimp in product and residue, and the growth rate 

𝐺 =
d𝑠

d𝑡
 (2.2) 

Figure 2.2. Sketch of an industrial 
static layer crystallizer, showing 
four cooling plates instead of the 
large number that is used in a real 
apparatus. 
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with layer thickness s and time t. Averaging of the growth rate in laboratory setups is a 

problem that is investigated in the present study (cf. Ch. 4.3.2). In many industrial 

applications the average growth rate can simply be put as G = s/Δt. The residence time τr for 

one crystallization step including post-treatment in a crystallizer of the type depicted in 

Fig. 2.2 with a large number of large plates is  

𝜏r ≈  
1

𝑌PT
(
𝐿

2 𝐺
+ 𝑡PT) (2.3) 

where L is the distance between plates, tPT is the time 

needed for post treatment or draining and YPT is the post 

treatment yield. This approximate linearity with G-1 is 

preserved for other geometries. In the usual case, where 

feed and product purity are determined by the market, 

the overall desired distribution coefficient, k!, is, thus, 

fixed. If the distribution coefficient of one step, ki, is too 

high, more steps have to be added until 

∏𝑘𝑖
𝑖

≤ 𝑘! (2.4) 

The overall residence time τr
tot can be estimated as 

𝜏r
tot >∑𝜏r,𝑖

𝑖

 (2.5) 

From Eqs. 2.4-5 follows that τr
tot increases with increasing 

k and decreases with increasing G. Therefore (dk/dG)-1 

can be used to describe the time-efficiency of the 

process.  

Most melt crystallization processes are performed on 

systems with a very favourable equilibrium distribution 

coefficient (cf. Chs. 2.2.3-4). The time efficiency is, 

therefore limited by the kinetics of solute redistribution, 

which is slower when the viscosity of the melt is high, cf. 

e.g. [Ulr90c] and below (Chs. 2.2.4 & 6.2-3). Therefore, 

melt layer crystallization has only been performed on 

melts of rather low viscosity before the present study. 

Fig. 2.4 shows the most important applications of melt layer crystallization according to 

STEPANSKI & SCHÄFER [Ste03], with their viscosities at the melting temperature drawn versus 

the melting temperature. Falling film technique is applied for substances with low viscosities 

and moderate melting temperatures. The latter limitation is caused by the higher necessary 

temperature differences between melt and cooling medium in falling film technique.  

Figure 2.3. Examples of industrial 
equipment for dynamic layer 
crystallization. 
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The highest reported viscosity that is encountered in industrial dynamic layer crystallization is 

the η* ≈ 12 mPa∙s of caprolactam. On a lab scale, aqueous phosphoric acid (η* ≈ 50 mPa∙s) 

[Jia11,12a,b,13,14a] and the ionic liquid EMIM-Cl (η = 47 mPa∙s) [Kön08] were processed in 

falling films. Phosphoric acid is crystallized to be purified from metal ions, in a process in 

which the melt as well as the crystal phase contain water. In Fig. 2.4 points for different water 

contents in the interesting range are given. Though the agitation of the melt would all the 

more be desirable when viscosities are high, the static layer crystallization is the common 

approach to melts with higher viscosities, but melts with viscosities above 100 mPa∙s are 

considered not processible [Ulr06]. The present study will be the first to perform a layer 

crystallization on a melt of glycerol that exceeds this limit by far, with η* ≈ 1600 mPa∙s. 

 

Figure 2.4. Most important industrially established applications of melt layer crystallization [Ste03]. The 
dynamic viscosity at melting temperature, obtained from extrapolating an exponential fit of data from 
various sources to the melting temperature, is drawn vs. the melting temperature of the pure product. 
Products for which the viscosities are not reported in the literature are represented with their melting 
temperature on the N/A-line. For paraffin, en lieu of a cloud of points, the area in which most of the 
paraffin waxes in question are found, is denoted. Error bars are chosen symetricly such that the lower 
end of the error bar is the closest literature value. The lines are only added as guides to the eye. 

2.1.3 Separation techniques for glycerol purification and paraffin wax deoiling 

The present study contains experimental results on 3 different systems. A binary mixture of 

glycerol (g) and water (w) will act as model system for the ultra-purification. The 2 real 

systems are both waste streams of fuel industry. A medium-heavy paraffin slack wax from 
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the long residue of petroleum distillation and raw glycerol, also called glycerol pitch, from the 

biodiesel production. As of now, none of the 3 are separated by layer crystallization on an 

industrial scale.  

In the biodiesel production, vegetable and animal fats and oils react with methanol (MeOH) 

to fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) and glycerol, and the polar, dense glycerol phase 

separates from a light, non-polar biodiesel phase [Ma99, Ger05, Meh06, Leu10]. The 

reaction is most often catalysed by a base but other methods are reported, e.g. [Lot05, 

Fje09]. Excess MeOH and catalyser as well as side products, like salts, soaps and water 

from the esterification of free fatty acids, mostly remain in the glycerol phase. Its glycerol 

content is often lower than 50%. Without purification, crude glycerol can be used as additive 

to cattle feedstock [Cle13] or in cement production [Ros08]. For all of its many other uses 

[Pag07] it has to be purified [Cir14, Wie14]. 

Often, a first distillation step is carried out at the biodiesel plant, evaporating the MeOH and 

most of the water in order to recycle the MeOH. The remaining liquid phase typically contains 

60% < wg < 90% glycerol and is marketed as raw glycerol. An established process for its 

further separation is sketched in Fig. 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.5. Simplified flow chart of an established process for the purification of glycerol, comprising 3 
distillation units and one adsorption over active carbon. Abbreviation MONG is matter organic non 
glycerol. 

 

Glycerol of technical grade and especially glycerol of pharma grade are valuable products 

[Pag07, Rah10, Ayo12]. The purification process has, therefore, drawn some attention and 

literature is available. Some of it is concerned with recovery of glycerol directly out of the 

biodiesel phase [Yor06, Abb07, Dub07]. Others remove special impurities by adsorption 

[Wie14], ion exchange [Str51, Zag51, Ash56, Lan08, Car09a,b] or by a combination of 

chemical and physical treatment [Bra38, Haz03, Chi05, Aik06, Háj10, Kon10, Pot10]. An 

early study [Has41] on suspension melt crystallization is also available but does not provide 

any quantitative data. 
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The refining of petroleum shall only briefly be mentioned here. It comprises, among other 

separation steps like the removal of sulphur and aromatic compounds, 2 distillation columns. 

The first yields light fractions for fuels at the head and middle. Its bottom product, the long 

residue, is either cracked into shorter molecules or it is fed into a second distillation column, 

which operates under high vacuum. This high vacuum distillation is coupled with the LL-

extractive deasphalting unit. The gathered fractions are the aromatic asphalt and aliphatic 

slack waxes with different melting points. From light (low melting) to heavy (high melting), 

slack waxes are called, spindle oil (spo), light machine oil (lmo), middle machine oil (mmo) 

and de-asphalted oil (dao). They are either used as cheap lubricants or further refined into 

higher-value lubricants and candle wax by separating the shorter alkanes (oil) from the 

longer ones (wax). 

For this separation step, performed on a lighter feed (spo or lmo), a melt layer crystallization 

process is established. Its separation is mainly achieved in the sweating step. For mmo and 

dao slack waxes, the established technique is suspension crystallization using large amounts 

of a mixture of different solvents and temperatures well below 0°C, along with a filtration of 

the soft crystals [Moh04, Moh08, Zak10]. Extending the applicability of the layer 

crystallization technique towards mmo is of great economic interest, but first attempts have 

shown limitations [Kus10].  

The crystallization of paraffinic mixtures is interesting not only for the separation but also in 

context of petroleum pipeline blocking. Therefore, a large body of literature on the 

thermodynamics of this process can be found. It includes experimental data [Sch55,56, 

Ped91, Dir98, Mus98, Met99, Che00b, Mey09], measuring strategies [Fal71, Gia73, Ger91, 

Bou05, Cot08, Cot10, Esp13] and modelling attempts [Han88, Cou95,97,05,06, Pau01, 

Che07, Gha12, Mor13, Yan16]. Reviews are given by SRIVASTAVA et al. [Sri93] and DIRAND 

et al. [Dir02]. The SLE of paraffin waxes in solvents is also described [Hau87, Sri97, Che00a, 

Pau04] as is the fact that the wax can gelatinize the solvent [Abd00].  

2.2 Theory of melt layer crystallization 

2.2.1 Nucleation 

Nucleation is the process in which minute crystal particles, called embryos, nuclei or seeds 

[Mul91], form. An extensive literature on the subject is available, e.g [Bec35, Hoa76, Kre91, 

Kas03], review of which would go beyond the scope of the present study. Only a few points 

that are especially important to the subject at hand are to be cited and 2 shortcomings of the 

widespread literature are to be explained: first, the discrepancy between the classic 

nucleation theory, which is still prominent in the handbooks, and more modern and realistic 

theories, and secondly, the discrepancy between the theoretical description of the problem 

and the practical approaches to its measurement or control. 
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Since MULLIN [Mul01], nucleation is commonly classified into primary homogeneous, primary 

heterogeneous and secondary nucleation, like shown in Fig. 2.6. In primary nucleation, 

nuclei form by growth of ordered clusters beyond the critical size of stable crystalline bodies. 

In secondary nucleation, they form by partition (abrasion, attrition) of larger crystals. 

The driving force for primary 

nucleation is the undercooling ΔT = 

T* - T, where T* is the liquidus 

temperature and T the actual 

temperature. At ΔT > 0, the crystal 

lattice’s orientation and distance 

between nutrient molecules is 

energetically most favourable.  

In terms of the chemical potential μ, 

the process of molecules 

organizing into the lattice 

possesses ΔμL→S < 0. However, the 

formation of a crystal particle has to 

pass an energy barrier, which in 

classical nucleation theory is 

attributed to the building of a SL-

interface with an interfacial Gibbs 

free energy γ > 0, hereafter called surface tension. In the terminology of KASHCHIEV [Kas95], 

the organizing molecules form a cluster of thickness s that first grows as subnucleus against 

the energy barrier (dμ/ds > 0) to become a nucleus at critical size s* with (dμ/ds)s=s* = 0, and 

then grows further as a supernucleus at dμ/ds < 0 to eventually form a crystal. This process 

may take place in the melt (homogeneous) or at an existing interface (heterogeneous) with 

only a part of the cluster being in contact with the melt. Like a chemical reaction passing an 

energy barrier, the rate of primary nucleation, the number of particles formed per unit time ṅ, 

depends on the driving force Δμ(T*(w) – T) = Δμ(T,w) and on the extend of energetic 

fluctuations, because these are necessary to pass the energy barrier. When the system is 

isobaric, the temperature is the measure for the fluctuation, thus ṅ(T, w).  

Because a subnucleus is unstable and consists only of a few molecules, the postulation of an 

interface between subnucleus and its melt is rather far-fetched. Classical nucleation theory 

has, therefore, been challenged. An example is the research on nucleation of CaCO3 

polymorphs calcite, aragonite and vaterite from aqueous solutions [Geb08,10,11, Rai10, 

Dem11, Wol11]. It has been shown that ordered clusters exist in overheated solutions and 

Figure 2.6. Classification of nucleation with sketch of 
mechanisms. 
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the chemical potential change upon nucleation varies from the one predicted by classical 

theory (Fig. 2.7). 

Furthermore, the formation of nuclei in the above 

sense should use up energy because Δμs=s* > 0, i.e. 

an adiabatic system should cool upon nucleation, 

but it is commonly stated that heat is released upon 

nucleation and the quasi-adiabatic temperature 

increase is even used to measure nucleation. The 

real process called nucleation that is encountered 

in experiments and industrial processes is mostly a 

combination of growth and attrition (secondary 

nucleation) of crystal particles. However, when a 

stagnant and viscous melt forms crystal particles 

that do not interact with each other and are not 

broken, the number of particles formed per unit time 

ṅ is equal to the rate of primary nucleation. 

Nevertheless, in the case of organic melts, classical nucleation theory commonly fails to 

predict ṅ(ΔT). Many real organic melts show behaviour similar to the one of glycerol, 

depicted in Fig. 2.8.  

For use in process design, it is practical to 

combine information on nucleation behaviour 

with the phase diagram. The theoretical 

justification of this is somewhat controversial 

and shall briefly be discussed here. 

The nucleation rate ṅ can be interpreted as 

the probability that a small liquid volume turns 

into a crystal in a unit time, divided by the 

ratio of unit volume to particle volume. This is 

a quantity dependent only on the 

thermodynamic state of the melt. Therefore it 

could rigorously be combined with the phase 

diagram in a plot like Fig. 2.9. The path 

dependence caused by finite cooling rates, time intervals and volumes with interaction 

between crystal particles in measurements of ṅ(T, w) would not necessarily be higher than in 

common dynamical methods for determination of T*(w). However, measuring the data for a 

diagram like Fig. 2.9 would be tedious and it has never been done. Usually, a curve 

representing the ṅ(T)-curves for each w by only one point is drawn into a phase diagram. 

Figure 2.8. Nucleation rate vs. undercooling for 
glycerol, according to experimental data from 
Tamman [Tam22, Mat69]. Lines are drawn as guide 
to the eye. 

Figure 2.7. Qualitative plot of chemical 
potential vs. reaction coordinate for the 
nucleation of CaCO3 from aqueous solution, 
according to classical nucleation theory (a), 
experimental values (b) [Geb08], and 
dynamic simulation results assuming dry (c) 
or wet (d) clusters [Rai10]. Reproduced from 
[Eis12]. 
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Such a curve is commonly called 

supersaturation curve or 

supersaturation limit. Together with 

the liquidus line, it encloses the 

metastable zone [Ost97]. The 

definition of the supersaturation 

curve varies. TING & MCCABE [Tin34] 

defined 2 types: The first is the line 

at which first nuclei are detectable. 

The second one is passed when the 

dissipation of heat of fusion becomes 

substantial. A third possibility is to define the supersaturation curve as the curve that cannot 

be passed by cooling of a liquid. The growing mass fraction of solid phase in the system 

changes the composition of the remaining liquid in such a way that certain points (T, wL) can 

never be reached. These 3 different definitions are sometimes assumed to basically 

represent the same curve, although this is only the case when ṅ(ΔT) can be approximated by 

an offset Dirac delta function or an infinitely high step function.  

For all 3 of the abovementioned definitions, the position of the supersaturation curve 

depends on the number of formed nuclei 

𝑛(𝑡) = ∫ �̇�(𝑡) d 𝑡. (2.6) 

In order to combine this time-function n(t) with a phase diagram, it has to be transformed into 

n(w), for which not only the liquidus line, w*(T), but also the cooling profile, T(t), has to be 

given. The relation between n(w) and the actual heat-or-composition-change-related position 

of the supersaturation curve further depends on the cooling profile. Therefore, the 

supersaturation curve, added to a phase diagram, cannot be used with the same universality 

as the melting curves. For example, one would conclude from Fig. 2.8 that the metastable 

zone of glycerol has a width of no less than 60 K. However, KRAUT [Kra71] reports primary 

nucleation of glycerol at 10 K< ΔT < 18 K, when holding such temperature for a week or 

more. This illustrates how, in accordance with theory, the nucleation rate in the metastable 

zone is low, but it is not zero and the occurrence of crystals is time-and-path-dependent. 

2.2.2 Growth 

Crystal growth is the process in which growth units are incorporated into an existing stable 

crystal. These growth units may be ions, molecules or atoms in the amorphous phase, but 

they may also be nuclei or grown crystals that merge with the growing one. In the latter case, 

the definitions of growth and agglomeration overlap. The growth rate depends on the 

nutrient, the presence of impurities, the gradients of temperature and impurity on both sides 

Figure 2.9. Hypothetical ṅ(T, w)-diagram, combining phase 
diagram and nucleation behaviour independent of the 
cooling profile.  
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of the SL-interface, and the orientation of the interface with respect to the crystal lattice. Even 

more so than in the case of nucleation, a huge body of information on crystal growth 

phenomena is available in the literature. The monographs of TILLER [Til91a, Til91b] shall 

serve as an example, giving very detailed insight into different growth phenomena. 

Only those 4 aspects which are most important for the present study shall briefly be 

mentioned here: The concept of constitutional undercooling, the influence of surface tension, 

of lattice orientation and of impurities. 

The influence of lattice orientation and small amounts of impurities can best be shown in a 

particle mechanic approach. Fig. 2.10 illustrates some important aspects for the example of a 

cubic primitive lattice. According to the classic model, the growth units are first adsorbed to 

the crystal surface and then integrated. Integration of a growth unit into the lattice has to 

pass an energy barrier, which is the lower the more neighbours of the adsorbed unit are 

already in the crystal lattice. A unit adsorbed into a kink position has 3 neighbours, one in a 

ledge position has 2 and one on a terrace has only one. Positions with 4 or 5 neighbours are 

also possible. A (111)-face consists mainly of kinks, a (110)-face phase of ledges and a 

(100)-face of terraces. Therefore G(100) < G(110) < G(111) . Integration of a unit at a terrace is 

sometimes called surface nucleation because it is close to primary nucleation, which would 

be integration at a position without crystalline neighbours. Units that are adsorbed but not yet 

integrated may still move and will diffuse to positions with more neighbours. Solute 

molecules with affinity to the nutrient will also be adsorbed on the SL-interface. If they form 

strong bonds, e.g. hydrogen bridges, with the lattice molecules, they may show little mobility 

on the interface and thus block the surface diffusion. Furthermore, they block the growth of 

the position they occupy, which may slow down the overall growth but also lead to distortions 

in the growth shape. Some solutes adsorb selectively onto certain surfaces and can, thus, 

promote these surfaces to remain without growing [Mee02]. 

 

Figure 2.10. Illustration of important phenomena on the growing crystal surface on a microscopic scale. 
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When describing a growing crystal layer, the origin of the coordinates is commonly moved 

along with the crystal front. Within this coordinate system, the melt moves towards the SL-

interface. At a low distribution coefficient, the nutrient molecules enter the crystal lattice, one 

might say, they pass the SL-interface, while the solute molecules are mostly rejected at the 

interface. The solute will then partly diffuse 

back into the bulk of the melt and partly 

accumulate at the crystal front, forming a 

concentration profile like the one depicted in 

Fig. 2.11.a,c. An analogy can be drawn to 

membrane filtration, where this accumulation 

is called concentration polarization. 

Concentration polarization in layer 

crystallization may cause constitutional 

undercooling. The concept of constitutional 

undercooling (also called constitutional 

supercooling) was first introduced by RUTTER 

& CHALMERS [Rut53] and has found a more 

quantitative description by TILLER et al. 

[Til53]. Its statement is that a crystal layer will 

maintain a smooth surface when  

(
d𝑇∗

d𝑥
)
0
= (
d𝑇∗

d𝑤
)
𝑤0

∙ (
d𝑤

d𝑥
)
0
< (

d𝑇

d𝑥
)
0
 (2.7) 

where the index 0 indicates quantities at the 

SL-interface and dT*/dw is the slope of the 

liquidus line. The basic idea is that, if Eq. 2.7 

is not met, the liquid next to the layer is 

undercooled (Fig. 2.11.a), allowing the 

surface nucleation to form a protrusion, 

whose growth will be favoured by the 

undercooled environment. While the 

protrusion grows faster than the rest of the 

layer, it rejects more solute and, thus, a 

concentration profile parallel to the crystal 

front forms that eventually leads to the 

formation of a periodical layer thickness 

perturbation [Rut53].  

If, in turn, Eq. 2.7 is met, the liquid next to the 

Figure 2.11. Constitutional undercooling (a) and one 
possible mechanism of fast dendritic growth caused 
by it (b), as opposed to no constitutional 
undercooling (c) and a growth mechanism that 
flattens out the crystal layer (d). 
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crystal layer is overheated (Fig. 2.11.c) and any protrusion in the crystal layer will recess in 

this overheated environment (Fig. 2.11.d).  

As dw/dx is a function of the growth rate, G has to be chosen sufficiently low to meet Fig. 2.7. 

Industrial melt layer crystallizations without constitutional undercooling typically yield G ≈ 10-

7 m/s, while 10-6 m/s < G < 10-5 m/s is typical for layer crystallizations with constitutional 

undercooling [Lew15]. The dependence between growth rate and constitutional undercooling 

is reciprocal: High growth rates cause constitutional undercooling but constitutional 

undercooling also increases the growth rate. Fig. 2.11.b gives an example where a strongly 

undercooled regime in front of the crystal layer causes nucleation in the melt. A thick 

suspension forms, whose particles eventually merge with this solid layer to form dendrites. 

Such a mechanism can explain much faster growth than the integration of single molecules 

into the crystal layer.  

A smooth crystal layer has the smallest SL-interface in comparison to its volume.  

Any roughening increases the relative interfacial area and, thus, the Gibbs free energy. The 

surface tension is, therefore, another factor in the tendency of a crystal surface to roughen, 

which is neglected in the original concept of 

constitutional undercooling. MULLINS & 

SEKERKA [Mul63] combined the influence of 

surface tension and normal gradients and 

derived an algebraic expression for the relative 

growth rate Δẋ/Δx = (Gmax – Gmean)/Δx of a 

sinusoidal crystal layer x = xmean + Δx sin(y/Δy), 

moving with an average growth rate Gmean in a 

stationary state. Like TILLER et al. [Til53], they 

neglected convection. Within their set of 

simplifications, superposition of multiple 

sinusoidal perturbations is possible without 

interference. Therefore, the change of shape of 

any periodical crystal front xtot can be 

calculated by using Fourier transformation  

𝑥tot = 𝑥mean +∑∆𝑥𝑖sin (
𝑦

∆𝑦𝑖
)

𝑖

. (2.8) 

To show the influence of the surface tension, values calculated with their formula are plotted 

in Fig. 2.12 and the so predicted change of the shape of an arbitrarily chosen perturbation is 

drawn in Fig. 2.13.  

Figure 2.12. Example for the influence of the 
surface tension on the tendency of a periodical 
perturbation to change the amplitude of its 
Fourier parts. The lines are calculated by the 
formula in [Mul63]. The four marked frequencies 
are the Fourier parts of the perturbation in 
Fig. 2.13. Except for the surface tension, the exact 
same quantities are used for all three curves. 
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In this example, a ratio of 4 in the surface tension makes the difference between flattening 

out of the surface and formation of a thick layer that contains almost as much melt as crystal, 

a so called mushy layer [Fel06]. The 

simplifications of [Mul63] cause this 

layer to be predicted as lamellar but in 

reality branching is likely and liquid 

inclusions of any shape may form. The 

given examples shall suffice for the 

purpose of the present study but this is 

not to deny that a lot more research on 

surface roughening and mushy layers 

can be found in the literature, 

including, among others, the 

introduction of the roughening factor 

[Jac04], non-steady state simulation 

[Gre99], allowance of geometrical 

confinement [Gué88] and a detailed 

description of what happens in the 

mushy layer [Fel99, Ale06, Ase06, 

Sri11]. 

 

2.2.3 Separation on a microscopic scale: lattices and lattice defects 

Crystallization is a powerful tool for separation because the long-range-ordered structure of a 

perfect crystal imposes much stronger restrictions on its composition than can be found in 

glasses, liquids or vapours. The fact that not all crystallization processes achieve the same 

separation success is due to lattice imperfections in the grown crystalline matter. For 

information on the concept of crystal imperfections, the reader is referred to the standard 

literature on crystallography, e.g. [Til06, Ver91, Vai00].  

In the context of industrial crystallization, distinctions are often made between equilibrium 

and non-equilibrium separation, and between the partition upon the crystallization itself and 

the subsequent separation of crystals and residual melt. These distinctions are sensible in an 

integral approach to the engineering solutions and they will be used later on in this study. For 

a basic understanding, especially with respect to layer crystallization, they are not necessary. 

This is because, first, all processes of impurities entering the crystal can be described under 

the assumption of local equilibrium and, secondly, because the crystal-melt interface is, like 

any crystal surface, a 2-dimensional lattice defect. For clarity, this chapter will depict the 

impurity incorporation purely in the frame of lattice defects.  

Figure 2.13. Perturbation in the crystal layer growing or 
retreating, depending on the surface tension. The plot is 
constructed from the data shown in Fig. 2.12. 
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Molecules of 2 different species vary in size, or strength or orientation of possible 

intermolecular interaction. The same is true for atoms and ions. If the strength of possible 

intermolecular interaction, i.e. the polarity, is substantially different, the miscibility in the 

crystalline state is limited by the same argument that is well known for the liquid state. 

Differences in size or orientation generally cause the miscibility in the crystalline state to be 

lower than in the liquid state. This is because incorporation of an impurity particle, like a 

molecule, causes distortion of the lattice. If the overall orientation of the latter is preserved, 

incorporated impurities form point defects (Fig. 2.14). The influence of orientation is 

especially important because it allows the separation of racemic mixtures. The restriction to 

miscibility is not without exception (Fig. 2.15). In cocrystals, salts and solvates, one 

potentially undisturbed lattice is formed containing 2 or more species in fixed molar ratios. 

Extensive miscibility with variable molar ratio may occur when the impurity particles are 

sufficiently small to fit into interstitial places without strongly distorting the lattice. An example 

is the storage of hydrogen in metal alloys [Sch01]. Flexibility in the shape of a molecule may 

relax the restriction to size differences for substitutional molecules. The crystalline mixtures 

of long-chained n-alkanes are an example [Dir98].  

 

 

Figure 2.14. Point defects and the lattice distortion caused by it: substitutional molecule of larger (a) or 
smaller size (b), interstitial molecule (c) and molecule of same size but different structure (d). 

 

 

Figure 2.15. Mixed crystals: cocrystal (a), small interstitial molecules (b) and flexible molecules (c). 

 

The presence of 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional defects can ease the incorporation of 

impurities. The distorted lattice in the vicinity of the defect may fit the impurity atom better 

than the regular lattice, causing less distortion by the additional point defect. Fig. 2.16 shows 

the example of an edge dislocation (1-dimonsional). The idea is the same for grain 
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boundaries (2-dimensional). In metallic crystals, it is widely known that impurities like oxides 

tend to diffuse to the grain boundaries.  

 

 

Figure 2.16. Edge dislocation (a) and its influence on solute uptake: small substitutional molecules in 
compressed volume above the edge (b), large substitutional molecules in stretched volume below the 
edge (c) and interstitial molecules in stretched volume below the edge (d). 

 

At the S-L-interface the geometrical restriction to positioning of impurity particles are much 

weaker. Different faces of the crystal may display different attraction to certain species in the 

liquid. The 2 determining factors are, first, the relative numbers of kinks and ledges, the face 

has on a molecular level and, secondly, the side or, in a cocrystal, the type of molecule that 

is next to the liquid side. When a particle from the liquid adsorbs to the interface, the number 

of neighbours in the crystal it has is highest in the kink position, lower in the ledge position 

and lowest on a terrace. The strength of attractive or repulsive forces to these neighbours is 

dependent on the second aspect. Impurities may be selectively adsorbed into certain 

positions on the crystal surface. When they are, they block growth on these positions. 

Furthermore, the impurities that are adsorbed onto the flat surfaces may hinder the surface 

diffusion of the main component. These 2 effects can lead to an immense influence of small 

amounts of impurity on shape or growth rate of the crystal. The tendency of a species to be 

adsorbed onto the crystal surface is related to its influence on the surface tension γ. A 

species that reduces γ, because its polarity is closer to the polarity of the crystal surface than 

the average polarity of the liquid, is preferentially adsorbed. In the case of a polar crystal, 

such an impurity would also be less mobile on the surface because it forms stronger bonds 

with the crystal. An impurity that is much less polar than the crystallizing matter would exhibit 

weaker adsorption and more mobility on the crystal surface. Therefore, it would not only be 

less likely incorporated into the crystal, but it would slow down the crystal growth to a lesser 

extent.  

The influence of a certain impurity on the growth rate is related to the likelihood of it being 

included into the crystal layer in 3-dimensional defects, i.e. in channels or closed pores. 

Within the present study ‘closed pores’ shall refer to cavities that are completely surrounded 

by the crystal layer and ‘channels’ to cavities that are not. ‘Liquid inclusions’ refers to both of 

the above in so far as they are filled with melt. Like all defects, a liquid inclusion is 

energetically disadvantageous when the crystal lattice is the equilibrium state. The resulting 
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driving force to not form liquid inclusions can be quantified by means of the surface tension 

(cf. above, Ch. 2.2.2). Driving forces for the formation of liquid inclusions are also to be found 

above.  

2.2.4 Separation on a macroscopic scale: phase diagrams, porosity and 

concentration polarization 

As shown above (Chs. 2.2.2-3), different mechanisms can lead to the uptake of solutes into 

the crystal phase. Some of these, like the liquid inclusions, depend on the distortion of the 

interface as a result of fast crystal growth. They cause, thus, non-equilibrium solute uptake. 

Others, like the uptake of substitutional or interstitial molecules, may also appear in 

equilibrium, but are favoured by fast growth. Whether or not the growth is fast has to be 

determined by comparing it to the mobility of solute in the liquid phase. As described above 

(Ch. 2.2.2), the rejection of solute at the SL-interface causes concentration polarization: the 

solute mass fraction in the melt at the crystal front wb,0 is higher than in the bulk of the melt 

wb,∞, i.e. 

𝜅 =
𝑤b,0
𝑤b,∞

≥ 1. (2.9) 

The solute mass fraction in the crystal phase at the crystal front wb,C0 is connected to wb,0 by 

the equilibrium distribution coefficient k*, making the assumption of local equilibrium at the 

growing SL-interface: 

𝑘∗ =
𝑤b,C0
𝑤b,0

≤ 1. (2.10) 

The inequalities are given within the framework of the present study, but they can be 

abandoned [Til91b]. If the crystal layer forms liquid inclusions, the included melt has solute 

mass fraction wb,0. Therefore, the momentary overall distribution coefficient is 

𝑘0 =
𝑤b,0
Layer

𝑤b,∞
= 𝜅

Φ 𝜌0 +  𝑘
∗ (1 − Φ) 𝜌C0

Φ 𝜌0 + (1 − Φ) 𝜌C0
 (2.11) 

with the liquid inclusion volume fraction, i.e. porosity, Φ, and the liquid and solid densities at 

the crystal front, ρ0 and ρC0, respectively. The equilibrium distribution coefficient k* is a 

thermodynamic variable like the liquidus temperature T*. Both can be read from the phase 

diagram. Fig. 2.17 shows the phase diagram of the binary system glycerol-water, with the 

vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) and solid-liquid equilibrium (SLE). The VLE shows zeotropic 

behaviour with complete miscibility in both phases (V and L) and a large concentration 

difference between the dew line (separating V from V+L regime) and the bubble line 

(between L and V+L). The SLE exhibits eutectic behaviour with complete immiscibility in the 

solid phase. Each component forms a different crystal lattice. When one lattice grows, only 

the respective nutrient enters the solid phase and rejects the solute to the liquid. With 

increasing solute concentration in the liquid, the equilibrium temperature decreases. As this 
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works from both sides, the 

liquidus line reaches a 

minimum at approximately 

72 mole% water and -48°C. 

This is the eutectic point in 

which the liquid and both 

crystal phases are in 

equilibrium. Up to that eutectic 

water mole fraction, glycerol 

concentration would always 

exhibit k* = 0, according to this 

phase diagram. An example 

where this is not the case is 

given in Fig. 2.18.a: at any 

temperature, the liquidus line (hollow symbols) shows little concentration difference to the 

solidus line (solid symbols). Therefore, e.g. k* = 0.86 when liquid is a 50/50 mixture. The 

system forms a solid solution with total miscibility in the solid phase. This can be explained 

by the flexibility of the molecules (Fig. 2.15.c). This SLE can be treated analogous to a 

zoetrope VLE of a close-boiling mixture. Solid solutions and eutectic points can occur 

together in one phase diagram. Fig. 2.18.b gives an example.  

 

 

Figure 2.18. Phase diagrams of binary n-alkane mixtures nonadecane-henicosane (a) and hexadecane-
octadecane (b). Lines and data points are taken from [Mét99]. 

 

Fig. 2.19 gives an example of a phase diagram including cocrystals, hydrates in this case. 

The 2 crystalline phases I and II contain sucrose and water in a fixed molar ratio (1:2.5 in I 

and 1:3.5 in II). The transformation temperature from one hydrate to the other is fixed, 

forming a horizontal line in the diagram. The point where it meets the liquidus line is called a 

Figure 2.17. Phase diagram of the system glycerol-water. Symbols 
represent experimental data. Crystalline phases are denoted by the 
space group and nutrient, liquid by L, vapour by V. The broken 
lines of the VLE are calculated by a cubic plus association 
equation of state (CPA) [Oli09]. The SLE line is only added to guide 
the eye.  
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peritectic point. The formation of a cocrystal 

puts a limit to the separation. However, the 

present example would allow equilibrium 

crystallization of pure sucrose from solutions 

with wsucrose ≥ 0.67. In this special case, the 

occurrence of the cocrystal could also be 

avoided, by using the metastable eutectic 

behaviour. The SLE may also be influenced by 

a miscibility gap in the liquid phase. Fig. 2.20.a 

presents the example of aqueous BuOH, which 

is also an example for an azeotrope. 

Fig. 2.20.b shows the LL-equilibrium of the 

ternary mixture glycerol-water-BuOH. In this 

case, the crystallization of glycerol can be 

carried out close to the miscibility gap, the 

significance of which will also be discussed below (Ch. 6.4). If more than 2 components are 

present in the system, the representation of the SLE becomes more complicated. In some 

cases, the matter can be simplified. An example that is of interest within the scope of the 

present study is the pseudobinary behaviour of a mixture containing a multinary mixture of 

long n-alkanes and one much shorter n-alkane. 

 

 

Figure 2.20. Phase diagram of the binary system water-BuOH, with experimental (symbols) and calculated 
data (lines) (a). The liquidus line was calculated by [Loh97] using UNIQUAC-Dortmund model. The VLE is 
a qualitative information for orientation, obtained by simple UNIQUAC. (b): Liquid phase diagram of the 
ternary system water-glycerol-BuOH with experimental data (symbols) from [Mat57] and linear 
extrapolation to lower temperatures (broken lines). 
 

Fig. 2.21.a shows the phase diagram, in which the mixture of long alkanes (the paraffin wax) 

is regarded like one component. This is possible, because it forms a solid solution. A 

Figure 2.19. Phase diagram of the binary system 
water-sucrose. Crystal phases are represented 
by their space group and nutrient except for 
sucrose hemipentahydrate (I) and sucrose 
hemiheptahydrate (II). The dottet lines represent 
metastable parts of the curve. Based on [You49] 

and data compiled in [Sha95, Sta06]. 
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fractionation of the paraffin wax does, nevertheless, occur, as can be seen in Fig. 2.21.b. 

This n-alkane system is also an example for the occurrence of order-disorder transformations 

in the solid phase. Fig. 2.21.a shows not only crystal and melt phase but also a rotator-

phase, which is a solid that is less ordered than a crystal but not as amorphous as a melt 

[Wen10]. 

 

Figure 2.21. Pseudobinary phase diagram of a system containing a multinary mixture of long n-alkanes 
(Paraffin) and one much shorter n-alkane (tetradecane, C14H30) (a). The composition of the feed paraffin, of 
the solid deposit at 15°C and of the paraffin remaining in the liquid phase at the same temperature is 
given in (b). 

 

The vast majority of known binary organic mixtures exhibits a eutectic point, and in most of 

them the miscibility in the solid phase is too small to be detected with common experimental 

accuracy, so that essentially k* = 0. Some authors, e.g. [Lew15], distinguish between eutectic 

systems and solid solutions, based on whether they allow k* = 0 or not. Others, e.g. [Kön03], 

use the term eutectic system for any system exhibiting a eutectic point. The presented 

examples showed, that k* is often very small but can also be unfavourably large. If k* = 0, 

that does not mean that the separation will be successful, as is obvious from Eq. 2.11. The 

porosity, Φ, and concentration polarization parameter, κ, have to be low, as well. Their 

dependence on each other and on the process parameters is a matter of ongoing research, 

including the present study. Therefore, it will be discussed in more detail in the following 

Chapter (Ch. 2.3) and in the discussion part of this study (Chs. 6.2-3).  

 

2.3 Research techniques in melt layer crystallization 

2.3.1 Crystallization equipment, experimental setups and measuring techniques 

Many different types of equipment have been used in experiments on layer crystallization 

and many of them have been proposed for industrial application. Very detailed reviews with 

drawings of proposed equipment are available in German [Mat69, Rit85, Özo91]. English 

reviews are also available [Ark95, Ulr03b]. A more recent but less detailed review is given by 
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JIANG et al. [Jia14b]. However, recent years haven’t produced many types of equipment that 

are substantially different from the earlier ones. Therefore, the available reviews are still 

valid, especially for the more elaborate setups. In order to not be repetitive, the present study 

will put an emphasis on the simpler experimental setups. 

Tab. 2.3 compiles different types of setups with sketches and exemplary literature. 2 possible 

directions can be discerned in the strategy of experimentation on melt layer crystallization. 

The first is to use the industrial equipment itself, or a setup that has as much in common with 

it as possible. The second is to conduct experiments in a setup that is completely unrelated 

to the industrial equipment apart from the fact that they both allow the same phase transition. 

An example for the second strategy is KÖNIG & SCHREINER’s [Kön01] proposal to assess the 

purification potential of layer crystallization by performing suspension melt crystallization and 

pastillation experiments. A similar strategy is the bottle test, in which the melt is put into a 

bottle which is then stored at sufficiently low temperature until partial crystallization has 

occurred. From the mass and composition of the residual melt and the product, which 

remains in the bottle during draining at low temperature, the order of magnitude of the growth 

rate and a worst case scenario for the separation can be gathered. The bottle possesses 

cooled surfaces for crystallization and is, thus, more similar to industrial equipment than the 

suspension crystallizers.  

A very important type of laboratory setup is the cold finger setup. The cold finger is a tube, 

closed on one side, in which a second tube is immersed, such that a cooling liquid can flow 

through it. It is immersed into the melt, which is in a beaker, usually with thermostated jacket. 

During growth of the crystal layer on the cold finger, beaker and cold finger temperature can 

be controlled. The melt can be agitated by stirring [Kim02, Cha10a] or bubbling [Bei12], and 

cold fingers can even be used for falling film application [Özo91, Neu94]. Other setups 

including tubes with the crystal layer growing on the inner or outer wall and the cooling liquid 

flowing on the other side offer similar possibilities. An important possibility is that of on-line 

measurement of the growth rate. Proposed measurement techniques include a laser 

scanner, a thermometer grid, continuous weighing of feed and residuum in falling film 

operation [Sch93b] and recording with a camera [Bei13]. However, it is still common to 

determine the growth rate off line from the deposited mass or the layer thickness at the end 

of the experiment. The distribution coefficient is always determined off line in batch 

operation, even though a first approach towards an on-line determination has been made 

early on [Lei89].  
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Table 2.3 Crystallization equipment overview. The literature is only exemplary. 
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2.3.2 Scale up, correlation and prediction 

Melt layer crystallization is ascribed the advantage of easy scale up. This is true for scale up 

from the pilot-plant scale to large scale if the pilot plant contains the same tubes or plates as 

the large scale plant, just in lower number. This is nowadays often the case, so scale up is 

only numbering up, which is rather trivial. For scale up from mL-scale to pilot plant scale, the 

most common method is purely empirical. A paper from KÖNIG et al. [Kön08], co-authored by 

STEPANSKI & KUSZLIK from Sulzer Chemtech, the largest supplier of melt layer crystallization 

equipment, illustrates the procedure. Starting from a zone melting experiment on mL-scale, 

the scale is gradually increased, employing several different types of setups. Whenever the 

separation on one scale seems to be successful, the experiments are carried on to the next 

larger scale, until finally the pilot plant is reached.  

Attempts to reduce the number of required experiments by offering empirical correlations or 

predictive simulation, can often be expressed in terms of a dimensionless growth rate, Γ, 

𝛤 =
𝐺

ℷ
  , ℷ ∈ {𝛽,

𝐷

𝑠𝐷
, 𝛽

𝜌L
𝜌S
,

𝐷

𝑠𝐷

𝜌L
𝜌S
}, (2.12) 

where the growth rate reference, ג, is a measure of the speed with which rejected solute 

molecules can be transported away from the crystal front. ρS and ρL are the densities of 

crystal and melt, respectively, D is the diffusivity and β the mass transfer coefficient. sD is the 

thickness of the diffusion boundary layer. Its canonical definition is the distance x at which 

the solute mass fraction wb(x=sD) differs from wb,∞ by a certain factor, most often wb(x=sD)/ 

wb,∞ =1.01. In the context of crystallization, some authors, e.g [Wil78], define sD such that 

D∙(sD)-1 = β. The difference is illustrated in Fig. 2.22. Even if D∙(sD)-1 and β are not of the 

same value, they certainly scale with each other 

because they represent very similar physical 

concepts. Both give a measure of the ability of 

the system to transport impurities from the 

crystal front into the bulk of the melt. The factor 

ρL(ρS)-1 accounts for the fact that the 

contraction during crystallization leads to a 

velocity of the melt normal to and towards the 

crystal when ρL(ρS)-1 < 1. For water, in which 

ρL(ρS)-1 ≈ 1.1, the expansion during freezing 

leads to a melt velocity away from the crystal 

layer. In glycerol it is ρL(ρS)-1 ≈ 0.94, which is a 

very low value for an organic compound. 

Usually in crystallization of organics, the density ratio is close enough to one to be neglected. 

Therefore, the different definitions in Eq. 2.12 are not substantially different, in contrast to the 

Figure 2.22. Diffusion boundary layer and the 
relation between its thickness and the mass 
transfer coefficient β. For better visibility, the 
construction of sD, canonical is done at 1.05 wb,∞ 
instead of the denoted 1.01 wb,∞. 
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k(G) or k(Γ)-correlations or predictions that have been proposed in the literature. These are 

compiled in Tab. 2.4. The distribution coefficient and concentration polarization ratio are not 

always defined in terms of mass fractions, w, but may also be defined in terms of mass 

concentrations, c, or mole fractions, X, which is indexed by c and X, respectively: 

𝑘𝑐 =
𝑐imp
Layer

𝑐imp,∞
, 𝜅𝑐 =

𝑐imp,0

𝑐imp,∞
, 𝑘𝑋 =

𝑋imp
Layer

𝑋imp,∞
, 𝜅𝑋 =

𝑋imp,0

𝑋imp,∞
.  (2.13) 

Frequently, melt layer crystallization is performed on mixtures of organics with very similar 

molar masses and densities and little excess volumes, so that the differences between these 

definitions are negligible. If that is the case, Eq. 2.16 and Eq. 2.21 are the same equation. 

They present the most important description of k(G) for the assumption that solute only 

enters the crystal layer in liquid inclusions and is not incorporated. WINTERMANTEL [Win86] 

derived Eq. 2.16 based on the boundary layer model [Bur53a,b] that is also the foundation of 

Eq. 2.15. From Eq. 2.16, it follows that when varying G, β and c∞ independently, all 

experimental points attained for one system can be fitted by one curve in a plot of k versus 

the parameter 

𝑐b,∞
𝜌L − 𝑐b,∞

(𝑒
𝐺
𝛽
𝜌C
𝜌L − 1) = 휁ba,∞ (𝑒

𝛤 − 1), (2.14) 

if both κ and k depend only on this parameter. WINTERMANTEL [Win86] found this 

experimentally for the 2 systems water/NaCl and naphthalene/diphenyl, both in the same 

setup. BIERWIRTH [Bie98] later presented experimental results that suggested an influence of 

the setup geometry on the k(ζba,∞∙(eΓ-1))-relation. MYASNIKOV & UTESHINSKY [Mya05] 

attempted to add a calculation path of κ to arrive at a purely predictive formula Eq. 2.21. 

However, its applicability has not been widely acknowledged.  

All in all, it is important to note that no predictive k(G)-simulation has yet become canonical 

or shown sufficiently universal accuracy to likely claim any such role. On the contrary, it is a 

widespread opinion, e.g. [Bei13, Ulr03b, Wan94b], that all purely theory-based k(G)-

simulations are flawed and experimental help is always needed. Empirical or semiempirical 

correlations with universal applicability have also not been established yet, but experiments 

are required anew for each system. A prediction or correlation of k(G) that gives credit to the 

influence of the surface tension is also missing in the literature. 
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Table 2.4. Types of empirical and semiempirical correlations and predictive theories for the dependence 
of the distribution coefficient k on the dimensionless growth rate Γ. For better comparability, 
nomenclature was harmonized and some equations were manipulated preserving mathematical 
equivalence. 

Principal equation  
Applicable 

for 

Experimental data set, on which 

the correlation was obtained or 

tested. 

𝑘𝑐 =
𝑘𝑐
∗

𝑘𝑐
∗ + (1 − 𝑘𝑐

∗)𝑒−𝛤
 

[Bur53a] 

 

(2.15) No liquid 

inclusions, 

Φ = 0 

Germanium with many different 

impurities [Bur53b] 

𝑘𝑐 =
𝑒𝛤 − 𝜅𝑐
𝑒𝛤 − 1

 

[Win86] 

 

(2.16) k* = 0 Water/NaCl,  

naphthalene/diphenyl [Win86] 

𝑘 = 1 − 𝑏𝛤 

[Özo92] 

(2.17) k* = 0 ε-Caprolactam/cyclohexanon, 

p-dichlorbenzene/o-dichlorbenzene, 

n-dodecanole/n-decanole [Özo92],  

naphthalene/diphenyl [Win86].  

𝑘 = 1 −
((𝑒𝛤𝑘=0) − 1) (

𝛤
𝛤𝑘=0

)

2
3

𝑒𝛤 − 1
 

[Sch93b] 

(2.18) k* = 0 Water/NaCl,  

water/sucrose,  

water/glycerol [Sch93b], 

naphthalene/diphenyl [Win86]. 

𝑘 = 

𝑏1 + 𝑏2 ln (휁ba,∞ (𝑒
𝛤 − 1))  

[Bie98] 

(2.19) k* = 0 ε-Caprolactam/cyclohexanon, 

ε-caprolactam/water 

p-dichlorbenzene/o-dichlorbenzene, 

naphthaline/diphenyl [Bie98] 

𝑘 = 𝑏1𝐺
𝑏2 𝑤∞

𝑏3𝑡𝑏4 

[Gua01] 

 

(2.20)  ε-Caprolactam/water [Gua01] 

𝑘𝑋 =
𝑒𝛤 − 𝜅𝑋
𝑒𝛤 − 1

 

[Mya05] 

 

(2.21) k* = 0 Naphthalene/benzoic acid [Lap77] 

𝑘 = 1 −
(𝑇0 − 𝑇∞)

𝛤 (
d𝑇∗

d𝑤
)𝑤∞ 𝑒

𝛤
 

[Jia12b] 

(2.22) Falling film Phosphoric acid (H3PO4) with water 

and different ionic impurities [Jia12b] 
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3 Motivation 

The goal of the present study is to introduce and investigate new methods that extend the 

applicability of melt layer crystallization to  the separation of highly viscous mixtures and 

allow better assessment of the process based on data from lab-scale experiments. 

A large body of literature is available on solution crystallization in suspension and concerning 

the influence of solvents on the equilibrium separation (cf. Chs. 2.1.1 & 2.2.3-4). The use of 

solvents to reduce viscosity in melt crystallization has been mentioned [Has41, Roh12] but 

no comprehensive research is prior knowledge. Concepts to improve separation kinetics by 

forced convection are plenty (cf. Tab. 2.3), but all of them require addition of moving parts of 

machinery or gas streams in contact with the melt. A concept that uses the same simple 

equipment as static layer crystallization is missing. 

The literature on assessing and extending economic feasibility of melt layer crystallization 

has produced some experimental [Kön01, 08] and some predictive strategies (cf. Tab. 2.4) 

but a method to scale up from lab scale is missing. Simulations that may be used for the 

purpose commonly depend on simplifications that are not valid when higher viscosity is 

encountered or a liquid additive is present. The quantitative comparability of process data 

obtained on a lab scale is, especially when viscosities are higher, very questionable as 

papers show unexplained discrepancies [Cha10a]. Therefore, the only established rule is 

that what works in the lab works even better on the large scale.  

In order to make a major contribution to filling these vacancies in the state of the art, it is 

crucial that the present study shall combine experiments on the scarcely investigated 

concept of additives for faster separation with a critical discussion of established 

experimental methodology and a quantitative and comprehensive approach to the 

interpretation of the data. This combination allows not only the statement that the concept 

works for the investigated system, but it gives an understanding of the mechanism by which 

it works and provides methods for a future application to other systems. 

For an understanding of the process, experiments are to be carried out on a glycerol-water 

mixture with BuOH and other organic solvents as additives. A number of different setups 

shall be used and methods shall be presented to make results from different setups 

comparable. Then, the measured effect of BuOH is to be compared with calculations based 

on different sets of assumptions to shed light onto the mechanism by which BuOH improves 

the separation process. From the knowledge of the mechanism, a protocol for choosing a 

suitable additive for other feeds shall be derived. In order to show the limits of the presented 

technique, its application to 2 actual industrial separation tasks, completely different from the 

binary aqueous glycerol mixture, shall be investigated.  
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4 Materials and Methods 

4.1 Materials 

4.1.1 General 

In the course of this study, a realistic assessment of industrial applicability should be given. 

Therefore, feeds and helping agents were not all of very high purity, but chemicals, and 

especially water, were used in qualities that are easily attainable. 

Tab water used in the present study had a rather low content of dissolved solids, was not 

degassed and had no uncommon features. Specifications are given in Tab. 4.1. 

 
Table 4.1. Specifications of the tab water used in the present study as given by the supplier, Stadtwerke 
Halle GmbH. Dissolved substances of c < 10

-4
 kg m

-3
 are not mentioned. 

Substance c [10
-3

 kg m
-3

] Substance c [10
-3

 kg m
-3

] 

 

min mean max  min mean max 

Ca
2+

 20 34 34 SO4
2-

 27 28 29 

Mg
2+

 3.3 3.3 3.3 Cl
-
 17 17.5 18 

Na
+
 7.5 8.1 8.4 NO3

- 
4.6 4.9 5.2 

K
+
 0.74 0.75 0.76 TOC 1.7 1.75 1.8 

    Si 2.9 2.9 2.9 

 

Parameter unit min mean max 

Conductivity 10
-4

 S m
-1 

197 199 201 

pH - 8.16 8.45 8.61 

Acid capacity to pH 4.3 mol m
-3 

0.8 0.8 0.8 

Base capacity to pH 8.1 mol m
-3

 0.00 0.01 0.02 

 

4.1.2 Paraffin 

Middle machine oil (mmo)-type slack wax came from an Indonesian refinery and had an 

initial oil content of wo≈ 20%. It was a raffinate and not simply a distillate, i.e. aromatics had 

been removed by extraction. Its main components are n-alkanes. 2-propanon (methyl-ethyl-

ketone, mek) from Roth was synthetic grade. All water used was tab water specified above 

(Tab. 4.1). 

4.1.3 Glycerol - water system (gw) 

Chemicals used are gathered in Tab. 4.2. Feeds for the crystallization were often prepared 

from the residues of previous crystallization processes mixed with sufficient amounts of fresh 

glycerol and solvent to attain the desired composition.  
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Table 4.2. Chemicals used in the system glycerol - water. Suppliers are Carl Roth GmbH + Co. KG, 
Germany and Merck KGaA, Germany. 

Material Supplier Grade Material Supplier Grade 

Glycerol Roth Rotipuran®, ≥ 99.5% 1-Propanol Merck For analysis 

Methanol Roth Rotydry®, > 99.5% 1-Butanol Roth Rotisolv® HPLC 

Ethanol Roth Rotipuran® 2-Butanon Roth For synthesis 

      

4.1.4 Raw glycerol system (rg) 

Raw glycerol was provided from Hallesche Ölverarbeitungswerke GmbH, Germany. It was 

biodiesel glycerol after evaporation of methanol and parts of water. The dark-brown liquid 

had the specifications given in Tab. 4.3. Qualities of solvents were the same as given in 

Tab. 4.2. 

 

Table 4.3. Raw glycerol specifications as given by the supplier, Hallesche Ölverarbeitungswerke GmbH, 
Germany. 

Substance Method w Parameter Method Value 

Glycerol Ph. Eur. 7.0 0.8213 Density at 20°C [kg m
-3

] En ISO 12185 1244.3 

Water  En ISO 12937 0.1265 Refractive index Ph. Eur. 2.2.6 1.4554 

Chlorides (as NaCl) Ph. Eur. 2.4.4 0.0373 pH Ph. Eur. 2.2.3 7.07 

 

4.2 Setups and procedures 

4.2.1 General 

This is not only a study on the physical mechanism of crystallization in high-viscous melts but 

it deals with the question of how to handle the high viscosity in both laboratory and plant. 

Therefore, instead of using one very sophisticated setup, a series of different simpler setups 

was used. Starting from very simple bottle tests and classical cold finger experiments, the 

study proceeds to slightly more complex setups which are better suited to the high-viscous 

melt, especially the one of glycerol. This strategy provides information about the practical 

implications when dealing with a high-viscous melt in the laboratory along with the 

understanding of the crystallization process in abstracto.  

An overview over the used setups is given in Tab. 4.4. Detailed descriptions are provided in 

the subsequent chapters. All setups have similarities with setups that are already described 

in the literature. For these, cf. above (Ch. 2.3 & Tab. 2.4). All crystallization experiments were 

performed at ambient pressure. 
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Table 4.4. Setup types used in the present study. Heat streams Q
 .

 and mechanical power W
 .

 are depicted 
with arrows. The thickness of the arrow as well as the size of the letter represents the approximate typical 
relative power levels of the heat and work streams. The setup geometries are not drawn to scale. 
Abbreviations: gw: glycerol-water, rg: raw glycerol. 

Setup Bottle Glass 
Cold finger 

static 

Classic cold 

finger 

Cold finger 

translating 

Tube, pack, 

inert liquid 

S
k
e
tc

h
 

  

  
  

For gw, rg gw, rg gw gw gw Paraffin 

Vmelt  0.01-2.5 L 0.03 L 1.2 L 0.4 L 0.1 L 0.1 L 

 

4.2.2 Glycerol seed production 

The production of first glycerol crystals is carried out similarly to the process described by 

GIBSON & GIAQUÉ [Gib23]. Different mixtures of glycerol were cooled with liquid nitrogen and 

slowly heated to -25°C in a freezer. Additionally to the reduced environmental temperature, 

slow heating was ensured by keeping the samples in a Styrofoam box. The workflow is 

depicted in Fig. 4.1. The used glycerol mixtures contained water in mass fractions of 

0.2% < ww < 30%. The process was also performed on a sample containing wb = 50% BuOH 

and ww < 1% water. 

 

Figure 4.1. Workflow for the production of glycerol seed crystals. 

4.2.3 Seed crystal growth 

The influence of water and BuOH on the growth rate of glycerol was investigated by 

measuring the growth of seed crystals in different binary glycerol-water and glycerol-BuOH-

mixtures. These mixtures were poured into tubes or flasks with seed crystals at their bottom, 

or into petri dishes with seed crystals in the centre. The flasks were closed by stoppers and 

the dishes by polyethylene sheets. Both were stored at -25 °C or 6 °C. Little nucleation of 

glycerol is to be expected at these temperatures. Therefore, the crystal growth rate was 

determined by measuring the position of the crystal front in situ after different times after 

seeding. Fig. 4.2 shows an example. The crystals were not fixed to the centre of the dish but 

all experiments in which the seed crystal changed its position were not taken into account. In 
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case of a decrease in growth rate as result of the decreasing 

glycerol concentration towards the end of an experiment, only 

the constant growth rate at the beginning of the experiment 

was taken into account. 

4.2.4 Magnetic stirrer cold finger setup (MCF) 

The simplest cold finger setup used for experiments on the 

glycerol-water system is depicted in Fig. 4.3. The nominal 

capacity of the double-walled beaker was 0.6 L, but the filling 

level was not held constant. Instead, a fast processing was 

facilitated by using the residual melt of one experiment in a 

series as feed for the next in the same series without taking it 

out of the beaker. The separation of the crystallization caused 

the desired variation of the melt composition. The mass fractions ww and wb of water and 

BuOH, respectively, were measured before each experiment and the influence of all minor 

impurities, i.e. all mixture components 

except glycerol, water and BuOH, was 

neglected. Therefore, the results are 

interpreted as if a new synthetic mixture of 

variable ww and wb had been fed into the 

beaker for each experiment. 

Prior to the crystallization step, a thin but 

complete, smooth-surfaced polycrystalline 

seed layer was applied to the cold finger. 

To this end, the cold finger was centred in 

a 50 mL-centrifuge tube with seed crystals 

at its bottom and liquid glycerol 

(ww = 0.2%) and stored at 6 °C until the 

glycerol was completely crystallized. The 

thickness, mass and purity of the seed 

layer were taken into account when 

calculating the growth rate and the purity 

of the grown crystals. During the crystallization step the temperatures of the cold finger and 

the double-walled beaker, TCF and TB, respectively, were controlled by 2 thermostats. The 

beaker did not have a lid. It was closed towards the surrounding atmosphere by multiple 

layers of plastic sheeting. For the dynamic case, agitation of the melt was provided by a 

magnetic stirrer. The stirring rate was adjusted in 100 min-1-steps to the maximum possible 

as restricted by the viscosity of the melt. 

 

Figure 4.2. Example of 
determination of crystal 
growth rate in a petri dish. 
The position of the seed is 
obvious from the shape of 
the crystallite. The size is 
estimated by counting the 
squares and averaging over 
several directions. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Sketch of the magnetic stirrer cold 
finger setup (MCF). Application of a complete 
seed layer onto the cold finger (Seeding) and 
crystal growth after immersion into the melt 

(Growth). 
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4.2.5 Glass setup (GL) 

In this study, ‘glass setup’ refers to 30 mL-double walled beakers in which the layer grows 

vertically upwards from a seed layer at the bottom covering the entire cross-sectional area. 

Fig. 4.4 gives a sketch. The bottom and complete jacket of 60 mm height was cooled to the 

stated crystallization temperature. The seed layer was built by covering the beaker’s bottom 

with 1 mL liquid glycerol (ww = 0.27%) and adding one small seed crystal. Hereafter, the seed 

glycerol was allowed to completely crystallize at the beaker temperature of the subsequent 

growth step. The growth step was started by pouring 25 mL feed into the beaker, on top of 

the seed layer and to a level of 50 mm. The thickness, i.e. height, of the grown crystal layer, 

not including the seed layer, was recorded over time by photographs and the growth rate 

evaluated as described below (Ch. 4.3.2). At the end of the growth step, the residual melt 

was removed by means of a syringe and the temperature increased to melt the crystal layer 

and remove it in the same manner. In the evaluation of the distribution coefficient a 

correction for the influence of the seed on the crystal composition is made, taking into 

account both the mass and composition of the seed layer.  

A screw lid prevents the entrance of water from the surrounding atmosphere into the beaker. 

It is only opened for addition or removal of substances. 10 of these beakers are cooled in 

parallel circuit by one thermostat, allowing for rapid experimentation. This is a major 

advantage along with the possibility of a simple but detailed evaluation of the growth rate 

during the experiment. The major disadvantages are the missing possibility of post treatment 

and a relatively large risk of error in the separation of melt from crystal. Also, the glass setup 

differs from common industrial procedure in its geometry and temperature gradients. The 

resulting differences to cold finger setups in growth rate gradients have to be compensated 

by the data evaluation process described below (Ch. 4.3.2).  

 

Figure 4.4. Glass setup showing 3 glasses during different stages of one experiment. Actually, 10 glasses 
were operated in parallel. z is the thickness of the crystal layer. 

4.2.6 Bottle tests 

Vessels used for bottle tests were all of plastics, usually polypropylene, as glass bottles tend 

to burst when an inner glycerol crystal layer melts. The types of bottles for different 
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capacities were: 15 mL and 50 mL cone-tipped centrifuge tubes (Fig. 4.5.a), 0.25 L and 0.5 L 

laboratory sampling flasks and, of capacities 1 L and 2.5 L, the bottles in which Glycerol 

(Ph.Eur., Merck) is delivered (Fig. 4.5.b-c). Bottles were always seeded at the bottom, 

centrifuge tubes either in the lid or in the tip. The 

seed crystal was attached to the surface by a 

small amount of liquid glycerol (xw < 1%) which 

was allowed to crystallize before the melt was 

added. The bottles were stored in a freezer 

(-25°C) or fridge (6°C) for crystallization. Then 

the residual melt was poured out and the crystals 

were molten. For the glycerol-water system, 

vessels were always placed in a manner that the 

seed was on the bottom such that the crystal layer would have to grow mainly vertically 

upwards (Fig. 4.5.a-b). For the raw glycerol system, bottles were lying on the side such that 

the crystal layer would have to grow mainly horizontally (Fig. 4.5.c). 

4.2.7 Experiments on layer stability 

Primary experiments on the stability of glycerol crystal 

layers during sweating were carried out in a setup rather 

similar to the MCF setup described above (Ch. 4.2.4). 

The main modification is a grid in the seed layer that is 

fixed to the cold finger to prevent slipping off of the melt, 

similar in effect to Sulzer’s patented construction [Ste06]. 

However, with the difference that it does not, like 

Sulzer’s, reach from the cooled surface to the next 

surface but is only situated close to the cold finger in the 

area in which the crystal layer will grow. Fig. 4.6 shows a 

photograph of the cold finger and the grid. The seed 

layer was applied exactly as in the abovementioned 

classic cold finger process with the grid being introduced 

into the centrifuge tube and, thus, into the seed layer. 

The main crystal layer was then grown in a melt 

containing glycerol and ww = 3% water at TB = 15 °C and TCF decreasing exponentially from 

TCF(t = 0) = 5 °C to TCF(t = 60 h) = -10 °C. The layers were then subjected either to a 

conventional sweating procedure or an alternative post treatment. In the first case the 

temperature of both the cold finger and beaker was held at TB = TCF = 15 °C, 4 K below the 

melting temperature of pure glycerol and 4 K above the melting temperature of the initial 

 

Figure 4.6. Cold finger with grid and 
parts of burst crystal layer. Crystal 
layer was grown from a complete 
seed layer in a melt containing 
glycerol and ww = 3% water at 
TB = 15 °C and TCF decreasing 
exponentially from TCF(t = 0) = 5 °C to 
TCF(t = 60 h) = -10 °C. After draining of 
the melt, sweating was started at 

TB = TCF = 15 °C until layer burst. 

Figure 4.5. Sketch of the 3 different bottle 
test arrangements (a-c). 
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melt. In the latter case the temperature of the cold finger was TCF = 10 °C and that of the 

beaker TB = 70 °C. It was observed whether or not the crystal layer burst. 

4.2.8 Static cold finger setup (SCF) 

Static layer crystallization experiments were carried out in a cold finger setup depicted in 

Fig. 4.7. In contrast to the MCF, this setup allowed post treatment and operation under dry 

atmosphere. The possibility of using a 

complete seed layer, direct measurement 

of the layer thickness, as well as stirring 

was foregone in this setup. 

Melt and seed crystals entered the 

beaker through a conically tapered joint 

at the top. A stopcock at the bottom 

allowed draining of residual melt and 

molten product. An additional air valve 

was opened during filling and draining for 

the purpose of pressure compensation. 

To prevent water from coming into melt 

and crystals, the air that entered the 

beaker during draining passed through a 

drying column. This was 0.56 m in length, 

of which 0.34 m were packed with 3 Å 

molecular sieve in 1 mm beads and 

0.14 m with silica gel. During the 

crystallization and sweating step the 

system was sealed airtight towards the 

atmosphere, but the gas above the liquid 

remained in contact with the drying 

column. 

On the bottom of the cold finger, a plate 

was perpendicularly attached to allow 

seed crystals to rest and to prevent the 

crystal layer from slipping off the cold 

finger during the post treatment. By 

means of a special syringe with a glass needle of 3 mm inner diameter, the seed, together 

with a small amount of pure glycerol, was located close to the cold finger. The seed crystals 

would then slowly sink along the cold finger while causing secondary nucleation and crystal 

growth.  

Figure 4.7. Cold finger setup for quantitative 
experiments on separation success. The left side 
shows the seed crystals sinking during the seeding 
process, leaving nuclei at the cold finger. The right 
side shows the uneven crystal layer with liquid 

inclusions towards the end of the growth step. 
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In a first set of experiments, the initial melt consisted of glycerol and ww = 3% water. It was 

used without additive at 3 different temperatures and was mixed with BuOH (wb = 20% in the 

final mixture) for one experiment. Fig. 4.8 depicts the temperature-protocol for the 

crystallization and post treatment and marks the chronological position of the samples, 

together with sketches of the expected form of the crystal layer during the different stages of 

the experiment.  

 
Figure 4.8. Temperature and sampling protocol for static cold finger experiments on glycerol with 
ww = 3%. The predicted reaction of the crystal layer is also shown. The timeline is only an approximation 
because the actual duration of the steps depends on the crystal layer’s behaviour, as does the number of 
samples. During growth (t < 0 h) the 3 different TCF used in different experiments are shown. TCF(t > 3 h) 
and TB were the same for all experiments. 

 
The protocol was the same for each experiment of the set with the exception of the cold 

finger temperature during the crystallization step. This temperature was for the 3 experiments 

without BuOH TCF = -10 °C, TCF = -5 °C and TCF = 0°C, respectively, and TCF = -10 °C for the 

experiment with use of BuOH. The crystal layer was grown for Δt = 110 h at said cold finger 

temperatures and a beaker temperature of TB = 15 °C. Thereafter the residual melt was 

drained. The melt adhering to the cold finger was then allowed to drip off at crystallization 

temperature. The dripping-off step was finished when the drops fell with a frequency of less 

than 1 min-1. The dripping liquid is considered the first sample of the post treatment (m1, xw,1). 

The temperature was then raised for the sweating step which was divided into 2 parts: First 

2 h at cold finger temperature TCF = -5 °C and then 1 h at TCF = 0 °C with a beaker 

temperature TB = 50 °C in both steps. The sweating liquids of these 2 steps were sampled 

separately and are considered samples 2 and 3 of the post treatment. The beaker 

temperature was then further raised to TB = 60 °C to induce melting of the crystals. Samples 

were taken after 30 min and then after 1 h. If the crystal layers started to fall apart, one or 

both of these samples were omitted. This step can be considered either a sweating step with 
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a high product loss or a partial melting of the crystals, depending on whether gathered liquid 

is considered waste or product stream. The remaining crystal layer was molten at 

TCF = 50 °C and TB = 90 °C and was considered the last sample. 

A second, larger set of experiments was executed on glycerol mixtures with ww = 1%. The 

temperature and sampling protocol was similar to the one depicted in Fig. 4.8 with the 

difference that number, durations and temperatures of the different steps were not held 

constant between experiments but were adjusted to the dripping behaviour of each melt and 

crystal layer. As in the MCF experiments, initial melts were composed using the residual 

melts of previous crystallization steps 

4.2.9 Translating beaker cold finger setup (TBCF) 

This equipment was used 

to force stronger 

convection than possible 

by means of a magnetic 

stirrer. It consisted of a 

cold finger and double-

walled beaker, in which 

the beaker moved up and 

down while the cold 

finger stayed fixed. 

Fig. 4.9 shows a drawing. 

When the beaker was at 

its higher position the 

cold finger was wetted 

with the melt while 

moving relative to it. 

Then, when the beaker 

moved to its lower 

position, the cold finger 

left the melt and the 

adhering melt could flow 

down. When the beaker 

was held in its upper 

position by the viscosity 

of the melt, it was forced 

down by springs attached 

to it and the frame. Filling, seeding, analytics and growth rate evaluation in this setup worked 

Figure 4.9. Setup with translational movement of the beaker and fixed 
cold finger for the purpose of forcing strong convection in the melt. 
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exactly as they did in the SCF. Other setups for strong forced convection, i.e. different setups 

in which the melt was pumped over a cooled surface, were tried. These are not described in 

detail here because they proved not to allow the performance of complete experiments. The 

critical factors are briefly discussed below (Ch. 5.2.9) 

4.2.10 Experiments on raw glycerol 

The scope of the experiments with raw glycerol was to explore the possibilities of substituting 

parts of the presently common separation process by melt layer crystallization. Therefore, 

the distillation steps of the Lurgi process described above (Ch. 2.1.3, Fig. 2.5) were imitated 

by a common laboratory distillation unit consisting of round-bottom flasks for feed and 

distillate, and a distillation bridge with Liebig-cooler. Temperature and pressure were 

measured in the bottom flask. The resulting head and bottom products of the different steps 

should be fairly similar to the corresponding intermediate products in the Lurgi process. They 

were subjected to bottle tests or crystallization in the glass setup described above (Ch. 4.2.5) 

in order to evaluate the possibility of their processing by layer crystallization. Furthermore, 

enrichment of the BuOH with glycerol by LL-extraction out of the NaCl-in-glycerol-suspension 

of the bottom of the last distillation step (bottom glycerol) was investigated. The LL-extraction 

was performed by mixing BuOH and bottom glycerol in a Schott flask, shaking and allowing 

settling for several days before the upper phase was sampled by a syringe. Its BuOH content 

was evaporated and the residue tested for its glycerol content. The resulting overall workflow 

is shown in Fig. 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10. Workflow of the experiments with raw glycerol. Measurements are indicated by the symbols 
of the measured quantity: Water mass fraction ww (Karl Fischer), refractive index nD, electrical 

conductivity σ, and optical absorbance Aλ. If no measurement is indicated, only the visible phase 

separation behaviour was interpreted. 
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4.2.11 Sweating of paraffin slack wax 

Two different setups were used for the processing of slack wax. In 

both, the crystallization takes place in a double-walled glass tube 

with an outlet on the bottom. The lower part was filled with a 

random packing. Whenever a solvent was used, an intensive 

condenser of glass was attached to the top of the tube in such a 

manner that evaporated solvent was condensed and flowed back 

down into the tube. 

In setup type I the glass tubes were actually dropping funnels and 

the random packings were saddle-type ceramic bodies. 

Fig. 4.11.a shows a 

photograph of such a tube 

with packings and 

attached condenser. 4 of 

these crystallizers were 

operated at the same time 

and heated in series by the same thermostat. Their 

measured difference in temperature did not exceed 

0.5 K. The length of the tubes differed, but the 

diameter and filling level was the same for all 

experiments.  

Setup type II is shown in Fig. 4.12. It was larger in 

diameter and the packings were Raschig rings of 

glass. Instead of a stopcock, a stopper welded on a 

glass rod was immersed through the lid to block the 

outlet. When the lid and stopper were removed for 

draining, the removal of the rod left a channel in the 

centre, facilitating faster draining. To prevent 

packings from blocking re-immersion of the rod and 

stopper, a cylindrical steel grid was fixed and centred 

in the vessel by steel springs. 

In both setups, the void of the packings was filled 

with water prior to crystallization. Then, the slack 

wax, molten in an oven, was poured into the 

crystallizer. In setup type I, experiments with and without solvent were conducted. The 

solvent was mixed into the wax prior to its entering the crystallizer. In setup type II, the 

solvent was mixed with the molten wax inside the crystallizer, the necessary agitation being 

Figure 4.11. Sweating 

setup type I. 

Figure 4.12. Sweating setup type II. 
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provided by cooking of the water. This process is discussed in further detail below 

(Chs. 5.1 & 6.5.1). After filling and mixing, the wax crystallized upon cooling of the beaker. 

Residual liquid was subsequently drained before the beaker was reheated. The resulting 

sweating liquid was gathered in different fractions, similar to the process described above for 

glycerol (cf. Fig. 4.8). Different temperature curves were compared. They are described 

together with the results below (Chs. 5.1 & 6.5.1). 

4.3 Analytics and data evaluation 

4.3.1 Analytics 

Water mass fraction ww was measured by Karl Fischer titration using Mettler Toledo V30 and 

Mettler DL35 Volumetric Karl Fischer Titrators. BuOH mass fractions wb of the ternary 

glycerol-water-BuOH mixtures were determined by evaporating BuOH in a flue at ambient 

temperature and collecting both the starting mass m0, the residual mass m1 and the 

respective water mass fractions ww,0 and ww,1 of the sample (Fig. 4.13). The BuOH mass 

fraction wb,0 was calculated from the mass balance 

 

𝑤b,0 =
𝑚1(1 − 𝑤𝑤,1) − 𝑚0(1 − 𝑤𝑤,0)

𝑚0
. (4.1) 

 

Viscosity η was measured using a 

Haake VT 550, a MV/DIN measuring 

geometry and a shear rate of 20 s-1. 

Electrical conductivity σ 

measurements were performed with 

a Knick Konduktometer 703, and a 

Knick 4-Pol-Meßzelle (4 pole 

measuring cell) with a cell constant of 112 m-1. Optical absorbance Aλ was measured by 

means of an analyticJena Specord 40 photometer. Dynamic scanning calorimetry (DSC) was 

performed on a Netzsch DSC 204 with a Netzsch TASC 414/4 controller using nitrogen as 

inert gas. 

4.3.2 Growth rate evaluation 

Quantitative results on the performance of layer crystallization as separation technique 

require comparability of k(G)-dependencies acquired in different setups. In a data pair (k,G) 

with the overall distribution coefficient k and the average growth rate G for one experiment, k 

can often be trivially attained from the raw data while sensible averaging of G is a 

complicated matter but crucial to applicability of laboratory results to further processes. 

Figure 4.13. Gravimetric measurement of the BuOH mass 
fraction wb,0 by using Eq. 4.1 after weighing of masses m0 
and m1 and Karl-Fischer titration for water mass fractions 
ww,0 and ww,1.  
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Usually in cold finger experiments, the growth rate is assumed to be constant over both time 

and space within one experiment. Additionally, the time needed for complete coverage of the 

cold finger surface is neglected. These are valid assumptions if a complete seed layer is 

provided at the start of each crystallization step and the undercooling near the crystal front is 

held constant by decreasing the cold-surface temperature. Both are realistic for many 

industrial processes. In this case, hereafter called case A, the layer thickness, s = Δr = r - r0, 

after one growth step with duration t, cold finger radius r0 and growth rate G is 

 

𝑟 − 𝑟0 = 𝐺 𝑡 (4.A.1) 

 

and the deposited mass m is, due to the cylindrical geometry, a 2nd-degree polynomial of that 

expression, so that the growth rate can be calculated from the polynomial root as 

 

𝐺 =
1

𝑡
√
𝑚

𝜋ℎ𝜌c
+ 𝑟0

2 − 𝑟0. (4.A.2) 

Fig. 4.14 shows plots of the important functions for case A in comparison to the cases used 

in the present study, cases B and C, which are discussed below (this Ch.). 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Assumptions for the calculation of the growth rate from the crystal mass m and 
crystallization time t in cold finger experiments (subfigure (a) and (c), cases A and C) and from the layer 
thickness z in the glass setup (subfigure (b) and case B). In (a) and (c), hollow lines show usual 
assumptions (case A) and solid lines show assumptions for the present cold-finger experiments (case C). 

 

In neither the GL nor the SCF setups of this study, a constant growth rate is a valid 

assumption. In the SCF, immediate complete coverage of the cold surface is also not the 

case. 

 

The calculation applied here is based on the following model: Every infinitesimal volume 

element of the crystal layer grows with a certain growth rate, depending on its local 

undercooling at that point in time at which it is a part of the crystal front, and incorporates a 

certain mass fraction of impurity, depending on said growth rate and other factors affecting 
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growth geometry and mass transport in the boundary layer. When the crystal layer is 

remolten and the liquid perfectly mixed, its impurity content is the average over all the 

volume elements and, therefore, correlates with the average growth rate of all the volume 

elements. Assuming a constant growth rate, as does Eq. 4.A.1, in calculating that average, 

as according to Eq. 4.A.2 would lead to an overrepresentation of the parts that grew slower, 

because they took relatively longer time to grow. Therefore, the relative growth rate as a 

function of space has to be calculated based on suitable assumptions first, before the 

absolute value of the average growth rate can be evaluated from the duration of the 

experiment and the deposited mass or grown layer thickness. 

 

In the GL setup, the crystal layer only grows in one direction and the position of the crystal 

front can be visually observed over time. Given the linear liquidus line of glycerol-water 

mixtures in the relevant hypoeutectic concentration regime (water mass fraction ww < 33%) 

[Lan25] and assuming a diffusion-controlled crystallization, a combination of McCabe’s law 

and the mass balance using the measured distribution coefficient for the experiment gives a 

linear dependence  

𝐺(𝑧) =
d𝑧(𝑡)

d𝑡
=
𝑧∗ − 𝑧(𝑡)

𝜏
, (4.B.1) 

 

between growth rate, G, and the grown layer thickness, z(t), with the height z* at which 

saturation would be reached. The solution to this differential equation is, with z(t = 0) = 0,  

 

𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑧∗ (1 − 𝑒−
𝑡
𝜏), (4.B.2) 

 

which is fitted to the observed z(t)-data by variation of the time constant, 𝜏, and the saturation 

height, z*. If the observed z(t)-points are too few to fit 2 parameters, z* can also be 

calculated from the mass balance, leaving only one parameter to fit. 

 

The average growth rate after duration t1 follows directly from Eq. 4.B.1 as 

𝐺 =
2𝑧∗ − 𝑧(𝑡1)

2𝜏
, (4.B.3) 

 

In the SCF, the growth rate has to be evaluated from the deposited mass m and duration t 

along with other known parameters but the thickness of the layer cannot be observed. It is 

only clear that its distribution around the cold finger at finite durations is not uniform and a 

cylindrical growth cannot be justified as approximation. Therefore, a set of more suitable 
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assumptions is used to model the layer geometry in relation to its total mass as a function of 

time. The assumptions made are still rather simple but are justified by the results.  

Cylindrical coordinates with angular φ, radial r and vertical, i.e. axial, y are used. 

All gradients in vertical y-direction are neglected and it is assumed that the seed line 

immediately covers the whole vertical span, L.  

In radial direction, the layer grows from the cold finger towards the warmer beaker while the 

impurity concentration in the residual melt increases. These 2 effects lead to the existence of 

a saturation radius, r*, that would be the radius of the layer after infinite duration. Assuming a 

linear profile of temperature in space (T(r) = T0 + r (TB - T0)/(rB - r0)) and a constant melt 

composition ww = 0.5(ww
Feed + ww

Res) the saturation radius can be approximated as 

 

𝑟∗ = 𝑟0 +

𝑇g
∗ −

d𝑇∗

d𝑤w

𝑤w
Feed − 𝑤w

Res

2
− 𝑇0

𝑇B − 𝑇0
(𝑟B − 𝑟0), 

(4.C.1) 

 

with the cold finger radius r0 inner beaker radius rB cold finger and beaker temperatures T0 

and TB, respectively, the water mass fraction in the initial melt ww
Feed and in the residual melt 

ww
Res the melting temperature of pure glycerol T*g = 18.17 °C [SDA90] and the slope of the 

liquidus line dT*/dww = -192.24 K for hypoeutectic mixtures, i.e. ww<0.33 [Lan25]. The 

influence of BuOH on the melting temperature is neglected.  

Between cold finger and saturation radius, a linear dependence of the growth rate on the 

radial position is assumed: 

𝐺(𝑟) = 𝐺0
𝑟∗ − 𝑟

𝑟∗ − 𝑟0
, (4.C.2) 

 

with G0 := G(r = r0). The time t(φ,r) after which the crystal 

layer reaches a certain point (φ,r,y) is approximated by  

𝑡(𝜑, 𝑟) =
𝑟0𝜑

𝐺0
+ ∫

1

𝐺(𝓇)

𝑟

𝑟0

d𝓇, (4.C.3) 

which is illustrated in Fig. 4.15. 

 

The layer thickness r(t,φ)-r0 at time t and angle φ can by 

calculated by combining Eqs. 4.C.2-3 with the restriction 

that it cannot take negative values: 

Figure 4.15. Coordinates φ, r in 
horizontal cross section of cold 
finger with seed at point S and 
different paths for the crystal 
growth to reach point P: (a) 
shortest path, (b) fastest and, 
therefore, actual path, (c) 
approximation of fastest path 
made in this study. 
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𝑟(𝜑, 𝑡) = max (𝑟0, 𝑟
∗ − (𝑟∗ − 𝑟0)𝑒

|𝜑|𝑟0−𝐺0𝑡
𝑟∗−𝑟0 ). (4.C.4) 

The resulting layer geometry is plotted in Fig. 4.16 for variable growth time. The total 

deposited mass is given by 

 

𝑚(𝑡) = ∫ ∫ ∫𝓇𝜌𝐶  d𝑦 d𝓇 d𝜑

𝐿

0

𝑟(𝜑,𝑡)

𝑟0

𝜋

−𝜋

 

=
𝐿𝜌C
2
∫(max (𝑟0, 𝑟

∗ − (𝑟∗ − 𝑟0)𝑒
|𝜑|𝑟0−𝐺0𝑡
𝑟∗−𝑟0 ))

2

− 𝑟0
2d𝜑

𝜋

−𝜋

. 

(4.C.5) 

It is assumed that the density of the crystal layer is the density of pure crystalline glycerol at 

0 °C, ρC = 1341 kg m-3 [Bla04]. Eq. 4.C.5 is an implicit expression for G0 = f(m,t), i.e. the 

absolute growth rate level as a function of total deposited mass and duration. It is solved by a 

generalized reduced gradient algorithm after discretisation of φ. The so gathered G0 is then 

used with Eq. 4.C.2. and the layer geometry r(φ) from Eq. 4.C.4 to calculate the average 

growth rate G: 

𝐺 =
𝐺0
2
(1 +

1

2𝜋
∫
𝑟∗ − 𝑟(𝜑)

𝑟∗ − 𝑟0

𝜋

−𝜋

d𝜑), 

which is simply the arithmetic average of G(r) and G0 averaged over all r(φ). 

(4.C.6) 

 

Figure 4.16. Assumed geometry of crystal layer for Cases A, B, and C after shorter time of growth (darker) 
and longer growth (lighter).   

 

4.3.3 Processing of DSC curves for the analysis of paraffin 

The separation task of layer crystallization and sweating on paraffin slack waxes is the 

removal of oil. For the separation to be successful, the gathered fractions should show large 

differences in their oil content. A quantitative evaluation of the separation success would, 
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therefore, require a determination of the oil content. Standard measurement procedures as 

described in DIN 51531 (English version ASTM D721) are very expensive and of rather low 

accuracy, making it common practice in both industry and research to first evaluate 

qualitatively whether or not a certain technique shows promising separation success and 

only move forward to the standard oil content measurement if that is the case. The primary 

results are usually obtained via the melting or crystallization behaviour of the fractions. A 

common method in the industry is the determination of the congealing point, e.g. described in 

ASTM D938. In laboratories, dynamic scanning calorimetry (DSC) has been used, with some 

efforts even being made to use DSC as direct measurement of the oil content [Gia73] or the 

chain length distribution [Cot10]. In the present study, DSC-curves are used for the first 

qualitative evaluation of the separation success. A direct determination of the oil content is 

not going to be necessary. 

From each fraction, samples of 6 - 13 mg were taken and each of these samples was 

subjected to multiple DSC measurements. For long curves, the samples were cooled 

to -40 °C, then heated to 120 °C and then cooled to -40°C again. Heating and cooling rates 

of dT/dt = ± 5 K/min and dT/dt = ± 1 K/min were used. For short curves, the sample was 

heated from 40 °C to 80 °C and cooled back to 40 °C at dT/dt = ± 5 K/min. Only the long 

curves allowed determination of the peak area A but their measurement is very time-

consuming. The short curves give the peak temperature Tmax.  

To make curves comparable, the actual rate of temperature change dT/dt was recorded 

along with the DSC signal q
̇
DSC. Fig. 4.17 gives an example. The product of these 2 

𝐸P+BL = �̇�DSC  
d𝑇

d𝑡
 (4.2) 

should be equal to the heat capacity cp at temperatures at which no phase change takes 

place. This part of the EP+BL curve is linearly fitted and extrapolated into the phase change 

temperature interval to construct the linear baseline EBL. Figs. 4.18-19 show the procedure. 

The corrected DSC curve E is obtained as  

𝐸 = 𝐸P+BL − 𝐸BL. (4.3) 
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The assumption of the baseline 

remaining linear over a temperature 

interval of more than 120 K is only 

sensible in the present case because 

the accuracy of the used DSC 

diminishes at temperatures 

below -20 °C. A second node for the 

construction of a curved baseline can, 

therefore, not be found with sensible 

reliability. To compensate the 

inaccuracy of this baseline construction 

as well as of the measurement error, 

negative values of E below an 

intersection of EP+BL and baseline EBL 

are cut out when calculating the peak 

area A, as are values of E below a 

minimum at lower temperatures than 

the O-DO temperature (cf. Fig. 4.20). 

This procedure is discussed in further 

detail below (Ch. 5.1). As is known 

from the literature [Dir02], DSC-curves 

of paraffin slack waxes are a 

superposition of different peaks, 

including the solid-liquid (S-L) and an 

order-disorder (O-DO) phase change. 

The different peaks are separated 

numerically by the method illustrated in 

Fig. 4.20. Starting from the right hand 

side (higher temperatures), the onset, 

inflection and peak temperature are 

found by the common methods. The 

first inflection point to the left of the 

rightmost peak is found from the local 

min(dE/dT) and this tangent is 

elongated to E = 0 J kg-1 K-1 to give the 

virtual onset of the S-L-peak 

(Fig. 4.20.a). The values of that tangent 
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Figure 4.17. Raw data of a DSC long curve at a cooling 
rate of - 5K/min. The shown dT/dt (broken line) is the 

actual rate of temperature change. 
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baseline by linear extrapolation from the temperature 

interval of completely molten sample. 
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Figure 4.19. The resulting peak curve, after deduction 

of the baseline, and its derivative. 
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and the rest of the S-L-peak are subtracted from the original curve and the remaining curve 

is subjected to the same procedure (Fig. 4.20.b). After the second iteration, 3 curves are 

obtained: the S-L-peak, the O-DO-peak and a third peak at low temperatures, which is 

mainly an artefact of the measurement (Fig. 4.20.c). 

 

   

Figure 4.20. Numerical separation of the peaks in the DSC-curve E (solid lines) using the onset, inflection, 
and peak points (symbols), the tangents at inflection (dashed lines) and the derivative dE/dT (other 
broken lines). 
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5 Results 

5.1 Paraffin  

5.1.1 Influence of the crystallization kinetics on the melting behaviour 

The long curves (Tmax-Tmin ≥ 120 K) acquired upon heating of mmo showed a dependence on 

the thermal history of the sample. When heating and cooling the same sample multiple times 

with different cooling/heating rates dT/dE, the O-DO-peak and melting peak of heating 

following a fast cooling had a strong tendency to merge, giving a DSC curve like the one in 

Fig. 5.1.a. On the other hand, subsequent to slow cooling the DSC curve upon heating 

always displayed a local minimum between the O-DO and melting peaks. An example is 

given in Fig. 5.1.b. This observation was made on a total of 30 long measurements carried 

out on 12 samples from 6 slightly different fractions of the used mmo. The fractions were 

obtained in setup II. 5 measurements followed crystallization in the DSC at 1 K/min (2 cases) 

or were the first measurement on the sample (3 cases). All 5 showed the local minimum like 

in Fig. 5.1.b. 25 long heating curves were preceded by a fast cooling in the DSC at 5 K/min. 

In 23 cases (92%) the peaks merged and the minima in the remaining 2 cases were not as 

strong, the trenches not a broad as in the curves following slow cooling. One of these cases 

is shown in Fig. 5.1.c. The merging of the peaks occurred at both investigated heating rates. 

The thermal history prior to the last cooling did not show any clear influence on the curve, 

neither did the differences between the samples. 

 

 

These results show that the cooling rate difference between 1 K/min and 5 K/min does 

influence the structure of the deposited solid matter and change its thermal behaviour. 

However, no sign of a change from a predominantly crystalline to a mostly amorphous phase 

or a change in the dominating polymorph is given: The position of the melting peak did not 
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Figure 5.1. Examples of different shapes of DSC melting curves. (a) no separation of O-DO and S-L 
peaks, little signal at low temperatures, (b) separation of peaks and strong signal at low T, (c) weak 
separation of peaks and little signal at low T. 
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shift considerably with the merging of the 

peaks. The shape of the numerically isolated 

melting peak did also not change significantly. 

5.1.2 Thermodynamic limits to the 

deoiling of mmo slack wax in layer 

crystallization 

It is known that the oil content of a slack wax 

influences the position of the melting and 

crystallization peak as well as their peak 

areas. If the different sweating fractions of a 

slack wax show a significant difference 

neither in the position nor the area of the 

melting or crystallization peak, this is a very 

strong indicator that no significant deoiling 

has taken place during the sweating. The 

position of the peak can be quantified by its 

onset, inflection and peak temperatures. A 

quantity that describes the fraction size and 

its position in the process is the sweating 

yield Ysw that is reached after the fraction is 

taken. 

Fig. 5.2 gives all the position parameters and 

areas of the crystallization and melting peaks 

for all fractions gathered in one sweating 

process in setup II. The first fraction is the 

residual melt that was drained at 2 °C. After 

evaporation of the water and solvent it came 

with, its mass accounted for 0.3% of the total 

recovered mmo mass, hence its position at 

YSW = 0.003 in the diagrams. This residual 

melt clearly had a high oil content, as can be 

seen from the low peak temperatures and 

peak areas. Its mass is, however, very little in 

comparison to the approximately wo = 20% oil 

content in the feed. The rest of the fractions 

show little differences in the peak 

temperatures and areas. A trend of increasing both with increasing sweating yield is to be 

Figure 5.2. Characteristic temperatures and areas 
of DSC curves of different fractions obtained in 
setup II. All data on the ordinates represent the 
measurement for the respective fraction (not an 
average of multiple fractions) but are drawn vs. 
the yield that is reached by combining the 
respective and all previous fractions. 
Abbreviations: ‘on-’: lower onset, ‘in-’: lower 
inflection, ‘max’: peak, ‘in+’: upper inflection, 
‘on+’: upper onset. 
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expected as the fractions at higher sweating yield are molten and gathered at higher 

temperature. However, the differences measured in this experiment range in the same order 

of magnitude as the scatter of the data. 

Fig. 5.3.a shows the peak areas of the numerically separated DSC-curve parts along with the 

complete peak areas for the same experiment. As also evident from Fig. 5.2.c, the total peak 

areas are the same for crystallization and melting peaks, which is physically necessary and, 

thus, shows that the chosen method of compensating the errors in measurement and 

baseline construction for low temperatures were successful. The areas of the separated 

peaks show much more deviation and even less of a trend than the complete peaks. So 

there is no evidence of promising deoiling to be found here, either.  

The comparison between the setups is done by means of the peak temperatures only, 

because they showed the least scatter in Fig. 5.2. It is plotted in Fig. 5.3.b in the same 

manner for 4 experiments in setup I along with the data from setup II. 

  

Figure 5.3. (a) Areas of the DSC peaks and their parts after numerical separation (cf. Ch. 4.3.3). 
Abbreviations: ‘orig’: original, complete DSC-curve; ‘S-L’ solid-liquid transformation peak, ‘O-DO’: order-
disorder transformation peak, ‘low’ part of the curve left after deduction of S-L, and O-DO peaks. (b) Peak 
temperature of the DSC curve of cooling for the fractions obtained in different setups and with and 
without solvent. All data on the ordinates represent the measurement for the respective fraction (not an 
average of multiple fractions) but are drawn vs. the yield that is reached by combining the respective and 
all previous fractions. 

 

When zooming in on the temperature axis, all the curves show an inverse-error-function-like 

shape with low slope over a large, middle, part of the Y-interval, and higher slopes towards 

the ends. This means that the greater part of the mass is gathered in fractions with thermal 

behaviour similar amongst the fractions and similar to the feed. A linear or even error-

function-like behaviour would be more promising. Furthermore, the differences in 

crystallization temperatures within each curve do not exceed the difference between curves 

resulting from experiments under the same conditions. In conclusion, the thermal behaviour 
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of the fractions shows no sign of successful deoiling during the investigated layer 

crystallization and deoiling process 

5.1.3 Photometric evidence of separation of paraffin from non-paraffinic impurity 

The major part of the used mmo slack wax consisted of n-alkanes, but other impurities are 

also present. While it was shown above (Ch. 5.1.2) that the separation of oil and wax, i.e. 

longer and shorter n-alkanes, respectively, failed in all investigated layer crystallization 

processes, a separation of the main component from some other impurities did still take 

place. This is evident from the change in opacity and colour of the fractions. Commercial 

paraffin waxes are white and opaque as solid and clear and colourless in the liquid state. The 

raw mmo slack wax of the present study is, like many slack waxes, a yellowish light brown 

solid that turned dark brown without gaining transparency upon melting. The liquid’s 

absorbance of light in the complete visible wavelength range and near infrared until λ=1100 

nm is given in Fig. 5.4.a along with representative curves for fractions obtained in the 

separation experiments. These show a lower absorbance which is a clear sign that the 

concentration of some light-absorbing impurity has decreased during the separation. The 

degree to which this separation has happened can be expressed in the relative absorbance 

Aλ/Aλ
Feed, which is drawn vs. the wavelength in Fig. 5.4.b.  

 

 

Figure 5.4. (a) Absorbance as a function of the wavelength for the feed and fractions attained in the 
different setups. The feed curve is an average of 4 samples. The curves for the fractions are no averages 
but show the absorbance of those actual fractions which were closest to the average of all fractions. 
(b) Absorbance of the fractions divided by the absorbance of the feed drawn vs the growth rate. For each 
setup the fraction with the lowest and the one with the highest absorption level are plotted. 
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The absorbance is different for different 

fractions obtained in the same setup. In 

Fig. 5.4.b the highest and lowest curve for 

each setup is given while in Fig. 5.4.a a 

curve in the middle of the array of curves is 

chosen. Fig. 5.5 shows the relative 

absorbance averaged over all wavelengths 

for each fraction. For non-solvent-aided 

experiments, a slight increase towards the 

fractions obtained at the end of sweating is 

apparent. This means that the fractions 

melting at higher temperatures carry more of 

the light-absorbing impurity. For solvent-

aided experiments, such a trend is not given. 

Within setup I, the solvent-aiding did not 

decrease the absorbance in comparison to 

crystallization and sweating without solvent. The procedure in setup II did, however, 

decrease the absorbance much stronger. While the exact nature of the impurity is not known, 

it is clear that it is separated better by the slower process in setup II, changing the colour 

from dark brown in the feed to yellow in the clear liquid of the product. The impurity partly 

came out in the oil fraction gathered at 2 °C, which was brown but transparent and could not 

be measured by the photometer because its volume was too low. The other part of the 

impurity remained stuck to the Raschig rings in the setup. This makes clear that some kinetic 

hindrances to separation during crystallization and sweating are present in setup I but are 

largely done away with in setup II. The fact that the process in setup II was still not able to 

yield fractions of different thermal properties shows that it is the thermodynamic equilibrium 

of the multicomponent system mmo without or with little solvent which do not support the 

deoiling. 

5.2 System glycerol-water  

5.2.1 Glycerol seed production 

The extremely slow heating from liquid air temperature yielded glycerol crystals in 2 of 2 

samples of glycerol with ww = 0.2% water and in 1 of 2 samples of glycerol with ww = 0.7%. 3 

samples with ww ≥ 10% were still amorphous after the procedure. This suggests a strong 

nucleation-inhibiting effect of even small amounts of water. BuOH did not show this effect 

when a sample with wb = 50% revealed acicular crystals after the same process.  

 
Figure 5.5. Relative absorbance, averaged over 

400 nm < λ < 1100 nm for each fraction, drawn 

versus the sweating yield obtained after that 
fraction. 
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5.2.2 Seed crystal growth rate and viscosity 

The growth rates of seed crystals in flasks and dishes gives a first insight into the growth 

behaviour of the system glycerol-water. Fig. 5.6.a shows an increasing growth rate with 

increasing undercooling for both temperatures investigated, as expected. -25 °C is the 

freezing point of a mixture containing ww = 22.5% water and at 6 °C, the water mass fraction 

is ww = 6% when ∆T = 0 K. The data points for -25 °C do, therefore, represent mixtures with 

higher water contents while the curve for 6 °C represents lower water contents at equal 

undercooling.  

 

Figure 5.6. (a) Crystal growth rates of glycerol from aqueous mixtures at 2 different temperatures. At 
constant undercooling, the hollow symbols depict lower water contents (6 wt% at ΔT = 0 K) and the solid 
symbols represent higher water contents (22,5 wt% at ΔT = 0 K). The error bars represent maximum 
errors for 3 to 5 measurements per data point. The error in the undercooling is the sum of the maximum 
deviation in freezing temperature and actual temperature. (b) Crystal growth rates of binary glycerol 
mixtures containing different amounts of BuOH at 279 K. The trend lines are only a guide to the eye. 
 

It can be seen that a higher water content slows down the growth rate. That means that at 

higher water content a larger undercooling is necessary to achieve the same growth rate. 

This effect is increasing with increasing growth rate. In contrast to this effect of water, 

Fig. 5.6.b shows that the growth rates of glycerol crystals from binary mixtures with 

5% < wb < 50% BuOH are equal at 6 °C. This means that the crystal growth rate of glycerol is 

not influenced by the BuOH content. If the addition of BuOH would change the freezing point 

of the mixture, this growth rate would stay the same for different ∆T. Such behaviour, a 

plateau in the dependence of crystal growth rate on undercooling, occurs for many 

compounds [Mat69]. Pure glycerol, however, is an exception with its relatively narrow peak of 

the growth rate at an undercooling of ΔT ≈ 24 K [Lan25, Gün56]. The results suggest, 

therefore, that BuOH decreases the freezing point of glycerol only little or not at all. That is 

under the assumption, that influence on the G(ΔT)-dependence is only of quantitative nature. 

While the BuOH contents of wb < 50% do not change the growth rate, they change the 

viscosity of the melt by orders of magnitude as can be seen in Fig. 5.7. Here, an important 

difference between BuOH and water can be found. Taking the freezing point depression into 
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account, the addition of water cannot help lower 

the viscosity, while the BuOH can. That is a first 

important indication for it to be a suitable 

solvent. 

5.2.3 Growth in the MCF setup without 

solvent-aiding 

To evaluate the effect of an additional solvent 

on the layer crystallization, it has to be 

compared to other possibilities of changing the 

growth rate and distribution coefficient. 

Therefore, the separation performance from the 

binary melt is to be investigated first. The 

complete comparison between crystallization with and without solvent will be reported for 

each setup separately in the results chapter (Ch. 5) with global conclusions to be drawn 

below in the discussion part (Ch. 6). The present and the following subsection (Chs. 5.2.3-4) 

concern results from the MCF only.  

Fig. 5.8.a shows the dependence of layer growth rate on the water content if all other 

parameters (i.e. beaker and cold finger temperatures as well as stirring rate and duration of 

the experiment) are held constant. As expected, the growth rate decreases with increasing 

water content because the undercooling is decreased by the drop in the freezing points 

according to the eutectic phase diagram.  

 

Figure 5.8. (a) Growth rates in cold finger experiments drawn vs. the initial water content of the melt. Cold 
finger temperature TCF = -5 °C, beaker temperature TB = 15 °C, duration Δt = 24 h, stirring rate 
n = 100 min

-1
. (b) Growth rate in cold finger experiments drawn vs. the duration of the experiment. 

TCF = -5 °C, TB = 15 °C, initial water content of the melt ww,0 = 0.031-0.035, n = 100 min
-1

. 

 

Fig. 5.8.b shows a lower growth rate for longer experiments. Because the temperature of the 

cold finger was held constant over the course of the experiment, the insulation of the crystal 

Figure 5.7. Viscosity of binary BuOH-glycerol 
mixtures drawn vs. the BuOH content. The values 
for pure glycerol are taken from the literature 

[Seg51]. 
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layer leads to a rise of the temperature at the solid liquid interface, thus reducing the 

undercooling as the driving force for the crystal growth. In comparison to this effect, the rising 

water content of the melt as result of the separation is negligible.  

Fig. 5.9 shows the distribution coefficient drawn vs. the growth rate. The data points form a 

cloud, as is typical for the results of laboratory-scale experiments, but the sufficiently high 

number of conducted experiments still allows the interpretation of some trends to identify 

important dependences.  

 
Figure 5.9. Distribution coefficient drawn vs. the growth rate of different cold finger experiments 
conducted on a melt of water and glycerol. The line represents a linear fit for the first data row 
(represented by solid triangles). 

 
Regarding the series of points in which all temperatures, stirring rate and duration of the 

experiment were held constant and only the water content was changed in order to allow a 

change in the growth rate, a trend of increasing distribution coefficient with increasing growth 

rate is evident. Extrapolation of this trend to the lower growth rates observed in the 

experiments of longer duration shows an accordance of the distribution coefficients within 

experimental accuracy. With respect to the integral separation, which is the scope of this 

study, the distribution coefficient can, therefore, be approximated as function of the growth 

only. Apart from changing the growth rate, the duration of the crystallization affected the 

distribution coefficient only negligibly. The same observation can be made for the water 

content. To compare the results of experiments with 2% < ww < 4% water with those of 

experiments with melts containing ww = 10% water, the temperatures had to be adjusted to 

increase the undercooling by a factor of 1.5 to 2.0 in comparison to said lower water contents 
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in order to get the same growth rates. As can be seen in Fig. 5.9 the distribution coefficients 

for both water contents are the same for the same growth rate.  

Fig. 5.9 also shows 2 experiments of static crystallization performed in the MCF. Some 

systems show a much higher distribution coefficient if the agitation of the melt is missing 

[Neu96]. In the present case, the distribution coefficients are higher but the difference is 

rather small. The reason for the small gap between static and dynamic case is the high 

viscosity of the melt. It did not allow a high stirring rate with the usual magnetic stirring plate, 

used here. Furthermore, stirring of the melt at the bottom of the beaker did not lead to 

agitation of the complete melt but the upper part was still stagnant. It can also be assumed 

that the viscous boundary layer is very thick in this case. For these reasons the possibility to 

improve the separation performance by changing the agitation is very limited in the MCF as 

long as the high viscosity is maintained.  

The purification of glycerol by layer crystallization from the binary mixture proves to be 

possible, but the separation performance is rather poor with distribution coefficients ranging 

from 0.3 to 0.8 for growth rates between 4·10-8 and 1.4·10-7 m/s. The dependence of the 

distribution coefficient on the growth rate is neither influenced by the duration nor by the 

water content, and only little by agitation. Higher product purity would always have to be 

bought at the price of a slower process. 

5.2.4 Influence of BuOH as assisting agent in the MCF process 

Adding BuOH to the melt before performing the MCF experiment affects the separation 

performance as can be seen in Fig. 5.10. A BuOH content of wb = 6% only leads to slightly 

lower distribution coefficients at equal growth rates in comparison to the case of a binary 

melt. But the addition of higher amounts of solvent, i.e. BuOH contents of 22% < wb < 33%, 

leads to much better results. Distribution coefficients reduced by a factor of 2 to 4 without a 

loss in the growth rate. At growth rates around G = 5·10-8 m/s, a reduction of the water 

content by approximately one order of magnitude took place. On the lower end of the crystal 

growth rate scale, the distribution coefficient dropped by a factor of 3, while the growth rate 

increased by a factor of 2.5.  

The separation was even more successful when the water content in the melt was lower. 

This can be seen in Fig. 5.11. For water contents of 1.5% < ww < 1.8% and an addition of 

BuOH to 17% < wb < 20%, very low distribution coefficients of 0.04 < k < 0.09 were obtained 

at reasonable growth rates of 5·10-8 < G < 10-7 m/s. 
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Figure 5.10. Distribution coefficient drawn vs. growth rate for cold finger experiments with a melt 
composed only of water and glycerol in comparison to experiments executed as solvent-aided layer 
crystallization with different BuOH contents. The lines are only meant as a guide to the eye. 

 

Overall in the MCF, the added mass of BuOH 

(17% < wb < 33%) was lower than the wb = 39% 

that Hass & Patterson [Has41] used. A lower 

amount of solvent is advantageous due to lower 

energy cost for pumping, cooling and heating of 

the melt and smaller equipment.  

5.2.5 Growth geometry in the SCF setup 

For the experiments in the SCF, the 

assumptions made for the evaluation of the 

growth rate, described above (Ch. 4.3.2) as 

case C, have to be checked by comparing the 

resulting supposed layer geometry (Fig. 4.16.C) 

with the actual geometry. Fig. 5.12 shows representative photographs of the crystal layer. 

The seed line, shown in Fig. 5.12.a, covers the complete height of wetted cold finger, and 

allows a rough approximation as one continuous line. From Fig. 5.12.b, taken on the side 

opposite to the seed, it is obvious that the crystal layer has grown a significant distance in 

radial direction without covering the whole cold finger. This fits well with the assumed 

geometry shown in Fig. 4.16.C.  

Figure 5.11. Distribution coefficient drawn vs. 
growth rate for solvent aided layer 
crystallizations at 2 different water contents. 
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Figure 5.12. Stages of SCF experiments: Seed line (a), growth with rhombic crystal grains and late 
covering of the cold finger side opposite to the seed (b), rounding of the crystal edges as the growth rate 
approaches zero towards the end of the experiment (c). 

 

The shape of the layer shows large facets and edges with angles close to 90°. The lattice 

orientation seems to have an influence on the layer thickness because grain boundaries are 

few and the effect of better heat transfer in the liquid than in the crystal is weak. In many 

other substances, the insulating effect of the crystal layer flattens the crystal front as it heats 

parts that have already grown further from the cooled surface, thus decelerating their growth. 

The temperature does take an influence towards the end of the experiment in causing 

rounding of the edges, as can be seen in Fig. 5.12.c. This is a strong indication for the 

approach of a saturation radius as is consistent 

with the assumptions made above (Ch. 4.3.2). All 

in all, the observed growth geometry shows 

sufficient agreement with the calculated one. 

This indicates that the used calculation can 

provide comparability between different setups. 

Further proof for this comparability will be given 

in the next section (Ch. 5.2.6). 

5.2.6 Separation performance of growth 

step in SCF and GL setups 

For a feed of wg = 97% glycerol and ww = 3% 

water, Fig. 5.13 shows the distribution coefficient 

of the growth step versus the growth rate for 

experiments with and without BuOH performed in 

Figure 5.13. Distribution coefficient of the 
growth step without post treatment drawn vs. 
the growth rate. The water content of the initial 
melt was ww,0 = 3% and the duration of growth 
step was Δt = 110 h. The line is only added to 

guide the eye.  
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the SCF. Comparing the points depicting experiments without BuOH, one can see that a 

slower growth induced by a higher temperature leads to a better separation in the growth 

step. A comparison between the 2 points attained at the same temperature shows that BuOH 

slowed down the crystal growth. For the same growth rate the use of BuOH led to a lower 

distribution coefficient. 

For a feed of wg = 99% glycerol and ww = 1% water, the separation of the growth step 

depends on the growth rate in the manner that can be seen in Fig. 5.14. 

Fig. 5.14 combines results from the SCF and the GL. Results from the 2 different setups, 

taken at xb=0.2, show very good agreement, which suggests that the assumptions made for 

data evaluation, case C, are valid. Assumptions according to case A would lead to an 

underestimation of G by a factor 8 to 11, clearly breaking comparability between the setups. 

In the SCF, like in the MCF, the positive effect of the BuOH is much higher at lower water 

contents of the melt. 

 

Figure 5.14. Distribution coefficient as a function of the growth rate for ww = 1%, variable wb, and both the 
SCF and GL setup. 

5.2.7 Layer stability 

The experiments on layer stability showed that the crystal layer burst in all experiments with 

TB = TCF. This can be explained by the volume increase in melting, which is about 6 % for 

glycerol at the given temperature [Bla04]. The bursting makes a conventional sweating step 

in the cold finger setup impossible. Some industrial apparatus e.g. with crystallization on the 

inside of a pipe or between 2 plates with a random pack or a construction like Sulzer’s 

[Ste06] stretching over the complete gap may allow sweating in this case. In these cases 

parts of the crystal layers would be held in the pack and thus prevented from blocking the 
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exit allowing draining of the sweating liquid. This technique is well-established for the 

industrial sweating from soft crystal layers. The presence of filling bodies or grids during the 

crystallization step may be problematic as they constitute a steric hindrance to the crystal 

growth that may lead to more crystallographic defects, especially more grain boundaries. For 

substances that show needle-shaped crystals or crystallize in many small grains anyway 

(e.g. paraffin waxes) this is not an issue. But in the case of glycerol it may disrupt the 

advantageous growth into large rhombic crystal grains. The experiments with TCF = 10 °C 

and TB = 70 °C showed no bursting of layers, thus pointing towards the possibility of a post-

treatment that keeps the crystal layer intact and would, therefore, allow to avoid the steric 

hindrance during growth. Based on this, the procedure described above (Fig. 4.8) was 

established. It allows growth on a completely smooth surface with only a step below the 

crystal layer preventing it from slipping. This post-treatment combines aspects of sweating 

and melting. Its results are presented in right below (Ch. 5.2.8).  

5.2.8 Post treatment 

The change in shape of the crystal layer during post treatment followed the prediction given 

in Fig. 4.8. The adhering melt can be seen in Fig. 5.15.a. The effect of the dripping step is 

evident from the comparison of Fig. 5.15.a and Fig. 5.1.b, as Fig. 5.15.b shows the surfaces 

and edges of the crystal layer without the veil of a thick layer of adhering melt.  

 

 
Figure 5.15. Crystal layer (a) after draining of the melt with adhering melt on the surface, (b) after dripping 
step with edges showing sharply, and (c) towards the end of the sweating step with channels inside the 
layer showing. 

 

In Fig. 5.15.c the crystal layer does not appear completely compact but displays pores or 

channels. These channels form during the post treatment and allow the liquid inclusions to 

leave the crystal layer. This is an indicator that the post treatment has a sweating-like 

character and is not merely a partial melting from the surface inwards. A bursting of the 

crystal layer occurred also as predicted. 
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Fig. 5.16 shows the integral distribution 

coefficient versus the yield of the post treatment 

for the series with ww = 3%. Each point 

represents one fraction i.e. one sample. The 

chronological order of the samples can be read 

from right to left. Immediately after the draining 

of the melt, YPT equals unity and k is maximal. 

As the post treatment proceeds, both YPT and k 

decrease until k seems to reach equilibrium at 

approximately YPT = 0.8 ± 0.1. At constant 

duration of the sweating steps the relative mass 

loss 1 - YPT is much higher for the sweating 

steps of the experiments with higher distribution 

coefficient. A thicker crystal layer in these cases 

causes a higher temperature at the crystal front and therefore promotes a faster post 

treatment. For the crystal layers grown from melts with ww = 1%, the more flexible 

temperature protocol allowed longer prevention of the bursting. Thus, Fig. 5.17 reveals a 

different tendency in the post treatment results of slowly (G < 10-7 m/s) and fast (G > 2·10-7 

m/s) grown crystal layers. 

 

Figure 5.17. Distribution coefficient vs. post-treatment yield. The water content was ww = 1%. 

 

Figure 5.16. Distribution coefficient vs. post-
treatment yield. The water content was ww = 3% 
in all 4 experiments. The legend gives the 
conditions of the growth step. The temperature 
protocol of the sweating step is given in Fig. 4.8. 

The lines are only added as a guide to the eye. 
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The former show k monotonously increasing with increasing YPT while for the latter, the curve 

passes through a minimum. This holds true for both solvent free and solvent-aided 

experiments. Yielded at low YPT are fractions grown closer to the cold finger, which can be 

assumed to have grown faster, cf. Eq. 4.C.2 and Fig. 4.14.c, and, therefore, less pure. 

Explanations for the fractions gathered at high YPT could be that they contain impure liquid 

inclusions that migrated in the temperature gradient to the outside [Sch93a], or that the 

impurity incorporation during growth increased towards the outer parts of the layer due to 

increased impurity concentration in the vicinity of the layer caused be the rejection during 

growth of the purer layer parts. A strong migration effect could explain the difference 

between experiments with fast and slow growth. 

5.2.9 Influence of other solvents, of surfactants and of strong agitation 

Experiments on the influence of water and BuOH on the glycerol crystallization form the main 

body of work of the present study. However, the influence of other substances is investigated 

as well. Bottle tests on binary mixtures of glycerol and ethanol (EtOH, index: e) in mass 

fractions 0 < we < 15% revealed that the influence of EtOH on the growth rate of glycerol is 

similar to the influence of water. The result can be seen in Fig. 5.18. In bottle tests on ternary 

mixtures with a glycerol to water ratio of ζgw = 99:1 and methanol (MeOH), EtOH, 1-Propanol, 

(BuOH) or Butanon (mek) added to a mass fraction of 20% at 6 °C, MeOH inhibited the 

crystallization completely. EtOH and 1-Propanol inhibited growth within the first 24 hours but 

after this induction period, a growth in the same order of magnitude as in the reference 

without third component was found. The sample with mek separated into 2 phases. The 

lighter mek-phase did not show crystallization at 6 °C while the heavier glycerol-phase 

showed growth similar to the reference.  

The influence of a surfactant is 

investigated on the example of sodium 

dodecyl sulphate (SDS) at a mass fraction 

of 100 ppm in the glass setup. Fig. 5.19 

shows the result. At a glass temperature of 

TGL = 5 °C, the distribution coefficient 

concerning water was equal to unity if no 

BuOH was present. This was the same 

with and without SDS. The presence of 

BuOH reduced the distribution coefficient 

but this effect was weakened by the 

surfactant. As can be seen from 

Fig. 5.19.b, the slope of inverse distribution 

coefficient with increasing BuOH-content, dk-1/dwb reduces by half an order of magnitude in 

Figure 5.18. Growth rate of glycerol from binary 
mixtures with water or EtOH, measured in bottle 
tests in vertical tubes at 6 °C, drawn vs. the mass 
fraction of the second component. 
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the presence of SDS when compared to the case without the surfactant. The exact value of 

the growth rates in the experiment with SDS is not given, because the time intervals after 

which the layer thickness was measured were rather large. However, enough data points 

were obtained to state that the growth rate in the experiments with SDS was lower by a 

factor between 1.2 and 3 in comparison to the experiments without SDS. Therefore, it is clear 

that the influence of BuOH on k(G), which is to allow lower distribution coefficients at higher 

growth rates is weakened by the SDS. 

The experiment using strong agitation in the TBCF setup showed a distribution coefficient of 

k = 0.27 at a growth rate of G = 1.55∙10-7 m/s on an initial melt containing glycerol and 

ww = 3% water. 

 

Figure 5.19. Distribution coefficient (a) and its multiplicative inverse (b) with and without SDS in a glass 
setup with a glass temperature of 5°C and 1% water, drawn vs. the BuOH mass fraction in the initial melt. 
Each data set is shown with 2 fit curves, both of inversely linear type, but with the method of least 
squares being applied one time to k and the other time to k

-1
. 

5.3 Raw glycerol  

5.3.1 Sodium chloride determination via electrical conductivity 

The raw glycerol is a multinary mixture. The third most important component after glycerol 

and water is sodium chloride (NaCl), which will simply be called salt within this section. In 

order to be able to measure the separation of salt and glycerol via the electrical conductivity, 

a reversible correlation for the influence of salt on the electrical conductivity of ternary 

glycerol-water-salt (gws) mixtures was measured first. The result is presented in Fig. 5.20. 

The experimental data can be fitted by the linear relation 

𝜎

S m−1
= (22.187𝑤w + 0.6774)𝑤NaCl. (5.1) 

Eq. 5.1 can be used together with the water concentration according to Karl Fischer or the 

correlation for the refractive index given in the appendix to measure the salt and water 

concentrations in ternary mixtures. It can be applied to the raw glycerol under the assumption 

that the non-glycerol organic matter (MONG) takes little influence because its concentration 

is low and its behaviour similar to that of glycerol. 
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Figure 5.20. Electrical conductivity σ of ternary glycerol-water-NaCl mixtures as a function of sodium 
chloride mass fraction wNaCl and water mass fraction ww (a) and the slope of the linear dependence on the 
salt content drawn versus the water mass fraction (b). 

5.3.2 Separation success of the crystallization 

The bottle test on raw glycerol yielded the crystal layer shown in Fig. 5.21.b, the crystal 

growth rate at -25°C was in the order of magnitude of 10-8 m/s and crystal layer and residual 

melt had approximately the same mass. The mass fractions of water and sodium chloride 

were determined from the refractive index and electric conductivity, using the correlations 

given in the appendix (Ch. A.1) The resulting distribution coefficients are given in Fig. 5.21.a, 

together with the results of synthetic binary glycerol-water mixtures with ww = 10%, obtained 

in the MCF (cf. Fig. 5.9).  

 

Figure 5.21. Results of a bottle test on raw glycerol. (a) Distribution coefficient concerning water kw and 
salt ks of the experiment on raw glycerol (rg) in comparison to kw of experiments of binary glycerol-water 
mixtures (gw) of similar water mass fraction, all drawn vs. the growth rate. (b) Photograph of the crystal 
layer in the bottle after draining of the residual melt. 

 

The distribution coefficient concerning salt ks is lower than the one concerning water kw, 

which means that the crystallization separated salt better than water. However, further 

investigation of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of the present study. The important 
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thing here is that both values are positioned in the middle third of the possible k-interval 

between zero and one, and their mean value continues the trend given by the values from 

the GW-system. Thus, the raw glycerol with ww = 13% water, ws = 3% salt and other 

impurities showed similar k(G)-behaviour to the binary system glycerol-10%-water. The G(T)-

dependence is, however, different. The growth rate was smaller even at lower temperatures. 

The slow growth at low temperatures and mediocre distribution coefficients makes it seem 

unlikely that classic layer crystallization could compete with distillation for the feed of raw 

glycerol.  

Furthermore, the solvent screening revealed a strong decrease in miscibility of glycerol feed 

and BuOH. While it was possible to use up to wb = 40% BuOH in glycerol-water mixtures of 

ww < 5% without the occurrence of liquid-liquid separation at the usual crystallization 

temperatures, the raw glycerol did not mix with wb = 20% BuOH, even at room temperature. 

At the abovementioned crystallization temperature of -25°C, demixing occurred even at 

wb < 3%. The shorter n-alkanols showed better miscibility with the raw glycerol but they had a 

very similarly decreasing effect on the melting temperature and crystal growth rate as they 

had on the glycerol-water mixtures. Thus, directly applied to the raw glycerol, layer 

crystallization is no economically promising alternative to distillation. The bottle test on the 

heavy, glycerol and salt rich, residues of the first and second distillation step (cf. above 

Figure 3.10) showed even less promising results, at crystal growth rates G < 10-8, they 

displayed dendritic growth to an extent which made draining of the residual melt impossible. 

The LL-extraction performed on the second heavy residue yielded an extract which, after 

evaporation of the solvent, had a refractive index (nD = 1.44) and viscosity similar to glycerol, 

but its lack in hygroscopy allowed the conclusion that it contained little glycerol.  

 

The crystallization in the GL setup, performed on the middle distillate of the second 

distillation, showed limited ability to remove the light-absorbing impurities Fig. 5.22.a shows 

the absorbance of visible light of the feed and the different fractions of experiments with and 

without BuOH. The feed was yellow and transparent. The relative absorbance Aλ/Aλ
Feed, 

shown in Fig. 5.22.b is always roughly independent of the wavelength. They are, therefore, 

averaged over all wavelengths in Fig. 5.23. 
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Figure 5.22. Absorbance of visible light as a function of the wavelength. (a) Absolute value of the 
absorbance. (b) Absorbance of the respective fraction divided by the absorbance of the feed to the 
crystallization, i.e. the middle distillate of the second distillation. 

 

From this plot the influence of the BuOH on 

the performance of the separation can be 

read. The decrease in relative absorbance 

of the residual melt with increasing BuOH 

mass fraction is mainly due to the dilution 

by the colourless BuOH. The low fraction 

was weakly diluted by the seed layer, which 

was pure glycerol, but its lower absorbance 

may also result from separation of the 

impurity which accumulated in the residual 

melt close to the crystal front. This fact 

explains the irregular curve of the middle 

fractions absorbance: It is a mixture of 

crystal layer and residual melt or sweating liquid, with scatter in the mixing ratios as result of 

missing control in the sampling. Further interpretation of this result is, therefore, not sensible. 

It is also not necessary because the general result that the crystallization decreased the 

absorbance only moderately is sufficiently clear. No acquired fraction was completely 

colourless. 

  

Figure 5.23. Relative absorbance of the different 
fractions, for each fraction averaged over all 
wavelengths of visible light. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Macroscopic crystal layer roughness 

The experiments of the present study produced 2 

very different types of roughening of the crystal 

surface. The occurrence of micro-roughening that 

causes liquid inclusions is evident from the solute 

content of the crystal layers. The shape of this 

micro-roughness has not been captured in 

pictures. It may be dendritic, lamellar or 

something else. For information on the topic, the 

reader is referred to the literature cited in 

Ch. 2.2.2. The present study discusses the solute 

entrapment in an approach that needs no 

information on the geometry of the micro-

roughness. 

Apart from the micro-roughening, glycerol crystal 

layers exhibit a macroscopic roughness Δs (cf. 

Fig. 6.1.a) of a few mm. The process that occurs 

in glycerol could be described as faceting, in 

rough allusion to the geometrical term, because 

the layer develops many different faces that meet 

at straight edges. The faces themselves are 

macroscopically flat, so that the crystal layer 

appears like an agglomerate of multiple cuboidal 

crystal particles. As the crystal layer is not 

assembled by agglomeration, the faceting is 

probably a result of the formation of grain 

boundaries during growth. It may also be 

hypothesized that solute entrapment allows 

reorientation of the lattice because the lattice 

continuity is broken by the liquid inclusion. The 

region, in which the lattice orientation changes, 

regardless of whether it is a 2-dimensional or 3-

dimensional defect, may be called a grain boundary in the broader sense. In both cases, 

these grain boundaries would be likely to contain more solute, either incorporated into the 

lattice or as liquid inclusions, than the lattice inside the grains. However, this does not mean 

Figure 6.1. Insulation during macro-
roughening. Illustration (a,b) and ratio of heat 
transfer coefficient and crystal thermal 

conductivity, calculated for the SCF setup. 
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that the solute uptake into the crystal layer only takes place at the concave edges, where a 

grain boundary meets the melt. The faces may be micro-rough, even if they appear smooth 

to the naked eye. 

Two hypotheses shall be given on why the 

faceting of glycerol, with roughness and face area 

often exceeding 3 mm and 10 mm², respectively, 

doesn’t occur in many other materials. The first is 

that glycerol tends to build larger grains than other 

substances. This may be related to a very low 

nucleation and surface nucleation rate, which, in 

turn, can be explained by the very large 

metastable zone width (cf. Ch. 2.2.2). The second 

is that a glycerol crystal layer doesn’t insulate the 

crystal front from the cooled surface as good as 

other layers would. In a temperature field between 

a cold finger and a warm beaker, the temperature 

at the crystal front increases with increasing layer 

thickness, at least in a quasi-stationary state if the 

effect of the heat of fusion is neglected. Fig. 6.1.a-

b illustrates the matter. The thicker parts of the 

layer would recess while those which are thinner 

would grow further, flattening out the layer. A 

quantity that describes the insulation effect and, thus, the resistance to macro-roughening is 

the ratio of heat transfer coefficient and thermal conductivity of the crystal, α/λC. It is plotted in 

Fig. 6.1.c for a few pure components and 3 of the used glycerol mixtures. The value of 

paraffin is very high, which fits the fact that paraffin crystallizes in a macroscopically flat 

layer, even if the growth rate is high. The value of glycerol is relatively high, because of the 

high temperature level at which perfectly pure glycerol would crystallize. However, the 

mixtures containing water (ζwg = 1%), show lower values. The value for water is also rather 

low and water does actually show another type of macro-roughening, which could be called 

marcelling, because the crystal layer becomes wavelike. While the reason for this behaviour 

is not known, its possibility can be explained by the relatively weak insulation effect. The 

marcelling of water has also been reported in other setups [Sch93b], and faceting is also 

visible on a photograph of a 2,2-dimethoxy-1,2-diphenylethanone crystal layer, grown from a 

binary mixture with wb = 5% 1,2-diphenylethandiol [Par01]. However, such observations are 

rather rare and further research would be necessary to understand them. 

Figure 6.2. Two types of macro-roughening: 
faceting in glycerol, grown from a binary 
mixture with ww = 1% water (a) and marcelling 
in ice, grown from a binary mixture with 
wsucr = 20% sucrose, both in the SCF setup. 
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6.2 Uniform representation and fitting of k(G) relations from experiments on 

the system glycerol-water-BuOH 

6.2.1 A suitable fitting function 

The results from measuring distribution coefficient k as a function of growth rate G in 4 

different setups: cold finger with magnetic stirrer (MCF), static cold finger (SCF), glass setup 

(GL) and cold finger with translating beaker (TBCF), with water contents 1% < ww < 10%, and 

BuOH contents 0 < wb < 33% are all plotted together in Fig. 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3. Overview over all k(G) measurements of this study. The legend gives the triple ww, wb, Setup. 
Setup abbreviations are: MCF: magnetic stirrer cold finger, SCF: static cold finger, GL: glass, TBCF: 
translating beaker cold finger. 

 

Each series of data was fitted by 

𝑘 = 1 − 𝑒
−(
d𝑘
d𝐺
)
𝐺=0

𝐺
, (6.1.1) 

with the initial slope (dk/dG)G=0 being the fit parameter. The curves are given in Fig. 6.3, as 

well. This common saturation curve is the simplest fit that satisfies the criteria that k 

monotonously increases with G but does never exceed unity. It also contains the assumption 

that k only reaches zero at G equal to null. This assumption is not based on theoretical 

reasoning but will be justified by the results.  

As described above (Ch. 2.3.2), theoretical approaches to simulate k(G) often use the 

formula 
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𝑘 =
𝑒𝛤 − 𝜅

𝑒𝛤 − 1
 (6.1.2) 

with a dimensionless growth rate Γ defined as 

𝛤 =
𝐺

ℷ
  , ℷ ∈ {𝛽,

𝐷

𝑠𝐷
, 𝛽

𝜌L
𝜌S
,

𝐷

𝑠𝐷

𝜌L
𝜌S
}, (6.1.3) 

where sD is the thickness of the diffusion boundary layer, ρS and ρL are the densities of crystal 

and melt, respectively, D is the diffusivity and β the mass transfer coefficient. The 

concentration polarization ratio κ = wb,SL/wb,L is the ratio of impurity concentration at the 

interface and in the bulk of the melt. The growth rate reference ג is a quantity describing the 

quickness of mass transport close to the crystal layer. It can be interpreted as the tendency 

of the system to minimize concentration polarization. Therefore, κ is usually assumed to be a 

function of Γ and the concentration levels, and so MYASNIKOV & UTESHINSKY [Mya05] derived 

a predictive theory to calculate k(Γ).  

When comparing the theoretically deduced Eq. 6.1.2 with the simpler Eq. 6.1.1 assumed 

here, the only qualitative difference is that Eq. 6.1.2 predicts the existence of a non-zero 

dimensionless growth rate Γ0 > 0 below which k is zero. At Γ < Γ0 the layer would grow 

perfectly flat and pure. Γ0 is the critical growth rate at which roughening of the surface first 

occurs within the theory. There are experimental results on metals and also on organic 

compounds that very much show this behaviour, e.g. [Win86]. In the present study, however, 

the 2 reasons for dropping the matter are: First, the glycerol crystal layers never grew flat but 

showed roughening or faceting, even when growing very slowly and purely (cf. above, 

Ch. 6.1). Secondly, the experimental results do not suggest Γ0 > 0 because k > 0 was 

measured even at very low growth rates. Given 

the very limited accuracy of mathematical k(G)-

simulations, Γ0 = 0 is a reasonable 

approximation. This is also illustrated by 

Fig. 6.4. The solid curve shows the theoretical 

k(Γ) for the system naphthalene-benzoic acid 

as calculated by MYASNIKOV & UTESHINSKY 

[Mya05] the points represent experimental 

results for the same system from [Lap77], cited 

in the same paper [Mya05]. The broken line is 

from Eq. 6.1.1. It is obvious that the broken line 

is as good a fit for the experimental data as the 

solid line. Therefore, the hitherto made 

comparisons to the theory shall suffice and the 

following shall be understood as merely an explanation of the experimentally shown 

phenomena and not as an attempt to establish a predictive theory. 

Figure 6.4. Distribution coefficient k vs. 
dimensionless growth rate Γ for the system 
naphthalene benzoic acid. Theory (solid line) and 
experimental data (solid circles) are taken from 
[Mya05] and compared to the function that is used 

to fit data in the present study (broken line). 
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The broken line in Fig. 6.4 represents a function without any parameters. The fit parameter 

(dk/dG)G=0 in Eq. 6.1.1 vanishes in the dimensionless plot because 

𝛤 = (
d𝑘

d𝐺
)
𝐺=0

𝐺. (6.1.4) 

A lower value of (dk/dG)G=0 means that at any growth rate a lower distribution coefficient. i.e. 

better separation, is achieved if the representation by Eq. 6.1.1 is accurate. It is, therefore, a 

direct measure of the separation success. 

This self-similarity allows the uniform representation of the results by plotting (dk/dG)G=0 vs. 

the variated parameters. This is done in Fig. 6.5 for the initial contents of water and BuOH in 

the melt.  

 

Figure 6.5. Initial slope (dk/dG)G=0 of the fitting curves from Fig. 6.3, drawn versus the water and BuOH 
mass fraction of the initial melt. The symbols have the meaning given in the legend to Fig. 6.3. Each 
symbol represents one series of experiments. In case ww or wb were variated within one series, the point 
is positioned at the arithmetic mean of all values within the series and error bars ranging from the lowest 
to the highest value of the series are added. The lines represent exponential fits of points that lie 
approximately on the same curve, but are otherwise arbitrarily chosen.  

 

The effect of the BuOH mass fraction is immediately evident from Fig. 6.5.a. Especially in the 

glass and static cold finger at ww = 1%, the system responds strongly even to low amounts of 

BuOH. The crystallization in the classic cold finger setup from a melt of ww > 2% shows a 

higher level of (dk/dG)G=0 and weaker dependence on wb. The effect of wb is, however, still 

clearly visible. The difference between the setups will be discussed below (Ch. 6.2.2). In 

Fig. 6.5.b the points separate into 2 groups: the upper group with binary melt and the much 

lower group which contains the solvent-aided examples and the experiment with strong 

agitation in the cold finger with translating beaker. The effects of strong agitation and of the 

presence of the helping liquid are similar because both affect the mass transport.  

From Eq. 6.1.3-4 one sees that 
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(
d𝑘

d𝐺
)
𝐺=0

= ℷ−1 =
1

𝛽

𝜌S
𝜌L
. (6.1.5) 

So (dk/dG)G=0, a direct measure for the separation success achieved in an experiment, 

should be inversely proportional to the mass transfer coefficient, β. It is well known that a 

strong agitation of a liquid increases the mass transfer coefficient and that this is the reason 

for the better separation success of falling film melt crystallization in comparison to static melt 

layer crystallization. The present finding that even small amounts of BuOH have a similar 

effect on the mass transfer coefficient will be explained in much detail below (Ch. 6.3). 

6.2.2 Comparability between setups  

In Fig. 6.5, a major difference between the MCF setup, presented by diamonds, and the 

other setups is visible. This is mainly caused by the difference in data evaluation and in setup 

geometry. The problem in scaling up melt crystallization from a laboratory scale to a pilot 

plant is discussed in detail above (Ch. 2.3.2). This section shall briefly present a concept of 

dealing with it. 

An error in the calculation of the distribution coefficient arises from its calculation as the 

concentration ratio between the crystal layer and the entire drained melt. In an industrial 

crystallizer the ratio of melt volume to cooled surface is small and most of the melt, often 

80%, is crystallized. All of the residual melt has a strongly increased impurity concentration 

and all of it influenced the purity of the crystal layer.  

In cold finger setups with mainly stagnant melt and a low ration of melt volume to cooled 

surface, the drained melt is a mixture of melt that was close to the crystal surface during 

growth and melt that was further away. The melt that was close to the crystal layer strongly 

increased its impurity concentration and thus reduced the purity of the crystal layer. It can 

simulate the residual melt in an industrial crystallizer. The melt that was further away from 

the crystal layer changes its composition much less. It changes the average concentration of 

the drained melt to a value that is too low to simulate the industrial case. The canonical 

calculation is only valid in case of a melt well-enough mixed, by forced or natural convection, 

to make the volume of melt in the boundary layer in the laboratory setup less than the 

residual melt volume in the case of industrial geometry.  

If the melt is stagnant and mass transport is slow, the melt in the beaker can be modelled as 

consisting of 2 parts, one part close to the beaker acting like the melt in an industrial 

crystallizer and the other part being dead volume. When assuming that the active part is a 

smaller fraction of the initial melt than the residual melt in the industrial case, e.g. 20%, the 

distribution coefficient klow that would occur if the dead volume would not be drained is 

𝑘low =
0.2 𝑤C 𝑚0

𝑚Res 𝑤Res −𝑤0(0.8 𝑚0 −𝑚C)
. (6.1.6) 
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As the index suggests, this is a lower estimate of the distribution coefficient. A real dead 

volume without any diffusive interaction with the active liquid in the same container is, of 

course, never to be found. Neither is a perfectly mixed melt, so the 2 different k-values 

resulting from the 2 different assumptions can be seen as limits with the most realistic value 

lying in between. In a melt of low viscosity, the upper, classic, value will be a good 

approximation while in a highly viscous melt, a more realistic assessment may tend to the 

lower value. If high accuracy is needed at an early stage, modelling the mass transport in the 

melt would allow narrowing down even further the realistic range of k. This is however, 

beyond the scope of this study. 

The second source of error is the evaluation of the growth rate. Different methods to 

calculate the average growth rate of a lab experiment are discussed above (Ch. 4.3.2) in the 

material and methods part because they were 

applied to obtain values presented in the results 

section.  

Fig. 6.6 presents data from the SCF setups 

after evaluation with the different methods. The 

upper end of the vertical error bar is the 

distribution coefficient like reported in the results 

section (Ch. 5.2.4), the lower end is the 

distribution coefficient calculated according to 

Eq. 6.1.6. The horizontal error bars range from 

the growth rate according to case A on the left 

to the growth rate according to case C on the 

right (cf. Ch. 4.3.2). It is obvious that the error in 

the growth rate calculation is much bigger than 

the error in the calculation of the distribution 

coefficient. This is especially interesting since 

the growth rate evaluation is often met with little 

interest. The upper limit of the error bars in G, 

i.e. G according to case C, is the more realistic 

one. This can be seen from the comparison between SCF and GL setup. In the latter, the 

growth rate is directly optically measured over time. Only the upper value for the growth rate 

in the SCF allows comparability between the setups. Values reported in the literature are, 

however, often attained by a calculation closer to case A. This was also the case in the MCF 

experiments of the present study. The thickness at the end of the experiment was measured 

and divided by the duration. Such averaging under the assumption of constant growth rate, 

applied in a case where the growth rate is actually a function of the layer thickness, always 

Figure 6.6. Errors in distribution coefficient and 
growth rate, resulting from different methods of 
evaluation. In G the lower limit is according to 
Ch. 4.3.2, case A, and the upper limit according 
to case C of the same chapter. In k the upper 
limit is according to Eq. 2.2 and the lower from 
Eq. 6.1.6. The points are arbitrarily set at the 
average. The lines are the fit curves from 

Fig. 6.3. 
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leads to an overrepresentation of the slowly-grown parts of the crystal layer because they 

took longer to grow. The resulting growth rate is too low. The values from the MCF are 

represented in Fig. 6.6 by the fit from Fig. 6.3. They do not stray as far from the values on the 

rightmost end of the error bars, as the leftmost ends do. This is due to the fact that in MCF a 

complete seed layer was provided. At a given growth rate and in a given time interval, the 

deposited mass is higher, if a larger area was seeded. Therefore, when assuming too large a 

seeded area, the growth rate calculated from deposited mass and duration becomes too low. 

The complete length of the error bar in G-direction is the sum of the 2 errors: assuming 

constant G and assuming immediate coverage of the surface by crystals. The difference 

between the upper broken line (MCF) and the rightmost ends of the black error bars (SCF, 

wb = 0), is due only to the first error, if no other difference affecting the performance was 

present. Judging from the position of these values, this could very well be the case. The 

difference between SCF-experiments with ww = 1% and ww = 3% is barely larger than the 

experimental inaccuracy. Therefore, an influence of the water content on the separation 

success cannot be seen from the results of the present study, neither in MCF nor in SCF. 

These results show that sensible calculation of the average growth rate is absolutely crucial 

to comparability between setups and also for quantitative assessment of industrial 

applicability. The differences between MCF and SCF found in this study are likely to mostly 

be caused by the differences in growth rate evaluation with the results from the SCF being 

the more realistic ones. 

6.3 Stronger natural convection as results of the additional liquid 

6.3.1 Gradients of density, viscosity and diffusivity near the crystal front 

The previous subsection illustrated how the diffusive and convective mass transfer near the 

crystal front is crucial to the separation success and showed the experimental result that 

BuOH, added to the melt, vastly improves the process. The present subsection will argue 

that the differences in diffusivity, viscosity but also in density between the main component 

glycerol and the helping agent BuOH are important as BuOH strongly enhances natural 

convection. This subsection will only regard the liquid phase and will not make any 

statements about the crystal-liquid interaction, nor will its conclusions depend on any 

assumptions about such interaction. The phenomena at the S-L-interface will be discussed in 

Ch. 6.4. The only 3 facts used here are: First, concentration polarization, i.e. an increase of 

the non-crystallizing component’s concentration somewhere near the crystal front, will take 

place to some extent. Secondly, the temperature at the crystal front cannot be lower than the 

temperature of the cooled surface, because the cooled surface is a heat sink while the 

crystal front is a heat source. Thirdly, the temperature near the crystal front cannot be higher 

than the melting temperature of pure glycerol. All 3 of these are necessarily the case 
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whenever crystallization at non-eutectic concentration is performed and succeeds in 

separating.  

A very simple example calculation shall be used to clarify and illustrate the most important 

aspects: Consider a semi-infinite flat vertical crystal front growing horizontally in steady state 

into an infinite basin of binary melt. Viscosity η and diffusivity D may vary with the mass 

fraction of the second-component wb. Apart from this, Boussinesq-approximation is applied. 

The continuity equation is 

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
= 0, (6.2.1) 

momentum conservation in vertical y-direction yields 

𝑢
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
= 𝑔

𝜌 − 𝜌∞
𝜌∞

+
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(
휂

𝜌∞

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(
휂

𝜌∞

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
) (6.2.2) 

 and momentum conservation in horizontal x-direction yields 

𝑢
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(
휂

𝜌∞

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(
휂

𝜌∞

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
). (6.2.3) 

The energy conservation is described by  

𝑢
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑦
= 𝑎 (

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑦2
). (6.2.4) 

From the mass conservation of the second component follows the diffusion equation 

𝑢
𝜕𝑤b
𝜕𝑥

+ 𝑣
𝜕𝑤b
𝜕𝑦

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝐷
𝜕𝑤b
𝜕𝑥
) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑦
(𝐷
𝜕𝑤b
𝜕𝑦
). (6.2.5) 

The density ρ varies not only with temperature but also with the second-component mass 

fraction wb. In the context of solvent-aided layer crystallization, the density difference of the 

different components should be chosen large in comparison to the rather low influence of the 

temperature. Thus, the density in Eq. 6.2.2 shall be described as depending only on wb: 

𝜌 = 𝜌∞[1 − 𝜒 𝑤b] (6.2.6) 

This allows decoupling of Eq. 6.2.4 from the other equations.  

The horizontal velocity u at the crystal front is determined by the shift of the origin by growth 

rate G and by the contraction caused by the different densities of solid and liquid, ρs and ρl, 

respectively. In the present example of high-viscous melts, in the supposed geometry and at 

growth rates G ≈ 10-7 m/s, the influence of this velocity on the overall stream conditions is 

unlikely to be big. Even for cylindrical geometries, neglecting of the growth rate in calculation 

of heat and mass transfer coefficients has been applied in simulation of the crystal layer 

growth, with good agreement between the simulated and experimental results [Bei13]. 

Furthermore, the classic theory on concentration near the crystal layer [Til53] predicts the 

concentration directly on the SL-interface to be independent of the growth rate in the steady 

state. Therefore, in this example the horizontal velocity at the interface shall be neglected: 
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𝑢 = 𝐺
𝜌𝑠
𝜌𝑙
 ≈ 0, at 𝑥 = 0. (6.2.7) 

This allows decoupling of Eq. 6.2.3, leaving a system of 3 partial differential equations 

Eqs. 6.2.1-2,5 with the boundary conditions 

𝑢 = 𝑣 = 0, 𝑤b =  𝑤b,0   at   𝑥 = 0,  (6.2.8) 

𝑣 → 0, 𝑤b =  𝑤b,∞       as   𝑥 → ∞. (6.2.9) 

The self-similarity of the system of Eqs. 6.2.1,2,5,8-9 allows its transformation into a system 

of ordinary differential equations by introducing 

𝜔 =
𝑤b −  𝑤b,∞
 𝑤b,0 −  𝑤b,∞

,     𝜓 = 4 𝜈∞ [
𝐺𝑟

4
]

1
4
𝑓(𝜉), 𝜉 = [

𝐺𝑟

4
]

1
4 𝑥

𝑦
 (6.2.10) 

𝐺𝑟 =
𝑔𝜒[ 𝑤b,0 −  𝑤b,∞]𝑦

3

𝜈∞
2

, 𝑆𝑐∞ =
𝜈∞
𝐷∞
, 𝜈∞ =

휂∞
𝜌∞

 (6.2.11) 

where the index ∞ signifies the properties at wb,∞. Gr is the Grashof number and Sc is the 

Schmidt number. The influence of wb on viscosity and diffusivity is described by  

휂 = 휂∞ 𝑒
−  𝜔 (6.2.12) 

𝐷 = 𝐷∞ [1 + 𝛿 𝜔], (6.2.13) 

which are simplified forms of the empirical correlations given in the appendix (Ch. A.1). 

Substitution of Eqs. 6.2.10-13 into Eqs. 6.2.1-2,5,8-9 gives 

𝑓′′′ + 𝑓′′[3 𝑓 𝑒 𝜔 − 휀 𝜔′] + 𝑒 𝜔[𝜔 − 2 𝑓′
2
] = 0 (6.2.14) 

𝜔′′ + (
3 𝑆𝑐∞ 𝑓

1 + 𝛿 𝜔
)𝜔′ +

𝛿 𝜔′2

1 + 𝛿 𝜔
= 0 (6.2.15) 

with boundary conditions 

𝑓′(0) = 0, 𝑓(0) = 0, 𝜔(0) = 1, (6.2.16) 

𝑓′(𝜉) = 0, 𝜔(𝜉) = 0, as 𝜉 ⟶ ∞. (6.2.17) 

The prime indicates differentiation with respect to ξ. The continuity Eq. 6.2.1 is solved by the 

stream function ψ with  

𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑥
= 𝑣,          

𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝑦
= −𝑢. (6.2.18) 

 

This problem is mathematically equivalent to a heat transfer problem presented by 

ELBASHBESHY & IBRAHIM [Elb93] and is treated similarly, here. However, some mistakes 

these authors made concerning the physical meaning are corrected.  

The system of higher-order ordinary differential Eqs. 6.2.14-15 is transformed into a system 

of first-order ordinary differential equations by defining 
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Ψ𝑛 ∈ ℝ
5, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ0, Ψ𝑛 =

(

  
 

Ψ1,𝑛
Ψ2,𝑛
Ψ3,𝑛
Ψ4,𝑛
Ψ5,𝑛)

  
 
≔

(

  
 

𝑓(𝑛∆𝜉)

𝑓′(𝑛∆𝜉)

𝑓′′(𝑛∆𝜉)

𝜔(𝑛∆𝜉)

𝜔′(𝑛∆𝜉))

  
 
  (6.2.19) 

for a fixed Δξ > 0. Substituting Eqs. 6.2.19 into Eqs. 6.2.14-15 yields the system 

Ψ𝑛
′ = 𝐹(Ψ𝑛) (6.2.20) 

with 

𝐹: ℝ5 → ℝ5,

(

  
 

Ψ1,𝑛
Ψ2,𝑛
Ψ3,𝑛
Ψ4,𝑛
Ψ5,𝑛)

  
 
↦

(

 
 
 
 

Ψ2,𝑛

−

Ψ3,𝑛

Ψ3,𝑛[3 Ψ1,𝑛 𝑒
Ψ4,𝑛 − 휀 Ψ5,𝑛] − 𝑒

Ψ4,𝑛[Ψ4,𝑛 − 2 Ψ2,𝑛
2]

Ψ5,𝑛

−(
3 𝑆𝑐∞ Ψ1,𝑛

1+𝛿 Ψ4,𝑛
)Ψ5,𝑛 −

𝛿 Ψ5,𝑛
2

1+𝛿 Ψ4,𝑛 )

 
 
 
 

. (6.2.21) 

Eq. 6.2.21 is solved by the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method: Define  

𝑏𝑖,𝑛 ∈ ℝ
5, 𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3,4}, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ0, 𝑏1,𝑛 = 𝐹(𝛹𝑛), 𝑏2,𝑛 = 𝐹 (Ψ𝑛 + 𝑏1

∆𝜉

2
) ,

𝑏3,𝑛 = 𝐹 (Ψ𝑛 + 𝑏2
∆𝜉

2
) , 𝑏4,𝑛 = 𝐹(Ψ𝑛 + 𝑏3∆𝜉) 

(6.2.22) 

and evaluate Ψn by the recursive formula 

Ψ0 =

(

 
 

0
0
ℵ𝑓′′

1
ℵ𝜔′)

 
 
,   Ψ𝑛+1 = Ψ𝑛 +

(𝑏1,𝑛 + 2 𝑏2,𝑛 + 2 𝑏3,𝑛 + 𝑏4,𝑛)

6
Δ𝜉. (6.2.23) 

The starting values אf’’ and אω’ have to be found from the boundary conditions, Eq. 6.2.17, by 

Nachtsheim-Swigert-like shooting technique, i.e. in an iterative process, אf’’ and אω’ are 

chosen such that  

ℶ ≔ √𝑓′(𝜉∞)
2 + 𝑓′′(𝜉∞)

2 +𝜔(𝜉∞)
2 (6.2.24) 

yields a sufficiently low value for any sufficiently high value of ξ∞. In the present case, ξ∞ was 

usually set to 10 with Δξ = 0.01 and ב limited to 10-4. This example is easy enough to be 

implemented into an excel-worksheet.  

The vertical velocity, parallel to the plate, as induced by natural convection is 

𝑣 =
2𝜈√𝐺𝑟

𝑦
𝑓′. (6.2.25) 
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Therefore f’ is a dimensionless measure for the vertical velocity. Its profile, f’(ξ), depends on 

Sc∞, ε and δ and influences the profiles of diffusivity and viscosity in the layer.  

Values of ε and δ depend on the system and also on the concentrations wb,0 and wb,∞. For the 

system glycerol-butanol and the theoretical case were an infinitely small fraction of BuOH in 

the free melt accumulates to a film of pure butanol right next to the crystal layer, i.e. 

Δwb = wb,0 - wb,∞ = 1, the values would be ε ≈ δ ≈ 6. They are lower for lower values of Δwb. 

Different profiles arising from different values of ε and δ at constant Sc∞ = 4 are shown in 

Fig. 6.7. An increasing value of δ, which means that the diffusivity increases stronger with 

increasing ω, leads to a slight decrease of the dimensionless velocity level and shifts the 

maximum of f’ slightly further away from the crystal front (Fig. 6.7.a). Therefore, the slope of 

the solute mass fraction wb directly at the crystal front increases with increasing δ, i.e. -ω’(0) 

decreases (Fig. 6.7.c). This means that the convective enhancement of the mass transport is 

weakened. However, the diffusive mass transport is favoured because the diffusivity 

increases near the crystal front (Fig. 6.7.e).  

The overall influence can be assessed by substituting Eqs. 6.2.10,13 into the first Fickian 

law: 

𝑗̇ = −𝐷 (
𝜕𝑤b
𝜕𝑦
)
𝑦=0

(6.2.10,13)
⇒        

𝑗𝛿
𝑗𝛿=0

=
(1 + 𝛿)𝜔′(0)𝛿
𝜔′(0)𝛿=0

, (6.2.26) 

with the diffusive mass flux j. The value of -ω’(0) has to be corrected by a factor (1 + δ) to 

show the overall influence of δ on the mass transport. The result is shown in Fig. 6.8. The 

weaker effect of natural convection is more than compensated by the increased diffusion 

coefficient at the crystal front. The overall mass transport rate increases.  
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Figure 6.7. Profiles of dimensionless vertical velocity f’ (a,b), the reduced concentration parameter ω (c, 
d), the relative diffusivity D/D∞ (e) and relative viscosity η/ η∞ (f), for different values of the diffusivity 
variation parameter δ (a, c, e)  and the viscosity variation parameter ε (b, d, f), all drawn vs. the space 
coordinate, i.e. the dimensionless distance from the crystal front ξ at a constant Schmidt number in the 
bulk of the melt of Sc∞ = 4 and a constant value of the non-variated parameter of ε = 1 (a,c,e) and δ = 0.12 
(b,d,f). 

 

A higher value of ε shifts the maximum of f’ closer to the crystal front and increases its value 

(Fig. 6.7.b). ω decreases stronger near the crystal layer, which means that the convective 

enhancement of the mass transport increases (Fig. 6.7.d). This takes direct influence on the 

overall mass transport. A correction similar to the one made for the diffusivity is not 

necessary for the viscosity because diffusivity and viscosity are treated separately in this 

calculation and the viscosity does not directly appear in the Fickian law. Of course, the 
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independent variation of diffusivity and 

viscosity is an experiment of thought as 

these 2 quantities strongly correlate in 

real organic systems.  

 

The influence of Sc∞ on the profiles of f’ 

and ω is shown in Fig. 6.9. A higher 

Schmidt number moves the maximum 

velocity closer to the crystal front but 

reduces the overall level of velocity. The 

decrease of ω with ξ is shifted closer to 

the crystal front. The influence of 

convection on the mass transport 

increases with increasing Sc∞. This is to be expected because the Schmidt number is the 

ratio of convective to diffusive mass transport. The effect of Sc∞ on the combined mass 

transfer is a topic below (Ch. 6.3.2). 

The example calculation in this chapter illustrates how the dependence of viscosity and 

diffusivity on the second component mass fraction leads to a shift to favourable values of the 

quantities near the crystal front, i.e. right where they are needed. The dependence of the 

density on the composition leads to natural convection. The combination of these effects 

leads to an increase in the mass transfer coefficient, which is discussed in the following 

chapter. 

 

 

Figure 6.9. Profiles of dimensionless vertical velocity f’ (a) and reduced concentration parameter ω (b) 
drawn vs. the dimensionless distance from the crystal front ξ for different values of the Schmidt-number 
in the bulk of the melt Sc∞. ε = 1, δ = 1. 

 

Figure 6.8. -ω’(0) as a parameter for the convection-
induced mass transfer and -(1+δ)ω’(0) as a parameter 
for the overall mass transfer drawn as a function of the 
diffusivity variation parameter δ. ε = 1, Sc∞ = 4. 
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6.3.2 The overall mass transfer coefficient β at the crystal front 

When considering a large vertical planar interface of height y or the portion below y of a 

semi-infinite vertical planar interface inserted into an infinite fluid environment, the Sherwood 

number Sh is defined as  

𝑆ℎ =
𝛽 𝑦

𝐷
. (6.2.27) 

This is the mass transport rate from the interface into the fluid divided by the mass transport 

rate through a perfectly stagnant layer of the same fluid with a layer thickness equal to y at 

the same driving concentration difference. Therefore, in the context of Eqs. 6.2.1,2,5,8-9 and 

Eqs. 6.2.14-17, Sh can also be written as 

𝑆ℎ = −
𝑦

 𝑤b,0 −  𝑤b,∞
 (
𝜕𝑤b
𝜕𝑥
)
𝑥=0

= −(
𝐺𝑟

4
)

1
4
𝜔′(0). (6.2.28) 

The Sherwood number is a measure for the influence of convection on the mass transport. In 

layer crystallization, a high Sherwood number is desirable for better transport of impurities 

out of the vicinity of the crystal front into the bulk of the melt. 

A widely applied technique to attain Sh for the present case is an empirical correlation 

[Chu75]: 

𝑆ℎ =

(

 
 
 
0.825 + 0.387

(

 
 
𝐺𝑟 𝑆𝑐0.5  (1 + (

0.492

𝑆𝑐0.5
)

9
16
)

−
16
9

)

 
 

1
6

)

 
 
 

2

. (6.2.29) 

The index 0.5 means that the liquid 

properties at wb,0.5 = 0.5∙(wb,0 + wb,∞) 

are taken. The correlation is valid for 

0.1 < Gr∙Sc < 1012. 

Figure 6.10. Sh∙[0.25 Gr]
-0.25

 calculated from Eq. 6.2.29 
drawn vs. the Schmidt number at average temperature and 
concentration Sc0.5 for Garshof numbers Gr of 14 orders of 
magnitude (0.1 < Gr < 10

12
). The lines are only drawn in the 

Sc-interval in which 0.1 < Gr∙Sc < 10
12

. 
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Eqs. 6.2.1-28 and Eq. 6.2.29 describe the same physical phenomenon but they are not 

equivalent. On the one hand, in Eqs. 6.2.14-28, -ω’(0) = Sh∙[0.25 Gr]-0.25 is a Gr-independent 

measure of the mass transport rate. In Eq. 6.2.29, on the other hand, Sh∙[0.25 Gr]-0.25 still 

weakly depends on Gr. For very high Gr it scales with Gr1/12. Within the boundaries of 

applicability of the equation, this dependence is very limited, as can be seen in Fig. 6.10. 

Sh∙[0.25 Gr]-0.25 vs. Sc curves for 14 orders of 

magnitude of Gr are drawn with restriction to 

the Sc interval  in which 0.1 < Gr∙Sc < 1012 is 

satisfied. The width in Sh∙[0.25 Gr]-0.25 

direction of the area of the coordinate plane 

that is covered by this set of curves is the 

maximal influence of Gr. In the physically 

interesting area of Sc < 108, this maximal 

influence amounts to approximately half an 

order of magnitude in Sh∙[0.25 Gr]-0.25  i.e. a 

change by a factor of circa 100.5. On the other 

hand, ε and δ are not explicitly mentioned in 

Eq. 6.2.29 even though the correlation is 

valid for substances that change their 

properties with temperature and composition. 

When comparing results from the calculation 

methods, Eqs. 6.2.1-28 and Eq. 6.2.29, ε and 

δ become explicitly present in the conversion 

of Sc∞ into Sc0.5, 

𝑆𝑐0.5 =
2 𝑒−2 𝑆𝑐∞

(1 +
𝛿
2) (1 +

𝜌0
𝜌∞
)
 (6.2.30) 

The density ratio of BuOH to glycerol is 

ρb/ρg = 0.65 within the relevant temperature 

range -15°C < T < 15°C, which is a very low 

value for 2 miscible organic liquids. The 

value ρ0/ρ∞ would in almost all cases be 

closer to unity. For the following examples, 

Sc0.5 was calculated with ρ0/ρ∞
mean = 0.84 and 

error bars representing the maximal influence 

of 0.65 < ρ0/ρ∞ < 1 being smaller than the 

used symbols. 

Figure 6.11. Comparison between results from 
Eqs. 6.2.1-28,30 (symbols) and Eq. 6.2.29 (lines). -
ω’(0) = Sh∙[0.25 Gr]

-0.25
 as measure of the convective 

enhancement of the mass transport rate drawn vs. 
the Schmidt number Sc0.5. The lines are the same as 
in Fig. 6.10. The symbols represent results for 

different values of ε and δ as given in the legend. 
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Fig. 6.11 compares results from the different methods. The set of curves with ε ranging over 

the physically interesting range 0.3 < ε < 4 at a small value of δ = 0.12 covers the same area 

in the coordinate plane as the set of curves from Eq. 6.2.29 for all possible values of Gr. A 

higher value of δ moves the results from Eqs. 6.2.1-28 towards lower values of Sh∙[0.25 Gr]-

0.25 but this does not necessarily produce a discrepancy in the final result of mass transfer 

rate because the correction described in Eq. 6.2.26 and Fig. 6.8 would be applied first. All in 

all, Fig. 6.11 shows that Eqs. 6.2.1-28 and Eq. 6.2.29 yield similar results without being 

equivalent. Quantitative discrepancies do exist. The main reason is that Eqs. 6.2.1-28 make 

simplifying assumptions that lead to quantitative errors while Eq. 6.2.29 is fitted to real data 

with high accuracy.  

For high values of Sc∞, ε and δ, very small deviations in אf’’ and אω’ lead to arithmetic overflow 

when applying Eq. 6.2.23. This makes the shooting very tedious or even impossible. 

Eq. 6.2.29, being an arithmetic expression, always produces a value as result. Eqs. 6.2.1-28 

were used because they allow the illustration of different gradients forming near the crystal 

layer, as they are given above (Figs. 6.7,9). The integral and quantitative investigation of the 

solvents influence on the transport of impurity away from the crystal layer shall be performed 

by Eq. 6.2.29 only, due to its higher accuracy and stability.  

When using Eq. 6.2.29, simplified functional dependencies of the melts properties on 

composition and temperature like Eqs. 6.2.6,12-13 are not necessary. Only melt properties 

for certain, discrete, values of w and T have to be fed into arithmetic equations like 

Eq. 6.2.29 and Eq. 6.2.27 while differential equations like Eqs. 6.2.1-5 require known 

functions. Therefore, the temperature-dependence as well as the influence of more than 2 

components can be taken into account, too. Furthermore, the representation of actual 

physical data can be improved by allowing multiple-parameter correlations. In the present 

case, the properties of ternary gwb-melts were calculated with the correlations given in the 

appendix, accounting for the influence of temperature T, BuOH mass fraction wb, and water 

mass fraction ww.  

The Grashof number Gr taking into account influences of temperature and second and third 

component is defined by  

𝐺𝑟 =
𝑔 𝑦3

𝜈0.5
2 |

𝜌0 − 𝜌∞
𝜌∞

|, (6.2.31) 

with gravitational acceleration g and vertical extension of the crystal front y. The index 0 

signifies the value at the crystal front, i.e. at T0, wb,0, and ww,0. The index ∞ means the values 

far away from the crystal front, e.g. ρ∞ = ρ(T∞, wb,∞, ww,∞), and the index 0.5 is given to 

properties at the pairwise arithmetic mean of temperature and mass fractions at the crystal 

front and far away from it, e.g. T0.5 = 0.5∙(T0 + T∞). Additionally to the actual, or total, Grashof 
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number Gr from Eq. 6.2.31, a thermal Grashof number Grtherm that only takes the buoyancy 

force caused by expansion due to temperature change into account is defined as 

𝐺𝑟therm =
𝑔 𝑦3

𝜈0.5
2 |

𝜌(𝑇0, 𝑤b,0.5, 𝑤w,0.5) − 𝜌(𝑇∞, 𝑤b,0.5, 𝑤w,0.5)

𝜌(𝑇∞, 𝑤b,0.5, 𝑤w,0.5)
|. (6.2.32) 

 

The composition at the crystal front is not known apart from the restrictions stated at the 

beginning of this subsection, 

𝑤b,∞ ≤ 𝑤b,0 ≤ 1, 𝑇CF
min < 𝑇0 ≤ 𝑇g

∗ = 18.17 °C, (6.2.33) 

with the lowest used cold finger temperature, TCF
min = -20 °C. In order to meet the restriction 

to wb,0, it is sensible to use another parameter than κ = wb,0/wb,∞ to describe the concentration 

polarization. Instead, assume for a binary gb-melt 

𝑤b,0 = (1 − 𝑒
−Ω 𝑤b,∞), (6.2.34) 

 

with the new parameter Ω describing the intensity of concentration polarization and 

lim
𝑤b,∞→0

𝜅 = Ω. (6.2.35) 

 

When considering only the liquid phase and no SL-interaction, water and BuOH can be 

treated similarly. So, for a ternary gwb-melt, 

𝑤b,0 =
𝑤b,∞

𝑤b,∞ +𝑤w,∞
(1 − 𝑒−Ω(𝑤b,∞+𝑤w,∞)), (6.2.36) 

𝑤w,0 =
𝑤w,∞

𝑤b,∞ +𝑤w,∞
(1 − 𝑒−Ω(𝑤b,∞+𝑤w,∞)). (6.2.37) 
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Within the boundaries of 

Eq. 6.2.33, T∞, T0 and Ω 

can be varied freely. 

Fig. 6.12.a shows that for 

any combination an 

increasing wb,∞  has a 

positive effect on the 

mass transfer coefficient 

β. The effect of 

temperature difference is 

less important than the 

effect of temperature 

level. A higher water 

content increases the 

overall level of β but very 

slightly decreases the 

effect of BuOH at high 

wb,∞. Note that this is only 

valid in this example, 

where temperature level 

and water content are 

varied independently. In a real crystallization, a higher water content would necessitate a 

lower temperature level.  

The slope of the lower curves seems to be rather small, but in comparison to the absolute 

starting values, the increase in β with increasing wb,∞ is never negligible. From Fig. 6.12.b. 

the influence of Ω is visible. The initial slope (dβ/dwb,∞)wb,∞=0 increases with increasing Ω, 

because wb,0 increases faster, leading to lower viscosity near the crystal front as well as a 

larger difference in density, causing stronger natural convection. At high values of Ω, the 

curves reach a quasilinear part in which no influence of Ω is apparent. In this regime, wb,0 

reached its upper limit in unity, and further increase in wb,∞ reduces the density gradient. 

However, β rises further, which is due to the overall decrease in viscosity and overall 

increase in diffusivity.  

For further illustration of the role of viscosity and density difference, Fig. 6.13 gives a 

comparison of Gr and Grtherm. The thermal expansion increases the density, because T0 < T∞ 

in this example, and would lead to a downwards velocity of the liquid near the crystal front. 

The compositional effect is pointed in the opposite direction. wb,0 > wb,∞ decreases the density 

and causes upwards flow near the crystal front. In Fig. 6.13.a, a very high 

Figure 6.12. Mass transfer coefficient as a function of the mass fraction 
of BuOH far away from the crystal front for different temperatures T∞, T0 
and different water mass fractions far away from the crystal front (a) and 

for different levels of concentration polarization (b). 
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ΔT = T∞ - T0 = 30 K and little concentration polarization, Ω = 2, were chosen to give an 

example of an extremely strong thermal effect in relation to a weak compositional effect. In 

this example, the thermal effect can fully compensate the compositional effect at wb,∞ ≈ 1.2%. 

But at wb,∞ > 5%, Gr surpasses Grtherm and for wb,∞ > 10% remains approximately twice the 

value. Fig. 6.13.b. gives an example of mediocre ΔT = 15 K and stronger concentration 

polarization at Ω = 14. In this case Gr is always much larger than Grtherm. For wb,∞ > 10%, the 

ratio Gr/Grtherm is approximately 20. Note that Gr is the final results, already including the 

partial compensation by the thermal effect. The increase in Grtherm with increasing wb,∞ is due 

to the viscosity reduction. While this effect is important, so is the effect of the unlike densities, 

ρb/ρg = 0.65, causing Gr/Grtherm > 1. 

 

Figure 6.13. Grashof number Gr, taking into account density change as result of changes in composition 
and temperature according to Eq. 6.2.31, and thermal Grashof number, Grtherm, taking into account only 
density changes resulting from thermal expansion according to Eq. 6.2.32, drawn as a function of the 
mass fraction of BuOH in the melt far away from the crystal front. (a) is an extreme example of high 
temperature difference, ΔT = T∞ - T0 = 30 K, and little concentration polarization, Ω = 2, thus an example of 
a small difference between Gr and Grtherm. (b) is an example of medium temperature difference, 
ΔT = T∞ - T0 = 15 K, and stronger concentration polarization, Ω = 14, thus an example of a larger difference 
between Gr and Grtherm. 

 

The experimental results of the present study suggested that a strong agitation of the melt 

has an effect on the separation success similar to the effect of using the aid of BuOH (cf. 

above, Ch. 6.1). The question of how the combination of strong agitation and solvent-aiding 

would affect the separation success has not been tackled experimentally within the present 

study. A first orientation can be found in Fig. 6.14. The falling film (b) increases the mass 

transfer coefficient without BuOH. β is further increased with increasing wb,∞ and this effect as 

well as its dependence on Ω is qualitatively similar to the case of natural convection (a) but 

the increase is smaller than in the case where only natural convection occurs. 
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Figure 6.14. Mass transfer coefficient of natural convection according to Eq. 5.2.29 (a) and of a falling film 
according to appendix A.3.  

  

If a comparison between results from this example calculation and the experimental findings 

is desired, the cylindrical geometry of the cold finger as opposed to the planar geometry of 

the example calculation carried out so far, can be accounted for by using 

𝑆ℎ𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝑆ℎ𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 0.2175
𝑦

𝑟0 + ∆𝑟mean
 (6.2.38) 

where r0 = 12.7 mm is the radius of the cold finger, x = 120 mm is the height and 

Δrmean = 2.3 mm is an assumed average thickness of the crystal layer. 

Conversion of the experimental data fit parameter (dk/dG)G=0 into mass transfer coefficient, β, 

is done by Eq. 6.1.5. A result is presented in Fig. 6.15. The line shows β at T0 = 2 °C, 

T∞ = 10 °C and Ω = 14. The temperature T∞ = 10 °C is approximately the average of the 

actually used beaker temperatures but the other values are chosen just to fit the curve. Even 

though the curve seems to fit the points within reasonable accuracy, no quantitative 

conclusions concerning the values of Ω and T0 should be drawn. The assumption of 

Ω = const. for all these experiments is not realistic. Ω may not even be constant within one 

experiment. The same is true for the temperatures. The only conclusion that can be drawn 

from the Fig. 6.15 is that the effect of BuOH on the separation success can be explained by 

its effect on the mass transfer coefficient, if a sufficiently strong concentration polarization is 

supposed. The example calculation of this subsection overall shows that this effect on the 

mass transfer is not only caused by the increase in diffusivity but mainly by the enhancement 

of natural convection. This influence on natural convection, in turn, is not only caused by the 

reduction of overall viscosity level but also by the density gradient that forms during 

concentration polarization.  
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A value of Ω = 14 would mean that only 

very little liquid glycerol is present at the 

crystal front, e.g. at wb,∞ = 20%, the 

glycerol mass fraction would not be much 

more than wg,0 = 5%. The mass ratio of 

water to glycerol would be ζwg = 0.85, 

higher than in a eutectic binary mixture, 

where ζwg = 0.5. On that side of the 

eutectic point, no glycerol could crystallize. 

A value of Ω much lower than 14 would not 

be able to explain the effect found in the 

experiment. So either the concentration 

polarization is, more or less, as strong as 

supposed here and the BuOH does not 

interact with the crystal in any usual way, or the concentration polarization is actually much 

weaker than assumed here and a second effect of the BuOH combines with the effect in the 

liquid to make the experimentally shown difference. This, second, effect would most likely 

also occur at the crystal front. In both cases, the crystal front itself has to be discussed 

further. This will be done in the following (Ch.6.4). 

6.4 Combined kinetic and thermodynamic effect of the additive 

6.4.1 Quantitative comparison of different simplified simulation results to 

experimental values 

Heretofore the discussion illustrated how BuOH would increase the mass transport 

coefficient β at the crystal front. The experimental results showed that BuOh allows the 

separation with the same distribution coefficient at faster growth rates. Both these findings fit 

with the cited theory, which always states that it is basically the ratio between growth rate 

and mass transfer coefficient that decides the distribution coefficient. However, no 

quantitative account of the relation between the theoretical and measured phenomena has 

been given hitherto. A quantitative comparison is, nevertheless, necessary to reveal whether 

or not the stated effects on mass transport have to be combined with other effects of BuOH 

to explain the extent of improvement it brings. This will be done in the present chapter by 

calculating all possible outcomes for β under different sets of assumptions for ww,∞ = 1%, 

always varying T∞, wb,∞ and Ω, thus κ, ww,0, over the complete range that is physically 

sensible (0 °C ≤ T∞ ≤ 20 °C in 1 K-steps, 0 ≤ wb,∞ ≤ 0.3 in 0.01-steps, 1 ≤ Ω ≤ 19 in 0.5-steps). 

In all of these calculations, the temperature at the crystal front is assumed to be the 

equilibrium temperature of the melt at that place. The cloud of possible β is plotted together 

Figure 6.15. Mass transfer coefficient β according to 
Eqs. 6.2.29,36 for Ω = 14, T0 = 2 °C, T∞ = 10 °C, (line) 
and pseudo mass transfer coefficient 

,ρS(ρL(dk/dG)G=0)
-1

, from experimental data (points). 

The symbols have the meaning given in the legend 
to Fig. 6.3. 
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with experimentally found ρS/ρL∙(dk/dG)G=0
-1 vs. wb,∞. As follows from the discussion above 

(Ch. 6.2.1), β and ρS/ρL∙(dk/dG)G=0
-1 should show the same dependence on wb,∞ if the BuOH 

only works through its influence on the mass transport and this influence is calculated 

correctly. If, therefore, the measured points of ρS/ρL∙(dk/dG)G=0
-1 are outside of the cloud of 

possible β, this shows the presence of another effect of BuOH besides those that are 

accounted for in the respective set of assumptions. Examples of large discrepancy are 

shown in Fig. 6.16. Fig. 6.16.a uses the assumption that BuOH takes an influence on T*, 

though much less than water: dT*/dwb = -43 K < dT*/dww = -192 K. Fig. 6.16.b assumes 

dT*/dwb = 0 K but neglects concentration polarization of BuOH: wb,0 = wb,∞. In both cases, the 

calculated effect is much lower than the measured, which makes clear that a solvent’s 

isothermal viscosity reduction is rather useless, as is the drop in the overall level of the 

viscosity. The viscosity reduction has to be paired with little influence on the crystallization 

temperature and the additive has to accumulate close to the crystal front. 

 

Figure 6.16. Separation speed parameter ρS/ρL∙(dk/dG)G=0
-1

 from experiments in GL (squares) and SCF 
(circles) setups drawn vs. the mass fraction of BuOH in the bulk of the melt wb,∞ together with the mass 
transfer coefficient β (crosses) calculated under the false assumptions that BuOH would linearly change 
the liquids temperature at dT*/dwb = -43 K (a) or that it didn’t accumulate near the crystal front (b).  

 

Fig. 6.17 plots results from calculations assuming dT*/dwb = 0 K and concentration 

polarization of BuOH. Fig. 6.17.a uses Grtherm, neglecting the BuOH’s influence on the density 

and Fig. 6.17.b takes it into account. The difference between the 2 results shows that the 

density difference between BuOH and glycerol is important. The fact that both clouds still 

don’t overlap with the experimental data shows that the BuOH does not work through its 

influence on β alone. Apart from affecting diffusion and convection, it also has to have an 

interfacial effect. 
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Figure 6.17. Separation speed parameter ρS/ρL∙(dk/dG)G=0
-1

 from experiments in GL (squares) and SCF 
(circles) setups drawn vs. the mass fraction of BuOH in the bulk of the melt wb,∞ together with the mass 
transfer coefficient β (crosses). The influence of BuOH on the density is neglected in (a) and taken into 
account in (b). 

 

The polarity of BuOH is lower than that of 

glycerol. Because the glycerol crystal lattice 

doesn’t contain BuOH, it is safe to say that the 

surface tension γ between a glycerol crystal 

and a liquid gwb-mixture will increase with 

increasing wb in the liquid. The roughening of 

the crystal layer, including the faceting 

discussed above (Ch. 6.1), has to cause some 

fluctuations in wb and ww. Assuming that parts 

with higher wb are less likely to be included into 

the melt, this would lead to Kb < Kw. Such an 

assumption can be justified theoretically, e.g. 

by MULLINS & SEKERKA’s [Mul63] argument (cf. 

Figs. 2.12,13), and it fits the experimental 

finding that kb < kw. This would also mean that 

BuOH accumulates faster at the crystal front than water does, κb > κw, which was used for 

the calculation presented in Fig. 6.18, where κw = 2 was assumed and κb was calculated as 

before. In this scenario, measured and calculated data overlap, but only for lower wb,∞ and 

even there, the vast majority of possible β is below the measured ρS/ρL∙(dk/dG)G=0
-1.  

For a concise overview, a parameter Ξ, which puts the effect of BuOH on the time-efficiency 

of separation as found in more than 50 experiments into one number, shall be defined as 

𝛯 =
∂

∂𝑤𝑏,∞
(
𝜌𝑆
𝜌𝐿
((
∂𝑘

∂𝐺
)
𝐺=0
)
−1

). (6.4.1) 

Figure 6.18. Separation speed parameter 
ρS/ρL∙(dk/dG)G=0

-1
 from experiments in GL 

(squares) and SCF (circles) setups drawn vs. the 
mass fraction of BuOH in the bulk of the melt wb,∞ 
together with the mass transfer coefficient β 
(crosses) calculated under the assumption that 
κw = 2. 
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It is taken from the linear fits that are shown in Figs 6.16-18. For each scenario, Ξ can be 

compared to the slopes of a linear regression of the β cloud and of a line through the highest 

point of the cloud. The axis intersection of these lines is fixed to the experimental one. The 

former slope can be called the mean and the latter the upper value of the Ξ-prediction. 

Fig. 6.19 compiles the results.  

 
Figure 6.19. The parameter Ξ, expressing the influence of BuOH on the separation speed, as measured 
and as calculated under different sets of assumptions. 
 

 

The effect that fills the gap between the predicted and experimental value is most probably 

the reduction of microroughening by the higher surface tension when BuOH is present. This 

effect can only occur if the growth proceeds far from equilibrium, because in equilibrium the 

BuOH would leave the interface which would be enriched by the component leading to the 

least surface tension. But if the process is slow enough to approach equilibrium, the 

separation would be very good, with or without the help of BuOH. So that again the effect of 

the additive is the stronger, the more it is needed. This conclusion, drawn from a 

hydrodynamic argument, that the surface tension has to play a role in the effect of BuOH fits 

the experimental finding that BuOH takes much less influence in the presence of a surfactant 

(cf. above, Ch. 5.2.9). 

6.4.2 Classification of additives according to their effect on the separation 

Three criteria can be used to classify the additives concerning their most likely influence on 

the quickness of separation: polarity, viscosity and density. 

It is well known that there are cases in which solutes of very low concentration in the melt 

can take a large influence on the growth process. The premise for this effect is a strong 

affinity of the solute to the crystal surface, allowing surface enrichment, so that its 

concentration on the surface is not very low at all. This is only possible, if the solute reduces 

the interfacial tension. Such solutes would not be suitable additives to speed up the 
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separation process in melt layer crystallization, first, because they slow down the growth and, 

secondly, because the reduced surface tension favours liquid inclusions. An example 

encountered in the present study, is the surfactant SDS which had a negative influence on 

the separation, even at a concentration of only 100 ppm in the melt. A suitable additive would 

increase the surface tension if present in the liquid right next to the interface. To do so, it 

must differ from the nutrient in polarity. A polarity lower than that of the nutrient is more 

favourable than a higher one, because the former increases mobility of the solute in the 

interface. Lacking mobility would slow down the growth process and increase the risk of 

micro-roughening. If the solute increases the surface tension, it would leave the interface as 

equilibrium is approached. It can, therefore, only execute its influence on the interface 

because its rejection during growth makes the moving interface act like a source of solute 

and the process doesn’t reach equilibrium. This nullifies the possibility of such an additive 

having a strong effect if its concentration in the melt is very low. Therefore, the polarity must 

still be close enough to that of the nutrient for miscibility to be given. In the case of glycerol, 

solutes of no or very low polarity, like N2, O2, Ar or butanon (mek), couldn’t be expected to 

take any significant influence when brought in contact with the melt, because their solubility 

was too low. This was explicitly tested and verified for mek. 

The reduction of viscosity is the most important task of the solute. It is important to evaluate 

the viscosity reduction at the liquidus line rather than isothermally. The difference between 

the 2 may again be related to the polarity, i.e. the affinity to the nutrient in the liquid. A solute 

with great affinity to the liquid nutrient but which does not form a cocrystal or solid solution 

with it, will generally cause a stronger freezing point depression than a solute with lower 

affinity. If the freezing point depression is low, an isothermal viscosity reduction may translate 

into a viscosity reduction along the liquidus line. This is why the experiments of the present 

study have shown, that BuOH is suitable for viscosity reduction in glycerol, but MeOH or 

EtOH are not. An increase in diffusivity usually comes along with the drop in viscosity. 

The third quantity that should be considered, beside polarity and viscosity, is the density. A 

solute concentration gradient will form in front of the growing crystal layer and that will cause 

natural convection if the density difference between solute and nutrient is suitable. If the 

density of the melt decreases with increasing solute content, this might counteract the effect 

of the temperature and natural convection may even be hindered. However, if the density 

difference is large, the solutes influence will far outweigh that of temperature and the overall 

result will be stronger natural convection. This has been demonstrated in the present study 

for glycerol and BuOH. In polar nutrients, many ionic compounds would be able to do so, but 

these would generally be unfavourable with respect to the polarity and viscosity criteria. A 

substance that could be even more suitable for glycerol than BuOH, considering only the 3 

given physical criteria, is iodomethane (MeI, CH3I). It resembles BuOH in viscosity (0.48 
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mPa s [Sou38]) and hydrophilie (miscibility with water c* = 14 kg m³ at 20 °C), but possesses 

a density of 2280 kg/m³. However, the more difficult handling and much higher price of MeI 

make BuOH seem to be the better alternative from an economic point of view.  

 

6.5 New approaches to use and manipulation of layer growth kinetics in 

industrial separation technology 

6.5.1 Agitation by additives 

The enhanced natural convection that is described above (Ch. 6.3-4) is an example of 

bringing movement into the melt without introducing a moving part of machinery or bubbling 

a gas into the melt. An additive is mixed with the feed prior to filling both into the crystallizer 

and then, when crystallization starts, the presence of the additive causes agitation of the 

melt. Of course, the agitation caused by BuOH in glycerol is not very strong in comparison to 

the agitation caused by shaft stirrers or falling films. A more radical example is presented on 

the example of paraffin. As described above (Ch. 4.2.11), 2 liquids were introduced into the 

crystallizer, together with the paraffin: water and mek. Water has a higher and mek has a 

lower density than paraffin and both have boiling points that are not much higher than the 

melting point of the paraffin. When the crystallizer is heated above 100°C, the water begins 

to boil such that the rising steam bubbles stir the paraffin. The steam doesn’t leave the 

crystallizer, but drips back into the melt from the condenser. The water drops sink through 

the paraffin melt. The interesting thing is that the movement in the melt doesn’t come to an 

end, when the temperature sinks below the boiling point of water and not even when it sinks 

below the boiling point of mek. The crystallization takes place in a melt that is stirred by 

lighter droplets rising and heavier droplets sinking.  

Of course, this mode of operation may not necessarily be advantageous from an energetic 

point of view. The strength of melt crystallization that no component has to be evaporated 

and condensed vanishes when the boiling is used for agitation. However, the introduction of 

condensers into a crystallizer is already patented [Roh12]. The agitation by boiling has some 

similarity to agitation by bubbling an inert gas through the melt. The introduction of another 

phase will always cause a mass transport over the interface. If the inert gas is not recycled, 

then the crystallization is combined with a stripping process in the same apparatus. If it is 

recycled, the melt components that entered the gas may have to be condensed at the top of 

the crystallizer, in order to prevent their condensation in the fan. However, most melts have a 

very low vapour pressure close to their melting temperature, so the stripping effect is very 

low. Therefore, the introduction of gas bubbles through a nozzle will almost always be 

energetically advantageous to the creation of gas bubbles by boiling. The main advantage of 

the boiling process is that the crystallizer may be completely sealed during crystallization.  
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The agitation by rising and sinking droplets without boiling may be more interesting, but more 

research is necessary to understand the possibilities of this concept.  

6.5.2 Choice of the cooling profile for paraffin deoiling 

The established strategy for slack wax deoiling is a quick cooling of the liquid melt until it 

seems to be completely crystallized, followed by a long sweating step. Creating a compact 

crystal layer of deoiled hard wax by controlling the growth is not considered a realistic goal. 

At one and the same temperature, different solid phases, each containing different chemical 

compounds may grow or nucleate or both. This is similar for lighter and heavier slack waxes. 

The melt layer crystallization of lighter slack wax succeeds in deoiling despite this growth 

step, because the sweating step is effective. Since the separation is only in the sweating 

step, the growth step is sped up as far as possible to save time. For heavier slack waxes, 

this approach fails, due to thermodynamic and kinetic reasons. An important kinetic reason 

has been shown in the DSC-curves presented above (Ch. 5.1.1). An increased cooling rate 

during crystallization (5 K/min instead of 1 K/min) changed the solid structure in such a way 

that the DSC curve of the subsequent melting didn’t show the separation of melting and O-

DO peak anymore. Usually, the difference between a compact and a porous crystal layer 

cannot be seen in a DSC curve. Only when the SL-interfacial area is largely increased, the 

structural melting point depression as described by the Gibbs-Thomson-law [Tho71, Gib28, 

Jac90] may be visible. The results on paraffin do not suggest this, because the melting peak 

doesn’t change when the cooling rate changes. It is the O-DO-peak that shifts and changes 

its shape, i.e. the transformation from the ordered crystal to the less ordered rotator phase 

appears at higher temperatures or not at all. Every attempt to explain such behaviour would 

be purely conjectural at the present moment, but it can be stated that the results suggest a 

large influence of the cooling rate on the inner structure of the solid rather than merely on the 

outer structure of the liquid inclusions. The common concept of sweating can barely be 

applied. It supposes a 2-phase system of one pure crystalline solid and one impure residual 

melt surrounded by it. The paraffin system is likely to contain at least 4 phases at the 

beginning of the sweating step: one residual melt, one glass, one very ordered crystalline 

phase and a rotator phase of intermediate order, and even the most ordered of these allows 

a large number of different components to be incorporated into it. Therefore, the relation 

between growth and sweating step has to be reconsidered, and it seems sensible to reach 

for a slower and more controlled growth. However, the large temperature interval that is 

usually gone through during the growth step cannot be completely traversed in a slow 

cooling rate, because this would increase the residence time far beyond economical reason. 

The temperature interval of slow cooling has to be confined to a few K and primary optical 

observations of the present study suggest that this is possible, because the major part of the 

mass solidifies within a very narrow T-interval. This is counterintuitive in sight of the DSC-
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curves, which display a broad melting peak, and more research is needed to understand the 

phenomenon. However, this task is left to future researchers and the only thing left to do 

within the present study is to introduce a procedure that allows to find the relative 

temperature interval at conditions closer to those in the crystallizer than in the DSC. 

The apparatus is sketched in Fig. 6.20. The sample is poured into a crucible with a digital 

thermometer fixed in the lid. Multiple crucibles are placed in an environment that slowly 

cools. It is important that the sample temperature is not controlled, like in a DSC, but it is 

recorded overnight. Only T(t) is collected and from it dT/dt is approximated as a moving 

slope with the method of least squares. The dT/dt-data may show a lot of scatter, which can 

be filtered by a moving average that includes everything but the highest peak. Such a 

criterion can easily be implemented into almost any code. The resulting plot is shown in 

Fig. 6.21.a. The melting peak is clearly visible at 62 °C. Zooming in on this T-interval in the 

T(t) plot reveals the curves given in Fig. 6.21.b. The different samples may reach the 

crystallization point after different times, but it is exactly the same temperature in all of them. 

 

Figure 6.20. Equipment for the measurement of the temperature interval in which a slow cooling rate is 
necessary for the crystallization of heavy paraffin slack waxes. 

 

This measurement technique is similar in principle to the standard method of freezing point 

determination where the mixture is stirred with a thermometer while cooling and the freezing 

is noticed directly by the operator. However, this method uses much less sample and it 

operates at much lower cooling rates without making it tedious for an operator, because the 

result can be taken after the end of the experiment. This result also reveals more realistically, 

how the slack wax will react to a very low cooling rate: the solidification will take place almost 

isothermally at a layer growth rate of about 5∙10-5 m/s, which is still a fast growth. So the 

implication for this mixture would be to cool as fast as economically sensible to slightly above 

62 °C and then very slowly to slightly below that value before starting the sweating process. 

The results from the present study show, that the combination of agitation by additives and 
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slow cooling is successful in that solutes which cannot be incorporated into the lattice can be 

separated. However, this does not mean that the deoiling is successful, because it can also 

be hindered by an unfavourable thermodynamic equilibrium. It might be possible to change 

this equilibrium by a different additive. The literature cited above (Ch. 2.2.4) may be used as 

a starting point for the search of a suitable substance. This would go beyond the scope of the 

present study, which focused on the kinetic rather than the thermodynamic side of the 

problem. 

 

Figure 6.21. Curves obtained from the experiment described in Fig. 6.20. Cooling rate vs. temperature (a) 
and temperature vs. time (b), zoomed in on the T-interval of the peak in (a). 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

The most important findings of the present study can be concluded as follows: 

 Glycerol crystal layers show a macro-roughening that can be called faceting. It is 

caused by the anisotropic growth rate with respect to lattice orientation and the 

formation of boundary layers during growth. It is favoured by a rather small insulation 

effect of the crystal layer. 

 Additional to the macro-roughening, the glycerol crystal layer exhibits micro-

roughening causing the formation of liquid inclusions and, thus, diminishing the 

separation success. 

 The micro-roughening is favoured by the presence of a surfactant, i.e. by a lower 

surface tension. 

 The presence of BuOH strongly diminishes the inclusion of water into the crystal 

layer. 

 The BuOH acts in 4 different ways: it increases diffusivity, reduces viscosity, causes a 

density gradient that enhances natural convection, and increases the surface tension. 
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 The effect of BuOH that is experimentally found is a combination of all 4 of these, as 

a comparison between the measured effect and the effect as calculated based on the 

mass transfer coefficient shows. 

 BuOH is, therefore, an additive that allows a faster separation of glycerol and water in 

melt layer crystallization, meaning a lower distribution coefficient at a given growth 

rate or a higher possible growth rate without an increase in the distribution coefficient. 

 Three criteria are important for the choice of such an additive: 

o Its polarity should be lower than and as different as possible from that of the 

nutrient without sacrificing miscibility in the liquid at the crystallization 

temperature.  

o Its density should be as different as possible from that of the nutrient and most 

favourably it should be higher rather than lower, again without causing de-

mixing in the liquid phase. 

o Its viscosity should be as low as possible and its presence in the liquid phase 

should reduce the viscosity of the mixture at its liquidus line. 

 An additive that meets these criteria will exhibit the strongest positive effect when 

needed the most, i.e. at high growth rates and low mass transfer coefficients, 

because this is when concentration polarization is strongest. 

 If the growth rate is not measured on line, but calculated based on the deposited 

mass, a sensible set of assumptions for this calculation is crucial to achieving results 

that are comparable to those from other setups. 

 The salt-content of raw glycerol increases the polarity and, thus, causes a miscibility 

gap between raw glycerol and BuOH. 

 In deoiling of paraffin slack wax, water and mek were used to agitate the melt by 

rising and sinking of droplets. 

 The possibility of a successful sweating step in paraffin slack wax deoiling is 

dependent on the cooling rate during the crystallization step. 

 A simple device is presented that allows the detection of the relevant temperature 

interval, in which cooling should be slow. 

 By combining slow cooling with agitation by water and mek, the kinetic hindrance to 

the separation in crystallization has largely been overcome. 

 The deoiling of mmo-type paraffin slack wax is limited not only by kinetic hindrance 

but also by an unfavourable SL-equilibrium. 
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7 Summary 

The use of additives to improve the kinetics of layer crystallization without introduction of 

moving parts of machinery was investigated in detail for the first time. An understanding of 

the process was obtained on the example of a synthetic binary glycerol-water mixture. Its 

application to 2 real industrial separation tasks, raw glycerol and paraffin, was also 

investigated to gain further insight. Apart from this main task, encountered problems of 

experimental procedure and peculiarities of the 3 investigated systems were discussed and 

solutions to problems proposed.  

A lot of experiments, performed in 3 different setups on the system glycerol-water, have 

shown that even small amounts of BuOH can take a huge influence on the speed of 

separation. The use of wb = 5% BuOH in a static crystallizer allowed increase of the growth 

rate by a factor 10 without loss in the separation success. This factor increases 

approximately linearly with increasing BuOH mass fraction wb < 30%. Calculations of the 

mass transfer in the melt reveal that the measured extend of effect cannot be explained 

simply by its influence on the overall viscosity level. It has to be taken into account that the 

BuOH accumulates close to the crystal front, that the composition-induced density gradient is 

stronger than the temperature-induced one and, therefore, causes even stronger natural 

convection and that the lower polarity of BuOH increases the surface tension between the 

liquid glycerol-water-BuOH mixture and the glycerol crystal. From this discussion, a protocol 

for choosing a suitable additive was derived. The most important points are that, first, the 

reduction in viscosity has to be considered together with the influence on the melting 

temperature and, secondly, a large difference in density is desirable. Thirdly, the difference in 

polarity between nutrient and additive has to be as large as possible without losing liquid 

miscibility. If the additive is chosen well, its effect will increase when needed the most. For 

glycerol, BuOH is good, but not the ideal additive. However, its influence can be as large as 

the influence of an agitation stronger than that in a falling film.  

Limitations to the applicability of such additives showed in the experiments on raw glycerol. 

It was further found that comparability between different common lab-scale setups depends 

heavily on sensible evaluation of the growth rate and much more so than acknowledged in 

the literature. A few simple strategies of calculation are proposed that allow better 

comparability and a more quantitative scale-up directly from lab scale. 

For the investigated paraffin system, a process was introduced that removed the kinetic 

hindrances to the separation by slow cooling through the relevant temperature interval and 

use of 2 liquid additives that cause increased natural convection. A very simple 

measurement technique that allows finding the relevant T-interval was also put forward. 

However, the influence on kinetics did not resolve the problem of separation in paraffin, 

because the SL-equilibrium did not support separation.  
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8 Zusammenfassung 

Der Einsatz von Hilfsstoffen für eine Verbesserung der Kinetik in der Schichtkristallisation 

ohne das Einbringen beweglicher Maschinenteile wurde erstmals detailliert untersucht. Ein 

Verständnis des Prozesses wurde am Beispiel einer synthetischen Mischung aus Glyzerol 

und Wasser erlangt. Ferner wurde seine Anwendung auf zwei reale industrielle 

Trennaufgaben, Rohglyzerol und Paraffin, untersucht. Neben diesem Hauptanliegen 

diskutiert die Studie Probleme der experimentellen Methodik und Eigenheiten der 

untersuchten Stoffsysteme, und bietet Lösungen an.  

Zahlreiche Experimente, durchgeführt in drei verschiedenen Aufbauten, zeigten, dass selbst 

kleine Mengen an BuOH einen großen Einfluss auf die Geschwindigkeit der Trennung von 

Glyzerol und Wasser nehmen können. Bereits wb = 5% BuOH in einem statischen Kristaller 

erlaubten eine Erhöhung der Wachstumsrate um einen Faktor 10 ohne Reinheitsverlust. 

Dieser Faktor wuchs in etwa linear mit dem BuOH-Massenbruch wb < 30%. Berechnungen 

des Stoffübergangskoeffizienten zeigten, dass dieser Effekt nicht allein durch den Einfluss 

auf das Viskositätsniveau erklärt werden kann. Die Anreicherung des BuOHs nahe der 

Kristallfront, der so entstehende Dichtegradient und die daraus resultierende verstärkte freie 

Konvektion, ebenso wie die Erhöhung der Grenzflächenspannung zwischen Glyzerolkristall 

und BuOH-haltiger Schmelze müssen berücksichtigt werden. Auf dieser Erkenntnis basiert 

ein hier erstelltes Protokoll für die Auswahl eines geeigneten Hilfsstoffes. Die drei wichtigsten 

Punkte sind: 1. Die Einflüsse auf Viskosität und auf Schmelzpunkt müssen gemeinsam 

berücksichtigt werden. 2. Ein großer Dichteunterschied ist wünschenswert. 3. Die Polarität 

von Produkt und Hilfsstoff sollte sich so stark unterscheiden, wie es möglich ist, ohne die 

Mischbarkeit im Flüssigen einzubüßen. Wenn der Hilfsstoff sinnvoll gewählt wurde, ist seine 

Wirkung umso größer, je mehr er gebraucht wird. Für Glyzerol ist BuOH ein guter, aber nicht 

der ideale Hilfsstoff. Trotzdem steht seine Wirkung nicht hinter der einer erzwungenen 

Konvektion, wie sie nicht einmal in einem Rieselfilm realisiert wird, zurück. Grenzen der 

Anwendbarkeit dieser Hilfsstoffe wurden bei den Experimenten an Rohglyzerin offenbar. 

Ferner wurde gezeigt, dass die Vergleichbarkeit von Ergebnissen aus verschiedenen 

üblichen Laboranlagen empfindlicher von der Auswertung der Wachstumsrate abhängt, als 

bisher angenommen. Einfache Berechnungsstrategien für bessere Vergleichbarkeit und 

Maßstabsübertragung wurden vorgeschlagen.  

Für das Paraffin wurde ein Prozess vorgestellt, der die kinetische Hinderung der Trennung 

durch zwei Hilfsstoffe und langsames Kühlen in einem T-Intervall, für dessen Bestimmung 

ebenfalls eine Methode vorgestellt wurde, überwindet. Der gewünschte Trennerfolg blieb 

jedoch aufgrund eines ungünstigen thermodynamischen Gleichgewichts aus.  
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List of Symbols 

Symbols are listed alphabetically. For each letter, the lower case is mentioned before the 

capital. Physical quantities, constants and mathematical operators are listed together. A unit 

is only given for physical quantities, not for operators.  

Latin letters 

Symbol Meaning Unit 

a Thermal diffusivity m2 s-1 

Aλ Optical absorbance - 

b Runge-Kutta functions in Eq. 6.2.22 and arbitrary 

fitting constants in Eqs. 2.17,19,20 

 

c Mass concentration kg m-3 

cp Isobaric heat capacity J kg-1 K-1 

d total differential operator  

∂ partial differential operator  

D Mass diffusivity m2 s-1 

e Euler‘s constant, 2.7828182845905 - 

E Specific energy according to DSC-signal J kg-1 K-1 

f Displacement function in stream calculation, 

Eqs. 6.2.10,14-17 

- 

F Help function in differential equation system, 

Eq. 6.2.20 

 

g Gravitational acceleration m s-2 

G Crystal growth rate m s-1 

G(100)  Crystal growth rate of a (100)-face m s-1 

G(110)  Crystal growth rate of a (110)-face m s-1 

G(111)  Crystal growth rate of a (111)-face m s-1 

Gr Grashof number - 

H Enthalpy J 

i Index number - 

j Diffusive mass flux kg m-2 s-1 

k Effective distribution coefficient, based on residual 

melt and on mass fractions 

- 

k! Desired effective distribution coefficient  

K Differential distribution coefficient, based on liquid at 

interface 

- 

l Length m 
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L Wetted length of the cold finger m 

m Mass kg 

M Molar mass kg mol-1 

n number of nuclei - 

ṅ nucleation rate s-1 

nD Refractive index - 

nSt Stirring speed, rounds per minute min-1=1/60 s-1 

Nu Nusselt number - 

p Pressure Pa 

Q Heat J 

r Radius, radial coordinate m 

r0 Radius of the cold finger m 

Re Reynolds number - 

s Layer thickness m 

sD Diffusion boundary layer thickness m 

Sc Schmidt number - 

Sh Sherwood number - 

t Time s, h = 3600 s 

tPT Time needed for post treatment or draining s 

T Temperature K, °C = K - 273.15 

u Velocity in x-direction m s-1 

U Inner Energy J 

v Velocity in y-direction m s-1 

V Volume m3 

w Mass fraction - 

wimp Impurity mass fraction - 

W Work J 

x Coordinate in space, horizontal distance from a 

horizontally growing layer 

m 

X Mole fraction - 

y Coordinate in space, vertical extension of a 

horizontally growing layer 

m 

Y Yield - 

z Coordinate in space, thickness of vertically growing 

layer 

m 
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Greek letters 

Symbol Meaning Unit 

α Heat transfer coefficient W m-2 K-1 

β Mass transfer coefficient m s-1 

γ Surface tension - 

Γ Dimensionless growth rate - 

δ Compositional diffusivity variation parameter - 

Δ Difference operator  

ΔT Undercooling (also called ‘supercooling‘)  K 

ε Compositional viscosity variation parameter - 

ζ Mass ratio - 

η Dynamic viscosity - 

κ Ratio of mass fractions at crystal front and in bulk - 

λ Thermal conductivity, in Ch. 6 and Appendix W m-1 K-1 

λ Wavelength, in Ch. 4-5 m 

μ Chemical potential J mol-1 

ν Kinematic viscosity m2 s-1 

ξ Reduced space coordinate in self-similar system - 

Ξ Parameter of the influence of the additive m s-1 

π Archimedes‘ constant, 3.14159265358979 - 

Π Product operator  

ρ Density kg m-3 

σ Electrical conductivity S m-1 

Σ Sum operator  

τ Time constant - 

τr Residence time s 

φ Angle, angular coordinate - 

Φ Porosity, liquid inclusion volume fraction - 

χ Compositional expansion coefficient - 

ψ Stream function m2 s-1 

Ψ Help function for Eqs. 6.2.19-23 - 

ω Reduced mass fraction - 

Ω Concentration polarization parameter - 
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Hebrew letters 

Symbol Meaning Unit 

 - Start value obtained by shooting in Eq. 6.2.23 א

 - Cost function of shooting in Eq. 6.2.24 ב

 Growth rate reference m s-1 ג

Subsripts 

Symbol Meaning 

PT Post Treatment 

S In the solid phase 

0 At the crystal front, i.e. at the SL-interface 

∞ In the bulk of the melt, far away from the SL-interface 

C In the crystalline phase 

c With respect to mass concentrations, rather than mass fractions 

L In the liquid phase 

g Glycerol 

w Water 

b BuOH when referring to real mixture, arbitrary solute in example calculations of 

Eqs. 2.13-15 & 6.2.1-28 . 

B At the beaker 

CF At the cold finger 

X With respect to mole fractions, rather than mass fractions 

Superscripts 

Symbol Meaning 

! Desired value 

tot Total 

* At the liquidus line, at equilibrium, at the critical size 

Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Meaning 

A Case A, set of assumptions in Eqs. 4.A.1-2 

API Active pharmaceutical ingredient 

ASTM ASTM International (American Society for Testing and Materials) 

B Case B, set of assumptions in Eqs. 4.B.1-3 

BuOH 1-butanol 
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C Case C, set of assumptions in Eqs. 4.C.1-6 

Ch. Chapter 

Chs. Chapters 

CPA Cubic plus association equation of state 

dao De-asphalted oil 

DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung 

EMIM-Cl 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium chloride 

EtOH Ethanol 

FAME Fatty acid methyl ester 

Fig. Figure 

Figs. Figures 

Fmmm Crystalline phase with space group F 2/m 2/m 2/m (orthorhombic) 

g Glycerol 

gw Binary glycerol-water mixture 

gwb Ternary glycerol-water-BuOH mixture 

in- Lower inflection point of DSC curve 

in+ Upper inflection point of DSC curve 

lmo Light machine oil 

L Liquid phase 

LL Liquid-liquid 

max Maximum function, peak of a curve 

mek methyl-ethyl-ketone (2-butanon) 

MeI Methylene iodine 

MeOH Methanol 

min Minimum function 

mmo Middle machine oil 

MONG Matter organic non-glycerol 

O-DO Order-Disorder 

on- Lower onset of DSC curve 

on+ Upper onset of DSC curve 

P1 Crystalline phase with space group P 1 (triclinic) 

P1 ̅ Crystalline phase with space group P 1 ̅(triclinic) 

P21 Crystalline phase with space group P 1 21 1 (monoclinic) 

P212121 Crystalline phase with space group P 21 21 21 (orthorhombic) 

P63/mmc Crystalline phase with space group P 63/m 2/m 2/c (hexagonal) 

Ph.Eur. Pharmacopoea Europaea 
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rg Raw glycerol, glycerol pitch 

sin Sinus function 

S Solid phase 

SL Solid-liquid, when referring to interface or equilibrium 

S-L Solid-liquid, when referring to phase transition 

spo Spindle oil 

Tab. Table 

TOC Total organic carbon 

UNIQUAC Universal quasi-chemical model 

V Vapour phase 

VLE Vapour-liquid-equilibrium 

w Water 

WHO World Health Organization 

 

List of Figures 

No. Page Caption (shortened) 

2.1 6 Typical process of layer crystallization in the industry with sweating step. The 

temperature of the cooling medium is drawn vs. the process time, together 

with the melting temperature of the pure product and sketches of the crystal 

layer and melt. 

 

2.2 7 Sketch of an industrial static layer crystallizer, showing four cooling plates 

instead of the large number that is used in a real apparatus. 

 

2.3 8 Examples of industrial equipment for dynamic layer crystallization. 

 

2.4 9 Most important industrially established applications of melt layer 

crystallization [Ste03]. The dynamic viscosity at melting temperature, 

obtained from extrapolating an exponential fit of data from various sources to 

the melting temperature, is drawn vs. The melting temperature of the pure 

product.  

 

2.5 10 Simplified flow chart of an established process for the purification of glycerol, 

comprising 3 distillation units and one adsorption over active carbon.  
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2.6 12 Classification of nucleation with sketch of mechanisms. 

 

2.7 13 Qualitative plot of chemical potential vs. reaction coordinate for the nucleation 

of CaCO3 from aqueous solution, according to classical nucleation theory (a), 

experimental values (b) [Geb08], and dynamic simulation results assuming 

dry (c) or wet (d) clusters [Rai10]. Reproduced from [Eis12]. 

 

2.8 13 Nucleation rate vs. undercooling for glycerol, according to experimental data 

from Tamman [Tam22, Mat69]. Lines are drawn as guide to the eye. 

 

2.9 14 Hypothetical ṅ(T, w)-diagram, combining phase diagram and nucleation 

behaviour independent of the cooling profile.  

 

2.10 15 Illustration of important phenomena on the growing crystal surface on a 

microscopic scale. 

 

2.11 16 Constitutional undercooling (a) and one possible mechanism of fast dendritic 

growth caused by it (b), as opposed to no constitutional undercooling (c) and 

a growth mechanism that flattens out the crystal layer (d). 

 

2.12 17 Example for the influence of the surface tension on the tendency of a 

periodical perturbation to change the amplitude of its Fourier parts.  

 

2.13 18 Perturbation in the crystal layer growing or retreating, depending on the 

surface tension. The plot is constructed from the data shown in Fig. 2.12. 

 

2.14 19 Point defects and the lattice distortion caused by it: substitutional molecule of 

larger (a) or smaller size (b), interstitial molecule (c) and molecule of same 

size but different structure (d). 

 

2.15 19 Mixed crystals: cocrystal (a), small interstitial molecules (b) and flexible 

molecules (c). 

 

2.16 20 Edge dislocation (a) and its influence on solute uptake: small substitutional 

molecules in compressed volume above the edge (b), large substitutional 

molecules in stretched volume below the edge (c) and interstitial molecules in 

stretched volume below the edge (d). 
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2.17 22 Phase diagram of the system glycerol-water.  

 

2.18 22 Phase diagrams of binary n-alkane mixtures nonadecane-henicosane (a) and 

hexadecane-octadecane (b).  

 

2.19 23 Phase diagram of the binary system water-sucrose.  

 

2.20 23 Phase diagram of the binary system water-BuOH, with experimental 

(symbols) and calculated data (lines) (a).  

(b): Liquid phase diagram of the ternary system water-glycerol-BuOH with 

experimental data (symbols) from [Mat57] and linear extrapolation to lower 

temperatures (broken lines). 

 

2.21 24 Pseudobinary phase diagram of a system containing a multinary mixture of 

long n-alkanes (Paraffin) and one much shorter n-alkane (tetradecane, 

C14H30) (a). The composition of the feed paraffin, of the solid deposit at 15°C 

and of the paraffin remaining in the liquid phase at the same temperature is 

given in (b). 

 

2.22 27 Diffusion boundary layer and the relation between its thickness and the mass 

transfer coefficient β. For better visibility, the construction of sD, canonical is done 

at 1.05 wb,∞ instead of the denoted 1.01 wb,∞. 

 

4.1 33 Workflow for the production of glycerol seed crystals. 

 

4.2 34 Example of determination of crystal growth rate in a petri dish. The position of 

the seed is obvious from the shape of the crystallite. The size is estimated by 

counting the squares and averaging over several directions. 

 

4.3 34 Sketch of the magnetic stirrer cold finger setup (MCF). Application of a 

complete seed layer onto the cold finger (Seeding) and crystal growth after 

immersion into the melt (Growth). 

 

4.4 35 Glass setup showing 3 glasses during different stages of one experiment. 

Actually, 10 glasses were operated in parallel. Z of the thickness of the 

crystal layer. 
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4.5 36 Sketch of the 3 different bottle test arrangements (a-c). 

 

4.6 36 Cold finger with grid and parts of burst crystal layer.  

 

4.7 37 Cold finger setup for quantitative experiments on separation success. The left 

side shows the seed crystals sinking during the seeding process, leaving 

nuclei at the cold finger. The right side shows the uneven crystal layer with 

liquid inclusions towards the end of the growth step. 

 

4.8 38 Temperature and sampling protocol for static cold finger experiments on 

glycerol with ww = 3%. The predicted reaction of the crystal layer is also 

shown.  

 

4.9 39 Setup with translational movement of the beaker and fixed cold finger for the 

purpose of forcing strong convection in the melt. 

 

4.10 40 Workflow of the experiments with raw glycerol. Measurements are indicated 

by the symbols of the measured quantity. 

 

4.11 41 Sweating setup type I. 

 

4.12 41 Sweating setup type II. 

 

4.13 42 Gravimetric measurement of the BuOH mass fraction wb,0 by using Eq. 4.1 

after weighing of masses m0 and m1 and Karl-Fischer titration for water mass 

fractions ww,0 and ww,1.  

 

4.14 43 Assumptions for the calculation of the growth rate from the crystal mass m 

and crystallization time t in cold finger experiments (subfigure (a) and (c), 

cases A and C) and from the layer thickness z in the glass setup (subfigure 

(b) and case B).  

 

4.15 45 Coordinates φ, r in horizontal cross section of cold finger with seed at point S 

and different paths for the crystal growth to reach point P: (a) shortest path, 

(b) fastest and, therefore, actual path, (c) approximation of fastest path made 

in this study. 
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4.16 46 Assumed geometry of crystal layer for Cases A, B, and C after shorter time of 

growth (darker) and longer growth (lighter). 

 

4.17 48 Raw data of a DSC long curve at a cooling rate of - 5K/min. The shown dT/dt 

(broken line) is the actual rate of temperature change. 

 

4.18 48 Example for the construction of the baseline by linear extrapolation from the 

temperature interval of completely molten sample. 

 

4.19 48 The resulting peak curve, after deduction of the baseline, and its derivative. 

 

4.20 49 Numerical separation of the peaks in the DSC-curve E (solid lines) using the 

onset, inflection, and peak points (symbols), the tangents at inflection 
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the sweating step with channels inside the layer showing. 
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Appendix 

A.1 Correlations for the properties of ternary glycerol-water-BuOH mixtures. 

The thermal and mechanical properties of ternary mixtures of glycerol, water and BuOH are 

calculated from data provided in the literature in combination with some own experimental 

data. 

A.1.1 Viscosity 

Experimental data of the viscosity of binary aqueous glycerol mixtures from the literature 

[Seg51, Sha94, Che04] are correlated by CHENG [Che08]. After all substitutions, the CHENG 

correlation predicts the dynamic viscosity of the binary aqueous glycerol mixture ηgw as 
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, 

 

(A.1.1) 

 

where ww is the water mass fraction and T/°C is the Celsius temperature divided by 1°C. This 

equation is taken from data for 0°C<T<100°C, but is here also used for extrapolation to 

T>-10°C.  

The influence of BuOH on the viscosity is taken from own experimental data shown in 

Fig. A.1. 

 

Figure A.1. Viscosity of glycerol mixtures as a function of the BuOH content. The water mass fraction ww 
is below 10

-3
. 

 

The data are fitted by the function 

휂gwb = 휂gw 𝑒
(−6.556−0.102 

𝑇
°C
) 𝑤b . 

 

(A.1.2) 

 

 

A.1.2 Density 

A second-degree polynomial fit for the density of water for -15°C<T<15°C reported in 

[Wag06] is used: 
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𝜌w
kg m−3

= 269.73 + 5.262 
𝑇

K
− 0.0095(

𝑇

K
)
2

. (A.1.3) 

 

 

The densities of glycerol and BuOH are calculated according to [Kle06a, b].  

 

𝜌g

kg m−3
=

0.4567818

0.01799
(1+(1−

𝑇
874.776 K

)
0.07136

)

 

 

(A.1.4) 

𝜌b
kg m−3

=
2.9864379

0.05482
(1+(1− 

𝑇
 579.589K

)
0.10323

)

 

 

(A.1.5) 

 

Neglecting excess volumes, the density of the mixture is 

𝜌gwb = (
𝑤w
𝜌w
+
𝑤b 

𝜌b
+
(1 − 𝑤w −𝑤b)

𝜌g
)

−1

. (A.1.6) 

 

 

A.1.3 Thermal conductivity 

The thermal conductivities of the pure substances are calculated according to [Kle06a, b]: 

𝜆g

Wm−1K−1
= 0.2562 + 1.19 ∙ 10−4  

𝑇

K
+ 2.3 ∙ 10−8 (

𝑇

K
)
2

− 1.05 ∙ 10−10 (
𝑇

K
)
3

                  

+ 1.02 ∙ 10−13 (
𝑇

K
)
4

, 

 

(A.1.7) 

𝜆w
Wm−1K−1

= −0.3623 + 0.0050659 
𝑇

K
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𝑇

K
)
2

− 1.527 ∙ 10−9 (
𝑇

K
)
3

  

+ 1.847 ∙ 10−12 (
𝑇

K
)
4

 

 

(A.1.8) 

𝜆b
Wm−1K−1

= 0.2139 − 2.011 ∙ 10−4  
𝑇

K
− 4.4 ∙ 10−8 (

𝑇

K
)
2

+ 1.78 ∙ 10−10 (
𝑇

K
)
3

          

− 2.15 ∙ 10−13 (
𝑇

K
)
4

. 

 

(A.1.9) 
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The widely used mixing rule of LI [Li76] proved unnecessarily complicated for the purpose of 

the present study. From Fig. A.2, it is obvious that the conductivity changes in good 

approximation linearly with the mole fraction of BuOH.  

 

 

Figure A.2. Thermal conductivity of glycerol mixtures with BuOH or water as a function of the mole 
fraction of the second component. Data from [Ras67]. 

 

The water mole fraction does not in any experiment or any likely industrial application of the 

presented technique exceed 0.4. For the most important cases, it stays below 0.05. 

Therefore, a linear fit for 0 ≤ xw ≤ 0.4 is chosen. Extrapolated to xw = 1, it yields 56.4% of the 

actual value for pure water. Neglecting the possible temperature dependence of this relation, 

the resulting simplified mixing rule is 

𝜆gwb = 0.564 𝑥w 𝜆w + 𝑥b 𝜆b + (1 − 𝑥w − 𝑥b)𝜆g. 

 
(A.1.10) 

A.1.4 Heat capacity 

The heat capacity of the pure substances is calculated according to [Kle06a, b] as 

𝑐𝑝,g

J kg−1K−1
= 852 + 5.219 

𝑇

K
, (A.1.11) 

𝑐𝑝,w
J kg−1K−1

= 3092 + 12.328 
𝑇

K
− 0.044504(

𝑇

K
)
2

+ 5.226 ∙ 10−5 (
𝑇

K
)
3

, 

 

(A.1.12) 

𝑐𝑝,b

J kg−1K−1
= 2573.3 − 9.785 

𝑇

K
+ 0.030783(

𝑇

K
)
2

+ 2.8 ∙ 10−7 (
𝑇

K
)
3

, 

 

(A.1.13) 

and the mixture’s heat capacity is calculated as 

𝑐𝑝,gwb = 𝑤w𝑐𝑝,w +𝑤b 𝑐𝑝,b + (1 − 𝑤w −𝑤b)𝑐𝑝,g. (A.1.13) 
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A.1.5 Diffusivity 

Experimental literature data [Ter96, D’Er04] for the influence of the water mass fraction on 

the mutual diffusivity Dgw are shown in Fig. A.3 and are used by the linear fit given in the 

figure. As a rough approximation, it is assumed that the influence of BuOH is the same as 

the influence of water. TOMLINSON [Tom73] found that the product of self diffusivity and 

viscosity, D·η, of pure glycerol is almost constant for 20°C < T < 160°C. Assuming that this 

fact is valid for the mutual diffusivities in the relevant glycerol mixtures and for lower 

temperatures, the diffusivity is calculated as  

𝐷 gwb

 m2s−1
= (1.4 ∙ 10−11 + 9.518 ∙ 10−10 (𝑤w +𝑤b))

휂gwb(𝑇 = 25°C)

휂gwb
. (A.1.14) 

 

The viscosities of the ternary mixtures at 25°C, ηgwb(T=25°C), and at the actual temperature, 

ηgwb, are calculated by Eqs. A.1.1-2. 

 

Figure A.3. Mutual diffusion coefficient of aqueous glycerol mixtures at 25°C, data from [Ter96, D’Er04].  

A.1.6 Solid-liquid equilibrium temperature 

The melting point of pure glycerol T*g = 18.17°C is taken from [SDA90]. The liquidus line for 

aqueous glycerol mixtures was measured by LANE [Lan25]. For 0 < ww < 0.3, the straight line  

𝑇gw
∗

 °C
= 18.17 − 192.24 𝑤w (A.1.15) 

gives a very good fit. The Influence of BuOH on the equilibrium temperature is neglected. 

Therefore, independent of the BuOH content, an equilibrium mass ratio of water to glycerol 

ζwg is given for each Temperature: 

휁wg
∗ =

𝑇
K − 291.32

99.08 −
𝑇
K

. (A.1.16) 
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A.2 Properties of the crystal layer 

A.2.1 Porosity 

Porosity of the crystal layer arises from the inclusion of the liquid next to the crystal front. If 

no BuOH is present, the pores are filled with a binary aqueous glycerol mixture of equilibrium 

composition ww*, the water in which accounts for all the water in the layer. Therefore, 

𝛷 =
1

𝑤w
∗

𝑤w

𝜌L
∗

𝜌g,C
−
𝜌L
∗

𝜌g,C
+ 1
, 

(A.2.1) 

where ww* is obtained by substituting the average crystal layer temperature T̅ into Eq. A.1.16 

and solving for ww. ρL* is the liquid density at T̅ and ww* from Eqs. A.1.3-6. 

If BuOH is present, the assumption is made, that the mass ratio of water to butanol ζwb in the 

pores is the same as in the residual melt.  

A.2.2 Density 

The density of crystalline glycerol is given by BLAZHNOV et al. [Bla65], based on UBBELOHDE 

[Ubb65], as 

𝜌g,C

kg m−3
= 1393.705 − 0.19255

𝑇

K
. (A.2.2) 

 

For the density of the crystal layer, it is assumed that the crystalline part is pure glycerol, i. e. 

no other substance is built into the lattice. The porosity Φ of the layer is, however, taken into 

account: 

𝜌 = (1 − 𝛷) 𝜌g,C +𝛷 𝜌𝐿 . (A.2.3) 

A.2.3 Thermal conductivity 

SANDBERG et al. [San77] measured the thermal conductivity of pure crystalline glycerol and 

found it to be proportional to T-0.7 for 130 K < T ≤ 273 K. Over the temperature interval 

relevant to the present study, a linear fit of the measured data at 258 K ≤ T ≤ 273 K is 

sufficient. Its formula is 

𝜆g,C

Wm−1K−1
= 0.96448294 + 0.001312336 

𝑇

K
. (A.2.4) 

 

For the thermal conductivity of the crystal layer, the liquid inclusions are neglected. 

A.2.4 Heat capacity 

The volume-specific heat capacity ρcp of pure crystalline glycerol was measured by 

SANDBERG et al. [San77]. The data points for 258 K ≤ T ≤ 273 K can be approximated by  

(𝜌 𝑐𝑝)g,C

J m−3K−1
= 8.21604 ∙ 105 + 4.608865711 ∙ 103

𝑇

K
. (A.2.5) 
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Eq. A.2.5 is combined with Eq. A.2.2 to give 

 𝑐𝑝,g,C

J kg−1 K−1
=
8.21604 ∙ 105 + 4.608865711 ∙ 103

𝑇
K

1393.705 − 0.19255
𝑇
K

. (A.2.6) 

A.3 Mass transfer coefficient in a falling film 

The calculation of mass transfer coefficients was performed using the analogy between heat 

and mass transfer and the equations compiled by SCHNABEL & PALEN [Sch94]:  

𝑆ℎ =
𝛽

𝐷
(
𝜈2

𝑔
)

1
3

, (A.3.1) 

𝑅𝑒 =
�̇�

2 𝜋 𝑟 휂
, (A.3.2) 

𝑆𝑐 =
𝜈  

𝐷
, (A.3.3) 

𝛽 = 𝐷 (
𝜈2

𝑔
)

−
1
3

max(𝑆ℎ𝑖) ,   𝑖 ∈ {1; 2; 3; 4} , 𝑆ℎ1 = 1.3 𝑅𝑒
−
1
3,

𝑆ℎ2 = 0.912 (𝑅𝑒
1
3 𝑆𝑐 (

𝜈2

𝑔
)

1
3

𝐿−1 )

1
3

, 𝑆ℎ3 = 0.0425 𝑅𝑒
0.2 𝑆𝑐0.344,

𝑆ℎ3 = 0.0136 𝑅𝑒
0.4 𝑆𝑐0.344.  

(A.3.4) 

  

 

A.4 Refractive index of ternary mixtures of glycerol, water and sodium 

chloride 

The refractive index nD of binary aqueous glycerol mixtures was reported by HOYT [Hoy34] to 

fit the following formula: 

𝑛D,gw = {

1.3303 + 0.1124 𝑤g + 0.0605 𝑤g
2 − 0.0555 𝑤g

3, 𝑤g < 0.445

1.32359 + 0.149 𝑤g, 0.445 < 𝑤g < 0.795

0.90799 + 1.54 𝑤g − 1.55 𝑤g
2 + 0.576 𝑤g

3, 0.795 < 𝑤g

 (A.4.1) 

 

The refractive index and salt mass fraction of aqueous glycerol mixtures saturated with 

sodium chloride were reported by CHEN [Che70]. The data can be fitted within experimental 

accuracy to the following 2 formulae: 

𝑛D,gwNaCl
∗ − 𝑛D,gw 

= 0.0018 + 0.0366 𝑤w
′ + 0.009 𝑤w

′ 2, (A.4.2) 
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𝑤NaCl
∗
 
= 0.00639 + 0.1582 𝑤w

′ − 0.0125 𝑤w
′ 2, (A.4.3) 

 

where nD,gwNaCl*and wNaCl* are the refractive index end sodium chloride mass fraction of a 

ternary mixture saturated with sodium chloride, nD,gw is the refractive index of the salt free 

binary mixture and ww’ is the water mass fraction in said salt-free basis. 

By interpolating linearly between the point without salt and the point at saturation, the 

refractive index of the ternary mixture can be calculated as 

  

𝑛D,gwNaCl = 𝑛D,gw +
𝑛D,gwNaCl
∗ − 𝑛D,gw

𝑤NaCl
∗

𝑤NaCl
 . (A.4.4) 
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